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ABSTRACT
Kalia Brooks
IDENTITY AND ERACIAL: REPRESENTING THE OTHER IN A SCREENED WORLD
The research that I am about to embark on focuses on the shift in expressions of
gendered race in a screened world. This study is primarily centered on this mode of
representation as it has been transformed through the evolution of image technology in
film, television, and cyberspace. These three media platforms, in particular, are greatly
influential on our cultural understanding of self-image, and the image of others. I will
look closely at how depictions of gendered race have been authored in each medium, and
the mental impact of these images on our individual and collective consciousness.
I will argue that race, although not an invention of mass media, derived its
meaning in large part from the mythology of images. And mass media, film and TV most
specifically, used images of race to invent narratives about collective identification.
There is an inherent connection between the images we see and how we identify or are
identified, and the screen has been highly successful at mediating this delicate
relationship to both detrimental and productive ends. I will be examining gendered race,
as a performance of the double. The double is a mental function and an appearance.
The appearance of the racial double, in its earliest form in Hollywood film and
television, was a corrosive image. This was the case for the predominate image of blacks,
which pointed back to the black body and reified the experience of racism and oppression
within American culture. This is the image of the racial double that I reference
throughout as the unproductive other because it is meant to draw sharp, impassable lines
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between white and black, or more theoretically the self and other. This traditional way of
image-identification comes from a colonial structure of white/European supremacy, from
which the subjugated position of the racial other was founded.
In this dissertation I make the claim for a productive other. This form of doubling
acknowledges but is liberated from the old practices of racial individuation. The new
form of the productive other accepts images as pure copies, without origin, that do not
point back to a single, organic source. It is an appearance that embodies transcendence,
and is constantly seeking to be in connection with others. I refer to the process of
embodied transcendence as eRacial, and it is the method by which we obtain a new,
tertiary experience with image-identification in cyberspace.
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INTRODUCTION
The research that I am about to embark on focuses on the shift in expressions of gendered
race in a screened world.1 This study is primarily centered on this mode of representation as
it has been transformed through the evolution of image technology in film, television, and
cyberspace. These three media platforms, in particular, are greatly influential on our cultural
understanding of self-image, and the image of others. I will look closely at how depictions of
gendered race have been authored in each medium, and the mental impact of these images on
our individual and collective consciousness.
I will argue that race, although not an invention of mass media, derived its meaning in large
part from the mythology of images. And mass media, film and TV most specifically, used
images of race to invent narratives about collective identification. There is an inherent
connection between the images we see and how we identify or are identified, and the screen
has been highly successful at mediating this delicate relationship to both detrimental and
productive ends. I will be examining gendered race, as a performance of the double. The
double is a mental function and an appearance. It signifies the psychological equation of the
self + the other - as well as the social condition of race consciousness.
The appearance of the racial double, in its earliest form in Hollywood film and television,
was a corrosive image. It was designed to misrepresent, stigmatize and belittle. This was the
case for the predominate image of blacks, which pointed back to the black body and reified
the experience of racism and oppression within American culture. This is the image of the
racial double that I reference throughout as the unproductive other because it is meant to
draw sharp, impassable lines between white and black, or more theoretically the self and
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other. This traditional way of image-identification comes from a colonial structure of
white/European supremacy, from which the subjugated position of the racial other was
founded.
In this dissertation I make the claim for a productive other. This form of doubling
acknowledges but is liberated from the old practices of racial individuation. The new form of
the productive other accepts images as pure copies, without an original, that do not point
back to a single, organic source. It is an appearance that embodies transcendence, and is
constantly seeking to be in connection with others.2 I refer to the process of embodied
transcendence as eRacial, and it is the method by which we obtain a new, tertiary experience
with image-identification in cyberspace. The tertiary experience breaks out of old
pathological binaries, recognizes the image as myth and therefore carries the potential for
radical identification.
It is important to investigate the impact the Internet is having on the relationship between the
image and identity because Internet use has grown exponentially around the world since
1995. In 2015, there were more than 3 billion users, which represented 40 percent of the
world population that had an Internet connection. That is an impressive figure considering
that twenty years ago in 1995 it was less than 1 percent. The number of Internet users has
increased tenfold from 1999 to 2013. The first billion was reached in 2005, the second billion
in 2010, and the third billion in 2014.3
By region, Asia represents 48.5 percent of users worldwide. The Americas (North and South)
follow with 21.8 percent, Europe follows closely with 19 percent, Africa has a little less than
10 percent and the Middle East and Oceania have less than 5 percent.4 Although Asia has the
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largest amount of Internet users in the world, Internet usage has only penetrated about 38
percent of the region’s population. The highest penetration rate by population is North
America with 87 percent, followed by Europe with 73 percent, and Oceania and Australia
with 72 percent. Africa, even though it represents about 9 percent of Internet users by region,
has the fastest Internet growth rate in the world increasing almost 7,000 percent between
2000-2015.5 These numbers make it clear that the Internet is one of the most powerful media
platforms in the world, connecting almost half of the world’s population at a rate that
expands rapidly each year.
Cyberspace is changing the mass media landscape. It is even affecting traditional television
viewing. The statics I will provide on the current state of viewing in households with TV are
based in the United States as an example of how the Internet is influencing TV viewing
habits. According to Nielsen’s most recent “Total Audience Report” 18 to 24 year-olds
watched an average of 76 hours and 55 minutes of television per month between April and
June (Q2) of 2016.6 These numbers were less than the 85 hours and 34 minutes per month
during Q2 in 2015, “representing a drop close to 10 hours per month.”7 Moreover, there was
an 11-hour decline seen between January and March (Q1) in 2016. Nielsen’s report identified
two reasons for the loss in consumption. The first was as decline in reach via “cord-cutters
and cord-nevers,” and the other is due to “less viewing among TV users.”8
A Forrester Research study from 2015 found that:
Cord-nevers – people who have never subscribed to a traditional pay-TV service –
make up 18 percent of the U.S. population. While most cord-nevers are age 32 and
above (people who have grown up in the familiar pay-TV paradigm but eschewed it
anyway), about 7 percent of the U.S. population are cord-nevers between the ages 18
and 31. That figure is larger than the 6 percent of the population who are cord-cutters,
or people who have cancelled their cable or satellite subscription. In general, nearly
half of digital cord-nevers use Netflix and YouTube.9
3

To add to these findings, “Forrester estimates that by 2025, half of all TV viewers under age
32 will not pay for TV in the current model.”10 Even though the statistics point to a dramatic
shift in the way media is consumed, James McQuivey, a Forrester analyst writes that the
“rumors of the death of pay TV are greatly exaggerated. About 67 percent of U.S. adults are
‘cord-havers’.”11
It does not appear from these recent projections that the Internet is replacing TV as the
primary source of media consumption. I think a more accurate statement reveals that they are
complementary sources of digital video. The research that supports this assessment states that
video streaming is on the rise among certain demographics, but is not supplanting traditional
TV overall:
It is worth remembering that Q1 2016 marked the first time that streaming video
services were in 50 percent of US TV households. With that in mind, reports have
been out suggesting that streaming video has supplanted linear TV as the dominant
form of video consumption among youth.12 A survey from Deloitte finds 19 to 25
year-olds estimating that they spend 30 percent of their TV content time watching
streaming video as opposed to 29 percent watching live programming, with streaming
(31 percent) also ahead of live viewing (28 percent) among 26-32 year-olds.13 A
DEFY Media study similarly suggests that 13-24 year-olds are spending more time
with “free” and subscription digital video than with TV.14
While these measurements make it clear that video streaming is growing in use, “linear TV
viewing has been flat at best,” but not overtaken as the dominant video consumption
source.15 As I am using these numbers to show how Internet-based video is changing the
habits of the media viewing audience, it is also important to admit that there are
inconsistencies in obtaining these measurements “based on the video metrics included and
not included in the consumption counts.”16 Comparable Metrics reports:
Smartphone and tablet video figures do not include content available through
applications and the wed where video is not the primary focus, such as Facebook.
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Even so, the methodology does include apps and sites where one might expect most
long-form video consumption, such as Netflix and HBO GO.17
There is a strong possibility, therefore, that video streaming consumption is much greater
than the statistics reveal.
The Nielsen report also gives TV viewing data sorted by race and ethnicity. I think it is
worthwhile to review the figures on race. Since my research chronicles the shift in the
representation of the other in screen-based media, it is helpful to know the consumption
habits of these audiences. Nielsen’s most recent study showed that:
African-American households continued to consume the most TV on a monthly basis
in Q2 2015, close to triple the amount of time spent by Asian viewers, who spent the
least amount of time watching TV (197:51 versus 73:54). Among Black American
adult users, time spent with traditional TV was down only slightly in Q1 on a yearover-year basis, while time spent with video on digital devices increasing more
rapidly.18
The consistent trait among viewing audiences under 32 years-old and African American
audiences is the more prevalent use of digital devices. This is not the case, however, when
analyzing “…media consumption and device ownership by household income.”19 When both
race and household income of at least $50 thousand are taken into account, the results of this
data demonstrates that Asian-Americans have the highest penetration rate of digital devices
that enhance their television watching experience by granting access to online streaming
services.20
As we consider the relationship between media images and the mental perception of the
other, one can infer that audiences are moving to online sources because of the lack in
flexibility of the linear TV structure to generate new images in the way that new media forms
are perpetuated in cyberspace. Although race and income play a significant role in the
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audience’s access to digital devices, (a negative attribute) marginalized audiences are still
among the fastest growing consumers of non-linear, Internet-derived television.
The film industry is the oldest of the screen-based media platforms that I will be discussing
in this study, and is a powerful arbiter of images on its own. Like television and the Internet,
it is another pervasive influencer of the global, mass media audience. The Motion Picture
Association of America measures the impact of cinema around the world in terms of ticket
sales. The box office for all films released around the world reached a high of $35.9 billion in
2013.21 This increase in sales was up 4 percent from 2012, and is largely due to the
international box office, which accounted for $25 billion. While the box office in the United
States and Canada remained consistent in 2013 with the year prior, the Asia Pacific region
took the lead in the international box office with $11.1 billion in sales.22 This increase in
sales has also generated an increase in cinema screens worldwide, bringing the number to
about 135,000 of which 80 percent are digital.23
Despite the recent decline in traditional television viewership in the United States, the
Internet and the cinema continue to expand their reach worldwide. The Internet, in particular,
has been attributed with the downward trend of linear TV viewing in the world’s biggest
economies.24 The United Kingdom, for example, had the greatest decline, down almost 5
percent, due to an increase in the use of online services to watch TV or films. While
broadcast television appears to have saturated the market, the Internet and cinema are
experiencing growth and unprecedented ease of accessibility in markets where there are
consumer and user demand. North America and Europe continue to be the center of
production and consumption in terms of the infiltration rate of the technology within the
population. However the statistics show that the largest growth rates are happening elsewhere
6

in places like Asia, Latin America, the Middle East and Africa – where the majority of the
world’s population resides.
These statistics relay the worldwide engagement with the screens of mass media, and the
impact that the Internet and digital technology is having on the viewing structures of cinema
and television. This study makes a connection between the individual’s relationship with
cinematic and television images and the psychoanalytic theory of Jacques Lacan. His theory
of the “mirror phase,” coincides with the increased popularity of the cinema, in particular.
The theory explains the psychological function in which the infant misidentifies the external
image as self, setting up a pattern of mental dysfunction where the external image (or other)
becomes the standard for avowing the subject’s personal conception of self.25
Within this schema, difference is pathological in the sense that it divides the subject into the
halves of self and other. This is the condition by which the individual is always striving to
reconcile by either identifying or not with the other. The divided subject is useful here
because it is our first example of the mental double that establishes an unproductive
relationship with the other. The divided subject identifies through self-sameness, which is an
act of separating from the other in an attempt to preserve the myth of the original self-image.
The theory of the divided subject that Lacan put in place becomes fruitful territory to
examine the mental faculties of a segment of the population that is left out of his formula. His
concept of identity formation serves to explain the mentality of the white, male subject,
which negates the position of women and people of color. Franz Fanon challenges the limits
of Lacan’s theory to study the mental development of the colonized subject. Fanon is writing
from within the French colonial schema, and is grounded in the political and intellectual
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atmosphere of post, colonialism. He is deeply invested in establishing a subjective position
for the colonized subject, and characterizing the malfunction of the colonial environment in
which the colonized individual is formed.
Fanon declares the complexities of forming an identity when the self is already
predetermined as other. This provides our next example of the double (derived from the
problematic of the Hegelian master/slave dialectic) that Fanon describes in terms of “black
skin, white masks.”26 He puts forward an essential pathology in the development of the black
subject within a racist society, one that is based (again, pathologically) on the black man and
woman’s perceived success in identifying with the parent state of the colony. I also use his
dialectic of “black skin, white masks” to explain the sensation of racial passing which
functions on behalf of the black subject to move into the cultural normalcy of whiteness.
The boundaries of black and white in which one either is or is not, and the power of the
master language in defining the subjective experience of the other defines the cultural reality
of racism. In a racist society, difference is suppressed in order to propagate the fiction of
sameness. Stuart Hall offers a proposal for getting beyond a racially divided society, by
articulating a relationship with the other that is not based on the suppression of difference,
but rather on the permission of it. He lays the groundwork for the possibility of productive
othering. This is the state of identification of most concern to this dissertation as it advocates
for a critical awareness of self-representation that is always making new associations for the
self. These new representations are expressed culturally through images that challenge the
homogenous appearance of the black subject in the media.
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Fanon and Lacan provide a bridge into cultural studies and the writings of Stuart Hall – as
well as Gayatri Spivak and Edward Said who are writing about the European construction of
the colonized Asian subject. Spivak uses the term “subaltern” to define the existential
specificity of being subjectively dominated by colonial rule.27 Said provides an in depth look
at the genesis of the “Oriental, ” and geographic invention of the “Orient” as a means of
explaining how Europe develops a body of knowledge around the power relations of looking
at a part of the world from the perspective of the Empire.28 Fanon, Spivak and Said help us to
make connections between the subaltern, oriental and the negro as images of the other
elicited by a European, colonial framework.
The power of looking as it relates to naming and social ordering the other extends into media.
Laura Mulvey and bell hooks examine the cinematic image of the female body on screen as a
means of interpreting how those images affect the psyche of the viewer. Mulvey and hooks
agree that the image of the female body on screen exists to reaffirm male-dominated
structures of looking, and ratify an ideal image of woman for male and female spectators
alike. Mulvey and hooks also agree on the failure of Lacan’s subjective theory to grant a
liberated position for woman – one that is not substantiated by the man’s naming of woman
in language.
hooks, however goes further with a two-fold critique of Lacan’s denial of black subjecthood,
and Mulvey’s omission in the evaluation of images of the black body. hooks provides us the
theoretical foundation to take an intersectional approach to the reading of racial images that I
am calling “gendered race.” This phrase comes from the understanding that gender and race
are not mutually exclusive as they have historically been treated within intellectual thought,
if treated at all. hooks also lends to this study the recognition that looking is a field of
9

domination, and that black women (in particular) can intervene within the system by creating
images that critique the ways the black female body has traditionally been negated in cinema.
Performance and appearance are linked for the purposes of my research. Brian Massumi,
Hannah Ardent and Judith Butler, exemplify the notion in my argument that performance is
the vehicle for how an individual appears to the self and to others. An effective performance,
as is supported by Butler and Massumi, has the potential to liberate the actor through the
embodied sensation of passing through other forms of appearance. This is the sort of passing
that does not require the actor to give up one appearance for another, but rather establishes
identity through the accumulation of stories generated by each apparition. I borrow from
Arendt’s concept of appearance to remind the reader that no iteration of self-performance is
finite. Appearance is an essential part of identifying ourselves to others, and this is what is
being reformed as human beings extend their reality into cyberspace.
Appearance has traditionally relied on the apprehension of the physical body. This study will
look closely at the presence of blackface, as a racial icon, employed in the early days of
cinema to promote collective identity and usher in the technological advancements of
cinema. Michael Rogin will support my insight on blackface as an example of pathological
doubling that served to advance collective whiteness and the authenticity of the cinematic
image at the expense of black people.
The rise in the notion of the authenticity of images eventually killed blackface, but set into
motion stereotypical portrayals of blacks on screen using black actors. Television is the
quintessential purveyor of authentic images. These imitations are perceived as real and
perpetuate a condition where those limited depictions become surrogates for the black
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experience. Marshall McLuhan, Friedrich Kittler and Jean Baudrillard help the reader grasp
my assertion about the authoritative power of television in determining our perceptions of the
other. Gil Noble provides a shining example of the interventionist approach, in the way of
Hall and hooks, to refute the limited representations of the black image on TV by producing
content to educate the public on the fullness of that experience.
The broadcast network of television and the digital network of cyberspace both contain the
capacity to reach a multitude of people. The difference however, and this is where Donna
Haraway lends her perspective, is in the cyber-network’s capacity to send and receive images
from a diverse set of sources – creating a collective conscious that is strengthened by
difference. Images are wrought with meaning, and the greater the ability to send and receive
information, from the position of the individual as producer, the more awakened we become
to our proximity with other people, and the more we crave that proximity. The Internet
requires our bodies in a way unlike television and film before it. Haraway’s concept of the
cyborg allows us to uncover the ways the body passes into cyberspace. The specificity of that
extension, what I am calling eRacial, or the tertiary experience, describes a new phase in
identity formation, one that is directly linked to our interaction with the Internet, and makes
new associations in the depiction of gendered race.
The screened image holds a critical place in this research. It gives the earliest examples of
gendered race from the beginning of cinema at the turn of twentieth century to the advent of
television in the mid twentieth century. This study analyzes the appearance of blackface as a
form of unproductive othering in the cinematic productions of Lime Kiln Field Day (1913),
Birth of a Nation (1915), and The Jazz Singer (1927). This popular style of performance
informs my thinking on racial passing, in the dysfunctional sense, as a means of blurring
11

one’s identity as to cross over into whiteness. Blackface transitions out of vogue at the same
time that the cultural, intellectual, and political movement of the Harlem Renaissance, but the
lived experience of doubling by way of racial passing remains an insidious aspect of black
culture. This is the context for the creation of the novel entitled, Imitation of Life (1933).
Written by Fannie Hurst, an enthusiast and patron of writer, Zora Neale Hurston, the story
tackles the complexities of racial identity among women during America’s gilded age.
As the male-dominated performance of blackface became outmoded on screen, it created the
space for stories like Imitation of Life with unconventional, female-centered narratives to
arrive on the silver screen. The cinematic versions (in 1934 and 1959) offered nontraditional
portrayals of women as victims of social and economic discrimination.29 Even though social
change ushered in the arrival of the film, Hurst’s characters are not free from pre-existing,
media-generated stereotypes. Her story of female upward mobility exploits the inequities of
social and economic racism. It also relocated the double from being inhabited by one body as
it was in blackface to a more complex interaction between characters.
The death of blackface perpetuated the arrival of the authentic image. As the technology of
cinema improved (with the implementation of sound, which meant the end of the silent film
era) so too did the reality principle of the actors who played blacks parts. Black actors were
hired to portray black characters on film very soon after talkies became the dominant
cinematic form. Such is the case with a movie like Imitation of Life where much of its
success as a film relies on its capacity to generate life-like drama among actors who look like
real people. The authenticity principle is pivotal to our attraction to images. It takes the
viewer beyond the novelty of the moving image, and expands the dimension of the
fabrication to one that resembles real life more closely.
12

Images become a surrogate for the real through the notion of authenticity. And in no medium
is authenticity more critical than on the small screen of TV. Television functions to
communicate reality to its audiences, and as it replaced radio as the primary broadcast
network for entertainment and public opinion, it gave a visual image to programming that
was once only accessible through sound. One of the shows to transfer from radio to TV was
the situation comedy, Amos n’ Andy show in 1951. It was the first show on television to
depict a storyline centered on a portrayal of black American urban life. Unlike the original
radio version, the TV show cast black actors in starring roles.
Even though the show created visibility for black actors in a sphere where there had
previously been none, the stereotypical depiction of the characters (a hold-over from the
radio version) remained a point of controversy until the show was removed from syndication
in the 1960s. This is an important point for my research as the pursuit of authenticity in the
making of images stirs a conflict where the gains in visibility on behalf of black actors is
undermined by the portrayal of typecast representations. When we come to understand that
images are only copies and not surrogates for real life, we can release the image from having
definitive power over the narrative of self-representation.
Amos n’ Andy and the early versions of Imitation of Life are a pivotal jumping off points for
my research. Artist, Ming Wong uses the 1959 version of the film as inspiration for a video
entitled, Life of Imitation (2009), and his video is also useful for thinking about the break
down of the reality principle in images. He takes the film’s central image of gendered race
and widens them even further. He expands the depiction of gender by casting men, dressed as
women, to play the primary female characters. He also widens the portrayal of race by
casting men who represent the three main ethnic groups from Singapore – Chinese, Indian
13

and Malay – to recite an American derived racial dialogue. The racial/ethnic context is
further complicated by the addition of Malay subtitles.
Wong’s adaptation shows us that our contemporary use of the digital realm of cyberspace
creates a mode to critique the colonizing aspects of mass media by visualizing a breakdown
in the traditional bifocal structure of racialized identities. Through his direction in casting,
editing, acting, and writing Wong exemplifies, for the viewer, a look into the phenomenon of
the tertiary experience – one born of the erosion of the static self, and embodies the fluidity
of online movement.
Wong visualizes the kind of passing through identity roles that is inherent with the use of the
Internet where bodies are masked by the screen, and the connections that users make with
each other in this space relies less on identity markers attached to the physical body. The
ability to connect with others in this way is what I describe as eRacial. The interfaces of
cyber-devices absent the body so that the user has the potential to create new outlets of
appearance that are not necessitated by the physical apprehension of another individual.
Once linked to the Internet our imaginations become the primary vehicle for imaging
ourselves, which opens up new passages of radical identification. In this way our linkage to
cyberspace increases the potential for unconventional associations between ourselves to
emerge. The 2013 movie entitled, Her, directed by Spike Jonze is a good example of this. It
is a love story between a man and his computer’s Operating System, named Samantha. The
film depicts a society where human beings become emotionally connected to cyberspace –
expanding the notion of identification to entities that are not substantiated by any physical
form. This is the experience of subjective development in the Internet Age.
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This dissertation combines a close reading of film, television, and other media through the
filter of psychoanalysis, cultural studies, and media theory. I employ the methodology of
bricolage, originally put forward in the work of anthropologist Claude Levi-Strausse, and reintroduced by Sherry Turkle, as a way of combining a diverse set of information to the reader
in the service of one idea.30 The idea here is that human interaction with cyberspace
reorganizes the way images relate to the self, facilitating a condition whereby the individual
is liberated from singular forms of static, unproductive identification.
In Chapter 1, I write about the “Gaze as Site of Resistance,” focusing on the power of
looking by questioning the authorship of visibility. I offer an explanation of the relationship
between the body, the image and identity – three aspects of visibility that are intertwined by
media representation. I begin the chapter by visualizing this relationship in the 1934 and
1959 versions of the film, Imitation of Life. I explore the process of racial passing as a form
of doubling, and compare the social and economic depiction of the female characters in the
directorial choices of (1934) and Douglas Sirk (1959). I then move on to a discursive reading
of Ming Wong’s revival of the scene from Sirk’s version when the mother and daughter meet
again for the last time. In the scene the daughter proclaims her decision to live as a white
woman, announcing that she will never see her mother again, whose blackness exposes the
daughter’s assigned racial identity.
Wong makes conceptual and technological choices that challenge the dichotomy of
prescribed identity categories. The mirror is central to the scene for both Sirk and Wong, and
is the apparatus (as explained by Lacan) that instigates the misrecognition of the external
image as self. I borrow from the writing of Laura Mulvey to examine the depiction of the
women in Imitation of Life through a Lacanian framework to assert that the female image is
15

constructed by and for the visual pleasure of men. Now that we are in the Internet Age, and
looking primarily through the screens of mobile devices the reflective gaze of the mirror is
broken. Wong’s rendition shows an alternative to the fragmented vision of the mirror, and
offers a “sight of resistance,” in the words of bell hooks, for representations that develop in
opposition to traditionally white, male-dominated images.31
In Chapter 2, I take a step back to think about the Processes of Othering, and ponder the
hierarchy of subject representation that is unique to the emergence of Western philosophical
thought. I begin with Hegel’s “I” “non-I” dialectic, which Lacan borrows for his concept of
the self and other. Within these terms the chapter expands upon the development of the black
subject starting with Franz Fanon and his psychoanalytic reading of the colonized mind.
Fanon, in dialogue with Lacan, expounds upon the mental damage that the Negro man and
woman inherit through the system of colonization. Fanon is in the company of earlier
francophone writers and theorists like Aimé Césaire and Léopold Sédar Senghor who penned
the literature and philosophy of Negritude, a pan-Africanist ideology that developed in the
1930s to call attention to the shared, colonialist experience of racism. The Intellectual and
political work of Fanon and the Negritude movement demanded recognition of the black
subject which in that time was still socially and economically denied.
As with the Negro, the Orient and the Oriental is another Occidental invention. Edward Said
provides background on the colonial authorship of the regions to the east of Europe, and the
many cultures and ethnicities within it that stretch from the “Bible lands” to Southeast Asia.32
Wong’s video represents the combination of the Negro and Oriental colonial histories. His
artwork is a series of visual transpositions where race and gender – as well as the actors and
roles are changing places with each other. I use Judith Butler’s theory of gender performance
16

to support Wong’s articulation of the transience of gender. This constant switching recontextualizes the dialogue of race and the dynamic of gender that are at play in the scene.
Wong even transposes the title of Imitation of Life to signify the importance of make-believe
in the constant cycle of hyper-representation that human beings live with. The urge to be
constantly imaged is perpetuated by cyberspace, and when the physical body is eRaced, all
you have is image.
Wong also provides the audience with a way to view what Stuart Hall calls “the discursive
phase of representation.”33 The double, that Hall claims is grounded in the pathological
representation of otherness, has historically constructed the black subject in film through
“fear and desire.”34 For Hall, identity is classified within the realm of representation, and
since the decade of the 1970s has been shifting from the outmoded, restrictive language of
race to new, productive articulations of ethnicity. Hall, writing from a British perspective,
reminds us that the term “Black” was used to classify non-white individuals from former
British colonies in the Caribbean and Africa as well as India and South Asia. Wong’s
appropriation of Imitation of Life is an example of the new forms of identification Hall
champions as emergent from visual media that break from the antiquated racial binary that
has traditionally been propagated through cinema.
In Chapter 3, I give an explanation of the role that blackface fulfilled as the unproductive
double in cinema. After the American Civil War it appeared in the theatrical form of the
Minstrel Show and later in Vaudeville – the two most popular forms of American
entertainment in the 19th and early 20th centuries. Vaudeville set the precedent for American
cinematic entertainment. The screen became central to the experience of identity. Early
experiments in the moving image developed by Thomas Edison in the late 19th century had
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an anthropological quality and were only visible by one person at a time.35 The Lumière
invention of the cinematograph in the 1890s allowed the motion picture to be seen by large
groups of people at once.36 At the onset of the motion picture industry, Cinema premiered on
the Vaudevillian circuit, and film became popular through the appropriation of vaudevillian
visual styles, structure and actors.
By the time it appears in cinema, blackface is already a famous pop-cultural archetype. It is
the only media-generated image of blacks in the 19th and early 20th centuries. It emerged to
recuperate the self-image of whiteness, at the expense of blacks, after the Confederacy of the
Southern United States was defeated in the Civil War. Bert Williams was the most famous
vaudevillian in the early 20th century. Later that title is given to Al Jolson who becomes
popular in the 1920s. Williams, as a black performer, was still subject to racism despite being
the most famous American of his day. Jolson’s application of blackface, by comparison,
carries him away from his immigrant, Jewish identity and into a uniquely American one.37
The cinematic cooptation of blackface as the counter image to establishing national identity
is best seen in the film, Birth of A Nation (1915). The most expensive and popular film of the
time, it constructed a national image based on white supremacy over blacks. The deployment
of blackface in Birth was in contrast to another cinematic production, Lime Kiln Field Day
(1913), starring Bert Williams. Unlike the allegorical violence that it inflicted upon the image
of the black in Birth, Lime Kiln was a romantic comedy. It was the first cinematic depiction
of black people on film, yet it remained unseen by the public until it was restored and
released by the Museum of Modern Art in 2014.38
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Lime Kiln and Birth are examples of the appearance of blackface in silent film, but it would
have a starring role in the debut of talking film as well. In the 1927 film, The Jazz Singer,
starring Al Jolson and directed by Alan Crosland and Gordon Hollingshead, blackface is the
transitional object into cinematic sound. Early cinema is rooted in the construction of the
other. “Birth makes war on blacks in the name of the father, while Jazz adopts the black
mask to kill the father.”39 The black mask is the conduit for ethnic assimilation into
mainstream culture and entry into the urban expression of jazz. The white male asserts his
individuality through the black double. He is able to find his voice.40
Speech ultimately removes blackface from the movies. The disappearance of the male
dominated performance of blackface made room for the emergence of the female lead. The
1934 debut of the film, Imitation of Life, represented an integrated, female – led household.
The story derives from the context of the Harlem Renaissance. Blackface dissolves but
doubling through race and gender remain in the relationships between the characters. This is
even more evident in the 1959 version of the film directed by Douglas Sirk. His is a movie of
doubles where every character is mirrored.41
The advance in the technology through sound, and the casting of black actors in film,
increased the perception of authenticity in the images. This carried over into television where
the reality principle of the authentic gave TV its credibility with audiences. In Chapter 4, I
am concerned with television as a site for the making of authentic images, and with the
image as a surrogate for social and cultural reality. This is the controversy at play in the
sitcom, Amos n’ Andy, where the lack of diversity in the representation of black characters
was damaging to the way black people were perceived in the real life. It would require an
intervention on behalf of television personalities like Gil Noble to challenge the lack of
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multiplicity in perspectives that reified the black experience, which was profoundly changing
when he took to the small screen in the late 1960s.
The impact of the image as a stand-in for the body is exemplified through differing points of
view in this study. Marshall McLuhan heralds mass media for the creation of the global
village. He argues that technology expands human consciousness by extending the central
nervous system. It creates an electronic proximity through transmission generating a sense of
wholeness among mankind. Ming Wong’s interest in cinema is an example of mass media’s
expansion around the world – not so much in the utopian terms of the “global village, ” but
more through the effect of colonization and cultural assimilation through media.42
Friedrich Kittler offers a more dystopian view of technology’s effect on the human mind. He
refers to human consciousness, in the proximity to electronic technology, as programmed. He
takes a post-human approach where technology marks the end of a distinct human identity.
Instead, the subject emerges through technological interaction. The cultural conditions for
this emergence are the typewriter, gramophone, and film.43 Each of these technologies
creates a differentiation of the senses. Instead of McLuhan’s wholeness, for Kittler, the
senses of touch, sound and sight become separated from the body. The human mind
misrecognizes the fabricated senses as real, and the body becomes programmed to rely on
electronic mechanism to receive human sensation. This grants the producers of media
generated content the authority over our reception of images at large, and of gendered race in
particular.
After Kittler, I look more deeply at the connection of the reality principle to the production of
images. Jean Baudrillard is my first example of how images function independently of
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nature. He releases biological sentimentality in favor of the symbolic realm of simulation,
where images replace the original version of things. He refers to images as simulacra, and
proposes that there are three orders of simulacra, which culminate in the postmodern era
where images precede the real. In the post-modern era there is no distinction between the real
and its copy. This is an important aspect to my argument because once the image is released
from its reality principle, the space for productive othering opens up. The Internet is a realm
made of copies where images are generated to produce new meanings about the self and its
relationship to others.
Once the reality principle is vacated from the image, and we become exposed to networks
that encourage connectivity and exchange of information, the machineries of fixed
representation (cinema and TV) have less control over the way we identify ourselves. I bring
in Donna Haraway’s theory of the “cyborg” as a precursory hybrid form that developed by
way of human engagement with networked machines.44 The cyborg has mechanical
surrogates that fuse with the body, and this is experienced in large number by the labor of
women of color who work in factories assembling technological devices. With the
production of technology as an economic base, Haraway describes society as a polymorphous
information system.45 This description helps us understand how the exchange of information
becomes a currency by which new associations are formed between people who historically
would have been separated through pathological differences. What is critical here is that the
hybrid form undermines the political myth of essential unity, and creates new radial identities
through affiliation, or conscious selective grouping, based on choice rather than biological
determination. This is the precursor to the kind of selective identity formation that takes
place online.
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In Chapter 5, I will discuss the movement from the appearance of the body in cinema and
television to the (dis) appearance of the body in cyberspace. Electronic media has oversaturated our minds with unproductive images of gendered race. Cyberspace, on the other
hand, urges users to double in a new way that uses the screen as a mask to productively
relinquish the visible surface of the body in order to (dis) appear or be eRaced. eRacial is the
emergence of a tertiary experience that is perpetuated by the Internet and breaks down the
reliance on categories that designate that one either is or is not. The binary and tertiary forms
of subjective representation coexist. However, eRacial is the gradual ceasing of physical
visibility due to the human engagement with the Internet. The tertiary experience, or eRacial
identity, is unique from old forms of subjective development in that it desires to be in
connection with other beings in the world.
I use the avatar as an example of eRacial representation. It descends from the cyborg and is
the graphic representation of the user online. The Internet is one of the most pervasive
imaging platforms in the world, and as such identity takes on the character of mobility that is
initiated through the ever-expanding use of wireless devices. (Dis) appearance, once a mark
of racial conformity, is now a process of radical identification. The avatar is user-generated,
multi-platformed, and predicated on the exchange of information. It is a “trans” subject that
breaks down the single-axis of mirror vision.46 It allows the user to see itself in motion, a
process that Brian Massumi describes as movement vision.47 The apparatus of detachment
from the embodied image of the self, in this case, is the action of logging-on. This triggers a
separation from the body (in front of the screen) and the mental extension of the body
(functioning in cyberspace).
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The central nervous system is key to the perception of embodied transcendence as it is
experienced in cyberspace. Appearance, as explained by Hannah Ardent, is an embodied
performance. It is an act with no biological use. It is purely social and therefore political. It is
the source of political thought because it cannot be reduced to use value.48 It reinforces the
idea that all images are impermanent and can always be changed. The graphic representation
that a user can generate across platforms online makes evident the mutability of images.
However, unlike Arendt’s claim it is not an appearance on the body, it is an extension of the
body, which is (dis) appeared in cyberspace and reconstituted as graphic immaterial.
Cyberspace is the site where the body (dis) appears in service to the emergence of radical
identities.
Wong’s video represents the tertiary experience and the development of new subjective
associations through the use of media. The individual is not just a passive receiver, but rather,
and more productively, has the capacity to generate a unique experience through images.
Because the Internet is an interactive medium, the body becomes interactive. The user logson and navigates through a sequence of unique record locators (urls) making connections
with other users without the face-to-face encounter on the physical body.
My notion of eRacial identity is imaginative and moves in and out of cyberspace through the
mechanisms of sight, sound and touch. Cyberspace is primarily visual, but it does not rely on
apprehension of the physical surface of the body. Vision in cyberspace relies on graphics and
text. Sound is another important component. Speaking into and having voices heard in
cyberspace evokes a human quality. In the 2013 movie, Her, the engagement with
cyberspace is primarily auditory. The haptic sensation of tactile feedback is experienced
through vibrations and the simulated sense of touch. These mechanisms are happening upon
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the user at the same time generating the tertiary emergence of the subjective development in
cyberspace. In Wong’s video the double serves as the unstable frame around the overflowing
content of selfhood. His work is an example of how identity is enacted online as a moving
through that is in constant negotiation with the fixed identity structures represented by the
screen-based media of cinema and television. His work also helps us engage with the
question of why our relationship with the screens of cyberspace urges us to reorganize our
relationship with the other.
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CHAPTER 1
Gaze as a Site of Resistance
The power of seeing will be a recurring theme in this study as it is the current that runs
through any discussion of media, especially as it relates to ideas of identity, and the processes
by which one comes to see the self in relation to others. The notion of the power of seeing, or
the gaze as it is referred to in theoretical circles, is situated in the realm of appearance, for
although we may all be born onto this earth we are not all granted the same privileges of
appearing.49 All social groups have their own conditions of appearance.
This research is concerned with the relations of appearance that give rise to identity
formations that are conditioned by the media-generated images of cinema, television and
cyberspace. The potency and value of media-generated images increase as the influence of
the “machineries of representation” become more ubiquitous in contemporary society.50 With
the rise in ubiquitous images, facsimiles predominate, and the process of self-identification
becomes a site of criticality where traditional representations of race are contested and
reformed.
In this study, the images of race depicted in film, television and cyberspace all have the
screen in common as the main interface of appearance and reception. I will argue through the
course of this research that each screened interface has a unique position in the exchange of
the appearance and reception of images as they relate to the portrayal and internalization of
race in particular. Hollywood cinema has depicted some of the most recognizable images of
race in American visual culture. The appearance of African Americans “blacks” on the silver
screen had been used to serve the racist agenda of Jim Crow era society on the one hand, and,
on the other, the presence of black actors, whilst portraying racist stereotypes, was an
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intervention on behalf of black people to assert visual agency where there had previously
been none.
In this chapter, I will focus on the movie adaptations of Imitation of Life in 1934 and 1959 as
an example of Hollywood’s attempt to depict unconventional images of race that carried an
undertone of social progressiveness as a means of bringing awareness to the corrosive effect
racism had on the black family. Intersected with the narrative of race was that experience as
it unfolded across gender, specifically for women, and the mother-daughter relationship. We
come to learn from these adaptations that the double, as the primary dialectic of identity
formation in psychoanalytic theory, does not offer the liberated sensation of self-definition in
the mind of the black subject.
The psychological double was articulated in the story through the occurrence of racial
passing, which required on behalf of the black subject (daughter) a renunciation of her
otherness for the benefit of appearing as white. Rather than a coming out, passing initiated a
hiding, wherein she lived in perpetual fear of being exposed. Instead of being an indictment
on racism, the melodrama situated the turmoil within the micro-experience of the motherdaughter relation, which located the trauma of the image on the bodies of black women.
The image of race, as a black problem, was successfully iconized in the 1934 and 1959
adaptions of Imitation of Life until Ming Wong (an internationally known video artist)
produced a new interpretation of the narrative in 2009. In it, Wong re-choreographed a scene
from the 1959 film to frame the notion of blackness within a broader colonial framework,
and highlighted the reception of racial narratives that were carried out through the
international dispersal of Hollywood image culture on other parts of the world. Additionally,
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In Life of Imitation, Wong subverts the dysfunctional limitations of doubling, as it occurred
in the phenomenon of racial passing. His version imaged the contemporaneous emergence of
racial affinity that incorporated the plurality of subjective experience, rather than the way
race had traditionally been employed in film to create obvious visual distinctions between
black and white.
1.1 The Mogul, the Model and the Maid
The cinematic debut of Fannie Hurst’s popular 1933 novel came to the silver screen in 1934,
directed by John M. Stahl. The film was an unconventional visualization of race relations in
the United States, not because it broke away from the use of gender-based racial tropes, but
rather for its honest portrayal of the complexities of racial identity through the lives of four
women. The story brought to a mass audience the economic predicament of single mothers,
one black and the other white, in which race played a critical role in both enhancing and
deforming the social bonds created among the women. It exposed a social taboo by
narrativizing the cultural ubiquity of racial passing that challenged the cultural mythology of
distinct racial boundaries.
The phenomenon of racial passing was a common practice among lighter-skinned blacks in
American and European society, since the transatlantic slave trade. With the systematic
disparities of racism, and the mental damage that comes with it, racial passing was seen as a
remedy for black people with indistinguishable features to be seen as white among their
peers. This was accomplished by severing the connection to any part of life that would
jeopardize the believability of the newly assumed identity. That meant embodying the
cultural norms of white privilege at the expense of black people, even those with whom you
are related. The pursuit of self-identification in Imitation of Life caused the white-looking
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daughter to denounce her black-looking mother. Stahl’s film was one of the first to introduce
the emotional anguish of passing to the mass cinematic audience.
In the film, the two mothers, Delilah Johnson and Bea Pullman, met by happenstance, and
quickly recognize the necessity of establishing a relationship of mutual reception. Under
Stahl’s direction the black domestic, named Delilah, needed a home in which to live and
work so that she could provide the basic needs of food and shelter for her daughter, Peola. In
the opening scene, Delilah rang the doorbell of white widow Bea to answer an ad for a maid.
She soon found out that she has mistaken the address putting her at Bea’s home instead of
her intended location. Delilah, in recognizing the kinship of situations, implored Bea to house
her and daughter, Peola in exchange for cooking and cleaning the house. Bea reluctantly
agreed to the arrangement on Delilah’s condition of room and board instead of wages.
At the beginning of the film the viewer learned that Bea Pullman, in addition to being a
widow, was mother to a young daughter, Jessie. She had taken on the entrepreneurial task,
left by her deceased husband, of selling maple syrup. Much to her dismay, the business of
door-to-door sales is not lucrative for a woman. Bea’s inopportune situation of too much
syrup with no one to sell it to was remedied by Delilah’s pancake recipe. Delighting in
Delilah’s pancakes, Bea seized on the opportunity to open a restaurant on the Atlantic City
boardwalk featuring Delilah’s “secret” family recipe.51 It was a suitable partnership to be
relieved of her husband’s posthumous supply of maple syrup. And so, the women embarked
on a lucrative endeavor where Delilah earned her wealth in the stereotypical image of Aunt
Jemima52, in contrast to Bea’s industrious image as the glamorous, self-made,
businesswoman.
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In spite of her notable success, Delilah continued to live in the socially acceptable role of
domestic, and she appeared to take much comfort in this position. She resided in the
basement of Bea’s mansion and did not exhibit for herself any of the class-consciousness
associated with wealth. The Delilah character showed no interest in using her newly acquired
riches to be emancipated from her prescribed social condition; rather she took solace in it.
The viewer never learned of the relationship Delilah had with Peola’s father, only that “he
was a very light colored man.”53 With the exception of this one mention he remained an
absent male character in the film, the only image of his presence was seen in the complexion
of his daughter. Unlike Bea, Delilah is not assigned a relationship to Peola’s father. She was
a sexless character, and Peola54 was the illegitimate offspring. Delilah embodied the
interchangeable characters of mother and maid, which, in the image of black women in film,
and in American racial imagination overall, were conflatable terms. Delilah was the great,
sacrificial negation whose constant denial of her self-hood was intended to bolster the
identities of the other three women in the film.
The aspect of the movie that was most useful here occurred near the end of the drama. Peola,
who had been struggling since childhood with her color difference, had run away from the
“Negro” college she was attending to live as a white woman.55 Delilah and Bea set off to find
her. When they located her, she was happily working the counter at Jackson’s Restaurant.
Peola, startled and angered at the sight of Delilah as she entered the store, pretended not to
know her mother until Bea dismantled the charade.
Once the women returned home, Peola declared the plan she had to pass as white. She
proclaimed to Bea, “You don’t know what is to look white and be black!”56 These piercing
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words were the only mention of her plan to defect from her black mother and live according
to her white appearance. The viewer watched the agony of separation between mother and
child, as the psychological reality of Peola’s racial defection would ultimately claim the
death of her mother.
In 1959 Douglas Sirk, a film director who migrated from Germany, remade the American
classic Imitation of Life at a time when the issue of racial consciousness, at the center of the
film’s plot, was at the forefront of social, cultural and political discourse in the late 1950s and
early 1960s. Even the original version in 1934 cannot be separated from socio-political
context, which premiered during the zeitgeist of the Harlem Renaissance and the Great
Depression. By the late 1950s, however, human rights, specifically the inequities of racial,
ethnic and economic stratification, were at a crescendo the world over.
In Latin America there was the dismantling of United States backed governments is Chile,
Argentina, Nicaragua and Venezuela. Cuban society was at the dawning of a communist
revolution in the Caribbean. There was civil war in the Congo and state sanctioned apartheid
in South Africa. The United States, at the close of the Korean War, was on the precipice of a
conflict with Vietnam in the South Pacific. Television broadcasting was also newly
introduced, and the at-home public consumption of images that represented this maelstrom of
geo-politic strife framed the debut of Sirk’s film.
Under his direction we witnessed Sarah Jane57 (formerly Peola) struggle with the
psychological conflict of her ambiguous racial appearance. In Sirk’s version she was Annie’s
(formerly Delilah) daughter, and Annie told the audience that Sarah Jane “resembles her
father.”58 Just like the original film, there was no telling of what happened to the father.
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Annie remained a melancholy, sexless character, and Sarah Jane an indignant, fatherless
child.
Sirk introduced the viewer to Annie and Sarah Jane as drifters among the masses at the shore
of Coney Island – homeless. It was not until the serendipitous meeting with Lora (formerly
Bea) that the two were able to gain some sense of domestic stability. The arrangement
between the two women was already socially prescribed, and although there was reluctance
on Lora’s part, the women quickly fell into the prescribed roles of the racial hierarchy.
Sarah Jane contended with the question of her identity early on. From the perspective of a
child, she stated, “I am just as white as Susie,” comparing herself to Lora’s daughter
(formerly Jessie) who was similar in age and with whom she grew up with like a sister.59 She
could not fathom, based on the appearance of her skin color, and the closeness of their
relationship, why she would be considered otherwise. Sarah Jane, through the selfconsciousness that one acquired with age, quickly became aware that her apparent absence of
race was undermined by her mother’s visible blackness. Once she became old enough to
strike out on her own, she ran away from the stain that kept her marginalized in society, in
order to remake her life as a white woman.
Sirk was successful at bringing the contentious issue of race relations to the attention of a
mass Hollywood audience. However he, just as with Stahl, did not break outside of racist
Hollywood tropes, and once again, the degenerative issue of race remained as a black
problem. Even more than in the original, Sarah Jane was portrayed as a self-loathing ingrate,
or, as bell hooks named in her critique of the film, a “tragic mulatto,” who would risk the life
of her mother in the desire to outrun her blackness.60
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Another example of Sirk’s increased melodramatic effect was in the portrayal of Annie,
whose desexualized character was enhanced by her faithful Christian piety. She embodied
what hooks referred to as the “comfortable mammy image.” 61 Old beyond her years, with no
access to the interiority of her character, she was a matronly, Christian servant who sacrificed
her desires for the betterment of the other female characters. Sirk intensified the passivity of
her image in comparison to the earlier version, and as such Annie became the selfless
negation that had been the quintessence of the black image in film.
Lora was the beneficiary of Annie’s negation and Sarah Jane’s hysteria. Played by Lana
Turner, Lora was the star of the film. The highly glamourized blonde, was the quintessence
of beauty during Hollywood’s Golden Age of the 1950s. Rather than the death that had
rendered Bea, the equivalent of her character in the original film, a widow, Lora was a
divorcée with a young daughter. In Sirk’s version, Lora was an independent woman with
ambition, who ascended to her goal of becoming a successful actress. Lora’s was a proverbial
rags-to-riches story achieved through a fortuitous combination of good looks, drive, and a
series of well-timed relationships with influential men. Lora’s daughter, Susie, was the ideal
opposite of Sarah Jane. She embodied the virtuous, happy-go-lucky blonde, who idolized her
mother and through her mother’s success lived the manicured life of a young socialite.
Sirk’s film, more so than the 1934 original, enhanced the visibility of this dualness. The
contrast between both mothers was heightened through Annie’s palatable lack of agency and
Lora’s exemplary passion to make her own way in the world. They were both representatives
of racial ideals whereas the image of the black was self-effacingly obedient so that the image
of the white stood out as a symbol of glamorous, self-determined achievement. Along with
this, the oppositional images of the daughters were driven by Sarah Jane’s self-hating mania,
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as the unfortunate inverse of Susie’s obedience to the image of her mother. Sirk’s version
gave the audience a more powerful dose of the racial binary that relied heavily on the
intersection of gender difference. This kind of bifocal representation of race will be
challenged by Ming Wong’s adaptation of the film.
1.2 Ming Wong’s New Possibilities for the Moving Image
Wong’s 2009 artwork entitled, Life of Imitation, is a video remake of a pivotal scene from
Sirk’s version of the film. Wong’s remake did not take on the entire storyline, but rather a
four-minute long excerpt that featured the scene where Annie was reunited with her daughter,
Sarah Jane. Sarah Jane ran away from home to expel her black identity. She became a dancer
in her new life as a white woman, under the assumed name, Linda. This farewell meeting
between the two women enacted a moment of identity crisis on behalf of Sarah Jane, whose
image as white was threatened by the presence of her black mother.
Wong’s double channel video installation debuted at the 2009 Venice Biennale, one of the
most prestigious cultural institutions in the world that dates back to 1895. For many visitors it
is the only chance to experience art from outside the United States and Europe, and for this
reason is a microcosm of global artistic production. Wong’s video, exhibited in the Singapore
Pavilion, highlighted the less talked about, yet incredibly pervasive reality of nationalistic
bias in which the Biennale participates. With his directorial choices he made apparent the
pathologies of racism that function within the nationalist tension of inclusion and exclusion,
as well as the myopia surrounding gender and sexuality that are also part of the ideology of
the nation state. Wong’s video retitled, Life of Imitation, revealed the artificiality to which
human beings are coaxed to subscribe, and the tragic climax that this form of existence has
on the most fundamental relationships. More optimistically, along with this, it called forth an
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awareness of this fallacy and made space for the potentiality to move beyond the fixed
boundaries racism, and by extension the limitations imposed on gender.
The artifice of technology was implicit within the title of the artwork. The recorded, edited,
and screened nature of the media was made obvious. The viewer was not watching the video
in the same linear structure as film. Besides the co-option of the script, there was nothing that
was attached to the traditional cinematic experience. What unfolded in Douglas Sirk’s movie
over the course of two hours was realized in Wong’s installation in a few minutes. It did not
require a lot of static time from the viewer, and what it lacked in length, it made up for in the
immersive bombardment of sensorial information. The disorder of the scene needed only be
apprehended for a moment.
Video is the appropriate medium to challenge the completeness of form. Wong used it to
critique the integrity of subjective representation mainly through the scenarios of
nationalism, and gendered race. Video defied the incorruptibility of the cinematic text. It is a
democratic medium that allows for the alteration of the cinematic image, creating new
authors and new viewers, which make space for new meanings to emerge. Video is not
considered as precious as traditional filmmaking. It is a “new media” situated on the fringe of
cinema.62 Because it is productively located on the edge, it has the freedom to contain all
things unorthodox to the canonized visual field of cinema. This makes it the appropriate
medium to critique the culturally established representation of race that had been perpetuated
by the Hollywood film industry.
Film and video are linked in the movie watching experience. Film was housed on the silver
screen of the cinema, while video, a more portable medium, came appended to screens and
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monitors. It was a shape-shifter that could inhabit the bigness of the movie house, the
intimacy of the living room, and the mobility of the computer screen. The plurality of the
medium was an inextricable part of the image-maker’s attraction to it and the viewer’s
reception of it. In Wong’s installation, the peripheral freedom of contemporary video was
integral to the literacy of the audio/visual experience.
The units of sound, text, image and space each performed individually within the installation.
For the viewer it was like the symphonic arrangement of instrumental sections (strings,
woodwinds, brass and percussion) that all perform in concert to surround the audience with
music. Whereas with an orchestra the instrumental sections were perceived as fulfilling the
totality of the composition, with the moving image the component parts that made up the
completeness of cinema were hidden from the viewer.
The success of the cinematic image depended on the veiling of its constructedness. The
directors, producers, actors, designers, make-up artists, camera operators, and editors all
conspired to entice the viewer of cinema to buy into the fantasy of the moving image, to
consume it, and to identify with the bodily images it portrayed as her own. When the
synchronicity of sound, text, image and space is disrupted, as Wong achieved in his
installation, so too is the completeness of the cinematic form – exposing the artifice of the
medium as well as the representations of identity it portrayed. Life of Imitation is now
archived on Wong’s website where most viewers will come in contact with his artwork, its
accessibility online is another difference from the cinematic experience. Rather than locating
the moving image at single destination, cyberspace expands Wong’s range of communication
and creates an unprecedented closeness between the image-maker and his audience to be in
mutual receptivity.
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Stahl and Sirk, as directors during the Golden Age of Hollywood cinema, were aligned with
that film industry’s objective of selling glamorized bodily images. They, therefore, lacked the
motivation to challenge the archetypal caricatures of gendered race. We have just seen how
Wong’s use of digital video installation in the 2009 Venice Biennale, created space for new
possibilities in representation and reception within the field of moving images. Now we turn
our attention to the content that informed Wong’s new possibilities. He extended the reach of
the original film’s narrative to contemporary Singapore, the small, island nation in Southeast
Asia. In so doing, he mapped the problematic of gendered race onto the social and cultural
context of his nativity. Wong cast three men to play the roles of Annie and Sarah Jane; each
switched characters seamlessly between shots – indicating with more complexity than the
original the complicit involvement of race in our cultural understanding of femininity and
masculinity.
The three actors in Wong’s video were Chinese, Indian and Malay representing each of the
main ethnic groups in Singapore. Wong emphasized the ethnic variations among the
essentialized Asian subject, an idea that is rooted in the European imperial project of
Orientalism. He debunked the myth of the homogeneous Oriental, and critiqued the notion of
purity that many hold in relation to national identity, especially in countries that have
emerged from colonial pasts.63
The relationship of the mother and the daughter evoked a connection to the diasporan
movement not only of Africans to the New World, but also the dispersal of populations like
ethnic Chinese, Indians and indigenous peoples subject to the creolizing affects of
colonization. In the installation:
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1. Wong layered the voices of the actors reciting the script;
2. Included subtitles in English and Malay;
3. Demonstrated the lived affect of cultural encounter;
4. Enacted the multivolcality of narrative;
5. Articulated the inheritance of the colonial language;
6. Embodied the estrangement from the mother tongue.
Wong’s video remakes belong to his World Cinema series which he created to address the
influence of Hollywood and the co-option of this cinematic representation on the image
culture of the world. Life of Imitation, 1. reformed the image of the other by using video to
de-synthesize the units of the cinematic experience, and 2. appropriated a story that
addressed the taboo of gendered race, while also 3. challenging the expectations of cultural
assimilation imposed by society at large.
Mikhail Bakhtin wrote, “Art is an act of communication.” 64 In this way, Wong was in
dialogic relation to the audience, and representations of identity that were articulated through
the means of the moving image. His use of video exemplified to the viewer how our bodies
are encoded in the sound, text, image and space of the cinema. Wong was aware that his
work was ultimately part of a community of images, and he was also conscious of the way
bodies were expressed through the experience of audio/visual networks. His enactment of the
characters, and the duration of the scene acknowledged a shift in perspectival and temporal
attention.
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The expression of a divided self, where the image was misrecognized as real, was the result
of the “cultural technology” of cinema that asked us to mimic the bodily image of the movie
star.65 Wong offered us an alternative to this mental error by 1. exposing the mechanisms of
cinematic illusion, 2. he also destabilized the validity of the messages communicated through
images, and 3. liberated the viewer from mass produced representations of identity. Let’s
move on to explore the mental processes of identification that are exploited by the moving
image.
1.3 Emphatic Denial of Biology
Classic modernist theory argues that there are at least two fundamental subject positions
recognizable to the self – the I and the Other. Jacques Lacan, in the mid-twentieth century,
granted primacy to the formation of the self in the recognition of the other. In his theory, the
emergence of the “gendered subject” was formulated on the “pulsative” function of the
unconscious, which described its need to preemptively disappear everything that appeared in
the interstice in order to close up again upon itself. 66 The subject was realized by way of
expressing unconsciously everything that was refused by consciousness. It is important to
note that Lacan’s theory of the gendered subject was directed toward the development of
male subjectivity and implied but did not expound upon feminine identity. Conversations
about race or ethnicity are completely absent from his theory. With that said, I will use the
pronouns he, him or his when referring to the Lacanian subject.
Lacan’s concept of the subject posed a challenge to the idea of the unitary or homogenous
self.67 He theorized that there are two main stages in the development of consciousness: the
Imaginary and the Symbolic.”68 The latter concerned the subject’s entry into, and formation
by the world of language. The former involved a pre-linguistic stage of consciousness, and
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was the stage in which the mirror phase took place, and focused around the recognition of
images, moreover the recognition of the self through images.69
The mirror phase was an event that took place in the infant from the ages of six to eighteen
months, and shed light on the formation of the I.70 It asserted that humans first recognized
their mirror image at infancy. The mirror image, or external image, is what the child
internalized as the self.71 It took the position of the "I."72 This external image, or Other,
became the stand-in for the child’s body.73 This externalization was a process that the human
being recreated throughout his lifetime where, beyond the mirror phase, the human being
reaffirmed his subject position through proximity and encounter with other people.
By the time Wong entered the dialogue in the twenty-first century, the individual appeared to
have developed the mental ability to assume multiple personas and perform them, not just in
isolation, but more impressively, simultaneously all at once. This multiplicity can be
attributed to the proliferation of networked, computer technology, which generated the
potential to enact plural identities – opening up a new space of mutual receptivity where an
individual has the prerogative to associate with a variety of subject positions.
His complex video installation of oscillating characters, multiple screens, and cacophonous
dialogue enacted the experience of our senses as they were exposed in cyberspace. The
simplified duality of Lacan’s scene between the infant and the mirror, that followed the same
pattern of reception as the individual and the screen, was complicated in Wong’s installation.
There were two projections playing simultaneously. The sound came through like an echo
when the videos played. In addition to this, the viewer read subtitles – one in English and the
other in Malay. Unlike the linear tradition of classic cinema, Wong’s depiction was presented
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to the viewer in concurrent layers. There was more than one version of the same scene
playing, and the viewer, instead of looking and listening in one direction, was required to do
these things in all directions. Ultimately the physical senses of the body were hyper-activated
by the overwhelming sensation of the multimedia environment.
Wong articulated the loss of the dual identity positions that were substantiated by Lacan by
hiring three actors to play the roles of Sarah Jane and Annie; each actor had the opportunity
to play both characters, and assumed the position of both roles. In the critical scene, Annie
visited Sarah Jane and what ensued was an all too recognizable (both often unspoken)
internal and external conflict of the Other – where the emotional fluctuations of desire were
sustained through the emphatic denial of biology.
The mirror was not present in the 1934 version of the film, but in 1959 and 2009 it was a
primary interlocutor in the reunion scene. Annie entered the room and asked if she could sit
down. Sarah Jane abruptly stopped her mother from sitting and told her that, “somebody is
coming.”74 Annie explained her reason for showing up unexpectedly. She simply said, “I just
want to look at you.”75 To which her daughter abruptly replied, “I’m somebody else.”76 At
that moment she turned to face the mirror and proclaimed her new identity – “I’m white!”77
In this same scene in Wong’s video piece, the viewer witnessed the collision between
Wong’s enactment of plurality and the Lacanian performance of the binary. While the
audience watched the actors constantly switching between roles, they also beheld Sarah
Jane’s unreconciled turmoil of over-identification with the gestalt of her body. She was
reintroduced to us in a moment that evokes the convergence of the Imaginary and Symbolic –
where she both saw and spoke her new self into existence. Sarah Jane looked to the mirror
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for reassurance, however she was hindered in the process of naming herself as white while
her mother stood present in the scene. The juxtaposition that Wong established by focusing
on this critical scene between mother and daughter buttressed the instability of all images that
refer back to nature, and this is especially so for images produced through binary receptivity
that strive to be aligned with the real.
1.4 The Erotic Object of the Male Gaze
The intersection of race and gender, what I have been referring to here, as gendered race is a
crucial subjective position from which to decode the bodily images performed in Imitation of
Life. Gender and race as scenarios of identification were typically detached from each other
in theoretical discussions of subjective formation, and this tradition had extended into to
media theory that centered on the role of the image in establishing self-image. One example
of this was Laura Mulvey’s essay entitled, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,”
published in 1975.
In it she described how female characters were objectified in Hollywood films. She argued
that sexual difference was generated (in a psychoanalytic sense) through the male gaze,
resulting not only in the image of the woman as other, but also as the ultimate symbol of
castration.78 Consequently, the female spectator will come to identify as such. Mulvey’s
analysis relied heavily on a dialectic, or binary, model of male to female subject positions,
where the female subject position was constituted in the image of masculine desire. The
actresses of 1930s, 1940s and 1950s Hollywood cinema were most notably fashioned in this
image of objective male desire.
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Such an argument would do well in reading the diegesis, or plot in a movie, as a narrative
only informed by gender difference.79 One will find, however, in a film like Imitation of Life
that gender difference was reinforced by racial stratification. The quality of desirability was
in fact a value of visual pleasure (to use Mulvey’s words) as that representation of desire was
granted almost exclusively, with few exceptions, to white, Hollywood actresses.80 Imitation
of Life supported Mulvey’s thinking in that it made obvious the female image constituted
through the male gaze. In the film, Lora’s image as model and actress was channeled through
her relationship with her two love interests, Steve, the photographer, and David, the
playwright. However, one cannot sufficiently explicate images of gender, especially in a film
like this, without providing an equally substantive analysis of race when images of black
women in film are severely limited (as was the case here) or insidiously absent.
For Mulvey, “the image constitutes the matrix of the imaginary, of recognition
/misrecognition and identification, and hence of the first articulation of the ‘I’, of
subjectivity.”81 The image was the first utterance of the I, and the I was determined by the
image. This signified the power of the image and in Mulvey’s case, the cinematic image in
particular. Mulvey cited Lacan, who you will remember began the concept of self at the stage
where the infant recognizes his image in the mirror – internalizing the external image – the
synthesis was perceived as the ideal self.
According to Lacan, the infant apprehended the mirror image at the stage of nursing
dependency and motor development. That moment “would seem to exhibit in an exemplary
situation the symbolic matrix in which the I is precipitated in a primordial form, before it is
objectified in the dialectic of identification with the other, and before language restores to it,
in the universal, its function to the subject.”82 The mirror phase occurred in the Imaginary
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stage of consciousness. In this stage the mind was focused on the visual recognition of
images before reality was shaped through language. The mirror-phase, with its concentration
on the pre-linguistic image, was akin to the mental state in dreams, where images preceded
the faculty of language to translate them.
In Lacan’s words:
We have only to understand the mirror-phase as identification, in the full sense which
analysis gives to the term: namely, the transformation, which takes place in the
subject when he assumes an image.83
Lacan wrote that the ideal self, which was the internalization of the external image:
Becomes the rootstock for secondary identifications… This form situates the instance
of the ego, before its social determination, in a fictional direction, which will always
remain irreducible for the individual alone, or rather, which will only rejoin the
development of the subject asymptotically, whatever the success of the dialectical
synthesis by which he must resolve his discordance with is own reality.84
He described the dialectical synthesis as “temporal” and went onto say:
[It] projects the formation of the individual into history; the mirror phase is a drama
whose internal impulse rushes from insufficiency to anticipation and which manufactures
for the subject, captive to the lure of spatial identification, the succession of phantasies
from a fragmented body-image to a form of its totality – and to the assumption, finally,
of the armor of an alienating identity, which will stamp with the rigidity of its structure
the whole of the subject’s mental development. Thus, to break out of the circle of the
organism to its reality, generates the endless quadrature of the inventorying of the ego.85
In terms of Lacan’s female subject, and this was what prompted Mulvey’s response, he
proposed that woman was a categorical construction within language.86 His thinking moved
away from the idea of a socially assured process of exchange (women as objects) to one
where woman emerged through the fantasy of her definition in relation to her objecthood.
What the man related to was this object and the whole of his realization in the sexual relation
comes down to the fantasy. Woman was the symptom for the man as the place onto which
lack was projected, and through which it was simultaneously disavowed. Lacan’s statement,
“the woman does not exist” was the corollary of his accusation, or charge, against sexual
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fantasy.87 It did not mean literally that woman does not exist as an entity, but rather that her
status as an absolute category and guarantor of fantasy was false.
Lacan returned to the question of what created sexual difference to reformulate the position
that Freud took up. Freud insisted that sexual difference was determined by the presence or
absence of the phallus. In Juliet Mitchell’s description of Freudian schema, she wrote, “The
little boy and the little girl start by desiring their first object: the mother. In fantasy this
means having the phallus, which is the object of the mother’s desire (the phallic phase). This
position is forbidden (the castration complex) and the differentiation of the sexes occurs. The
castration complex ends the boy’s Oedipus complex (his love for the mother) and inaugurates
for the girl the one that is specifically hers: she will transfer her object love to her father who
seems to have the phallus and identify with her mother who, to the girl’s fury, has not.
Henceforth the girl will desire to have the phallus and the boy will struggle to represent it.”88
The phallus was not just a penis. It was an archetype – a symbol that usually stood in for the
masculine ideal.
The threat of castration was not something that had been done to an already existent girl
subject or that could be done to an already existent boy subject; it was what made the girl a
girl and the boy a boy, in a division that was both essential and precarious. The phallus –
with its status as potentially absent – came to stand in for the necessarily missing object of
desire at the level of sexual division. If this was so, the Oedipus complex could no longer be
a static myth that reflected the real situation of father, mother and child, it became a structure
revolving around the question of where a person could be placed in relation to his or her
desire. The where was determined by the castration complex. The position that one must take
as either man or woman was not identical with biological sexual characteristics.89
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Lacan regarded courtly love as the elevation of the woman into the place where her absence
or inaccessibility stands in for male lack, just as he considered her denigration as the
precondition for man’s belief in his own soul. In relation to the man, woman came to stand
for both difference and loss: “On the one hand, the woman becomes, or is produced,
precisely as what he is not, that is, sexual difference, and on the other, as what he has to
renounce, that is, jouissance.”90 The notion of the jouissance was hard to bear. It was a
feeling of orgasm or the opposite of that. It was a moment of struggle or the enjoyment in
pain. Woman was excluded by (not from) the nature of words, meaning that the definition
posed her as an exclusion. The woman belonged on the side of the other that was against the
phallus, in so far as jouissance was decided as phallic, so she might be said to belong
somewhere else.91
The woman was implicated, of necessity, in phallic sexuality, but at the same time it was
elsewhere that she upheld the question of her own jouissance, that is, the question of her
status as a desiring subject. Lacan designated this jouissance supplementary so as to avoid
any notion of complement to man’s phallic nature (which was precisely the fantasy).
Woman, as beyond the phallus, referred to her most total mystification as absolute other, and
to her greater or lesser access to the residue of the dialectic to which she was constantly
subjected. The woman did not exist in language. She needed the phallus to become part of
that fantasy.
For Mulvey, Lacan’s mirror phase was characteristically male. It was the process by which
the male came to self-identify. She wrote, “A male movie star’s glamorous characteristics are
those of the more perfect, complete, and powerful ideal ego conceived in the original
moment of recognition in front of the mirror.”92 Lacan’s mirror phase, as we just uncovered,
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did not account for the process of female subjectivity. Unlike her male counterpart, the
female subject was “the erotic object of the male gaze.”93 The woman functioned to
“symbolize the castration threat by her real absence of a penis.”94 This symbolic order was
imposed through the image of woman, which rendered her a product of the male mental
construct.
Mulvey would argue that the male gaze, even in the absence of a male lead role to personify
it on screen, was still active in the shaping of the Lora’s character. Her glamorized image, as
it was produced and affirmed through her love interests, reinforced the objectification of her
body as a symbol of castration. She was the star actress as well as the head of her household,
and this double position of power was carefully negotiated through her dependence on and
independence from the men who brokered her image. Imitation of Life did for representations
of gender the same as it did for race, and that was to portray an image of female
independence that was vetted through the architects of sight so as to nudge, but not disturb,
the power relations of visibility that inform social and cultural interactions. However, a
perspective like Mulvey’s that floated so heavily on the Lacanian position of the male/female
sexual difference nullified the gendered connection to race that was featured with equal
significance in the film’s plot. A film like Imitation of Life upended Mulvey’s theory
precisely because it featured gendered race, which is something Mulvey overlooked in her
analysis of the female image in Hollywood movies.
1.5 Refusal as an act of Identity
The lack of theoretical foundation from which to express the impact of representations of
race in film nullified the cinematic experience of black people as spectators. Mulvey
privileged white, female subjectivity (depicted through images of white Hollywood
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actresses) as the ubiquity by which to judge the development of all female subject positions.
This criticism did not come from what was stated in Mulvey’s argument, but precisely from
is left out. Her theory, so closely tied to the critique of performance in classic Hollywood
film, overlooked the possibility of identity formations that developed in opposition to the
images that appeared on screen. bell hooks, in her essay the “Oppositional Gaze: Black
Female Spectators,” articulated this position.
hooks argued that black female spectators, who were not complicit with the images generated
by Hollywood films, turned their backs on the limited portrayals of black female characters
in cinema. She wrote, “To stare at the television, or mainstream movies, to engage its
images, was to engage its negation of black representation.’95 This, in essence, was a charge
against Mulvey’s oversight. Without dismissing the importance of Mulvey’s work in feminist
theory, hooks’ view cautioned against the privileging of patriarchy over that of white
supremacy in the analysis of gender difference.
Mulvey, in building her theories in direct connection to Lacan, missed the nuances of racial
categorization within the development of the gendered subject, and more importantly, how
the coupling of race and gender gave rise to a unique form of spectatorship (with its own
culturally derived gaze) that was based on the history of power structures that were inflicted
upon the black body. Lacan, in the seminal work he had done in the investigation of subject
formation, did not consider race. At the time of his writing, the racialized body, like the
category of woman, did not have access to the capacity to act in the world. The black body, if
I may take liberty with proposing a Lacanian derived formula, was an object that was
realized through the fantasy of race. As such, the black man (because any such consideration
for black womanhood was beyond comprehension) did not exist. Lacan wrote from and
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expounded his actualized subject position, which was the liberated mentality of the white,
male’s pronouncement of the world. In so doing, the knowledge of white, supremacist
patriarchy was further privileged within the canon of Western philosophical thought.
hooks began her essay by reminding the reader that the “gaze,” as a manner of contemplative
looking, had historically belonged to white slave owners.96 This was why the white male
exemplified Lacan’s access to subjectivity, as he was able to establish his identity
(superiorly) in opposition to his property of African bodies. This was the case in countries
with a colonial past where the oppressor controlled how reality was created, or more simply,
how things were ‘seen’. Along these lines hooks wrote, “The politics of racialized power
relations were such that slaves were denied their right to gaze.”97 Not only were slaves
punished for looking, images of slavery were edited out of popular consciousness as not to
disturb the visual pleasure of looking by witnessing the ethically debatable institution.
Similar to the way Gayatri Spivak described the subaltern (or oppressed subject) in her essay
entitled, “Can the Subaltern Speak?” as disenabled by the written and verbal language, she
was also made absent from what was seen in the dominant visual language as well.98
Black female spectators were able to gain an oppositional gaze to confront the lack of black
female images that resembled themselves. hooks was careful not to essentialize her language
to read as if she was speaking for all black women. She made the point that she had spoken to
many black women, and found a diverse set of relationships to cinematic images. hooks was
more interested in those women who chose to not identify with racist and sexist visual tropes,
than those who were complicit in the marginalization of their own self-image.99
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She wrote, “Black women have had to develop looking relations within a cinematic context
that constructs our presence as absence.”100 The “present/absence” hooks referenced was a
sinister detail.101 It asserted that the removal of the black female body was a deliberate
erasure. If the image of the black woman did not fit into a recognizable trope that was either
hysterical or asexual, she did not have an image in popular consciousness and therefore does
not exist. The racialized depictions of the mammy, maid, or tragic mulatto were images of
negation crafted to heighten the visibility of beauty and femininity of white women on
screen. Not only was she the derivative of the male ego, but she was denied her presence by
processes of racial invisibility as well.
hooks observed, “When representation of black women were present in film, our bodies and
being were there to serve – to enhance and maintain white womanhood as object of the
phallocentric gaze.”102 In addition to a physical bondage - the black body was also
subservient in image, and using the logic of Mulvey’s theory, this created a subservient selfimage as well. hooks was speaking for the black female spectator “…who refused to identify
with white womanhood.”103 She maintained that “[This refusal] created a critical space where
the binary opposition Mulvey posited of ‘woman as image, man as bearer of the look was
continually deconstructed’.”104 The coupling of the ideological systems of race and gender
allowed for the emergence of oppositional perspectives that challenged the typical race and
gender binaries. The oppositional gaze undermined the simplicity of bodily images in cinema
that propped up the notion of the divided subject by advocating for additional models of
identification that opened up the sphere of representation rather than closing it off.
The doubling affect of the absence/presence negation is important to this study as we move
later on to the discussion of the experience of identity in cyberspace where the relations of
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appearance and disappearance take on new significance. Lacan (and Freud’s) assumptions
were based on a masculine identity formation. Women and especially black women were
absent from their discourse. Therefore, the action of the double, as the impetus for
identification, was enacted within the parenthesis of gendered race as negation, which
translated socially as the disguise of racial passing. This psychological trauma was the result
of the dysfunctional binary, which imposed limits on the range of images available for selfidentification.
Ming Wong deliberately intervened in our expectations of binary spectatorship is his video
remake by directing male actors to play the roles of women. In one respect, Wong’s choice
made reference to traditional Chinese theater, where male actors played all parts. This was
also the case in other theatrical traditions as in ancient Greece. Wong brought back the
customs of classical theater as a kind of refusal of the image conventions of the
contemporary visual lexicon. In so doing, the contemporary audience read drag, as in the
entertainment form where men dress as women, as an additional performative element in the
scene. If the actors were the objects of the male gaze, and the actors were male (fashioned as
women), then the gaze became homoerotic. This detail added to the complication and further
subversion of the original scene, which is an example of the sort of oppositional looking that
hooks explained gave rise to new forms of radical identification.
As a faithful critic of Lacan, Mulvey presented us with a very hetero-normative model for
gender difference that depended on a sharp distinction between woman and man. Her theory,
in this case, was bound to a linguistic framework that is unapologetically male. Mulvey is
tied to the representations of gender that were portrayed in classic Hollywood movies, which
both she and hooks would agree, were highly determined by images sexual and racial
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difference. Her influences made themselves apparent in her indulgence of the male/female
binary identity structures. Wong’s version broke the rigidity of these forms as the possibility
of a tertiary experience had always lingered as a threat to the neatly ordered classifications of
woman and man, and black and white.
The presence of an image transported being into consciousness. This was especially
significant for hooks when observing how images of gendered race get expressed in popular
culture. She articulated a female subject that formed counter to the dominant female image.
hooks’ subject did not see her ideal image in Hollywood cinema. On the rare chance that she
did encounter her image, it would be used to preserve the divine superiority of white
womanhood. The black woman was the ultimate unspoken – negated in language and image.
This revelation was especially telling as the absence of the black female bodily image (and
this can be said for the lack of visibility of other races as well) created the condition for black
women to have no models for self-realization. Therefore hooks’ rebuttal to Mulvey’s theory
legitimated a subjective consciousness that formed against the internalization of cinematic
images of women. This is an example of productive othering, which is gained through the
alteration of image information to elicit new meanings for and possibilities of identification.
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CHAPTER 2

The Processes of Othering
In order to embark on a study about the ways screen-based media inform identity formation,
it is necessary to uncover how Western culture has constructed the notion of the double, as it
relates to the divided self, through difference. My research is based on a comparison of the
articulation of the double in subjective development from the turn of the twentieth century
with advent of the moving image to the present with the proliferation of image distribution
and production in cyberspace. If there was one thing to be learned from Lacanian
psychoanalytic thought, it was that the idea of the self was inextricably linked with the
apprehension of a perceived other. The image of the self, or identity, was a bifurcated
experience that operated to distinguish “me” from someone other than me. Through the act
of negation, or denial of that which was not me, I am able to establish a subjective territory. I
argue in this chapter that his ideas about the mental development of the subject were
influenced by the philosophy of Hegel.
The sense of self that was legitimized through difference was attached to prescribed
representations of identity. I am focused here on the prescription of race and its connection to
both personal and social value. This study will show that cinema and later television
produced and disseminated bodily images of race that the audience was intended to desire
through the disavowal of the image of the black body. My goal here is to reveal, ultimately,
that the Internet changes this system of representation, mainly through the re-enunciation of
difference through the double, or spilt self.
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Franz Fanon and Stuart Hall, who I will discuss at length is this chapter, showed us that
among one of the most foundational inequities in society was based on the human being’s
access to subjective value. Value, as it is used here, was best defined in terms of agency as it
explained an individual’s capacity to act in the world. The construct of subjective value was
such that all individuals and the communities that they constituted were organized by
identity, and each of these identities were assigned a value that was located along a scale
from top to bottom. Those who were at the middle to lower echelons were typically less
valued because of race – one of the main categories that determined value along the identity
scale, others examples of this were gender, class and sexuality. There has been a long history
for the struggle to claim agency for the groups of people who have been traditionally
marginalized by these categories. Much of the struggle having to do with access to the value
of agency, particularly when one is defined by labels that were prescriptive rather than selfgenerated.
The fundamental question, therefore, is: why we other? One-way to engage with the question
is to acknowledge that the racial other maintained the social and economic hierarchy that was
rooted in European colonialism and imperialism that profited from the subjugation of nonEuropean bodies. According to this racist perspective, the cultural, geographic and visual
differences among people were considered negative, and a quality that needed to be
controlled.
Another way to engage with the question is to reposition difference as productive and
contingent upon the myriad situations that a person may find herself in. This kind of
productive difference acknowledges the multiple aspects of the self, which the old form of
racism, attempted to deny. This kind of othering reflects the plurality of human experience.
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Individuals who are traditionally marginalized by prescriptive identity positions that reduce
the value of subjective agency perpetuate it. The concept of difference is most dangerous
when it is enacted, as it had been in European colonialism and imperialism, to control access
to representation. The type of othering we experience today enacts difference as a mechanism
to generate new kinds of representations that transgress the limits of the unproductive double.
It will become evident that this conflict over authoring the means by which one is
represented (in granting value to the identity label) has evolved to where the category itself is
brought into question. This critique of identity labeling has surpassed the tensions that
revolved around retrieving authorship. It has expanded the field of representation toward a
discourse of “critical politics” that pushes to deepen the range of images that express racial
identity.105 The latter is greatly substantiated through human interaction with and within
cyberspace. Before we can approach this, it is important to review the operation of traditional
forms of identity categorization.
2.1 Emergence of the Black Self
Traditional forms of identity categorization include gender, class and sexual desire, but this
query begins by looking at race and the development of the black subject. The idea of a black
subjectivity was connected to the project of colonization and notions of the black self that
emerged during and after the European colonies. African diasporic scholar-activists W. E. B.
Du Bois and C. L. R. James argued that the historical events of the trans-Atlantic slave trade
created the pre-conditions for Africans in the New World to be among the first people to
experience modernity.106 The idea of modernity is used here to designate the historical period
of the modern era in Europe, and situate Africans that were involved in the trans-Atlantic
slave trade as integral to this shift in human organization at its onset.
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At this point in history, Europeans were beginning to form new identities counter to the
tradition of aristocratic society. They organized themselves around the post-medieval
principles of individualism, freedom, and equality. There was a newly established faith in
scientific and technological progress. The period was also marked by rationalization, and
professionalization; a movement from feudalism to capitalism and the market economy;
industrialization, urbanization and secularization; the development of the nation-state and its
institutions including representative democracy, public education and bureaucracy. In 1969
James wrote:
The vast change in human society came from the slave trade and slavery. All the
historians tell you that… It was slavery that built up the bourgeois society and
enabled it to make what Lévi-Strauss thinks is the only fundamental change in ten
thousand years of human history. The blacks not only provided the wealth in the
struggle, which began between the old [aristocratic] society and the new bourgeois
society; the black people were foremost in the struggle itself. 107
The notion of the bourgeois individual was an entirely new subject to emerge out of the
Modern era. It was the subject position that would come to replace the aristocracy as the
ruling class, and would thereby need to assert a new social order, borrowing from the
practices of its predecessors. The demands of modernity sought out African bodies to power
the impending Industrial Revolution.108 Africans in the trans-Atlantic slave trade became the
new labor force from which the newly acquired wealth of the bourgeois class was sustained.
As such the practice of slavery, which was recorded as far back as the Old Testament,
became for the first time an international enterprise.
Writing in the early nineteenth century, Hegel was a key figure in defining the new European
bourgeois subject. The concept of “otherness” originated in his existential philosophy. It was
a necessary component to dialectical thinking that depended on the conflict between two
subjects for an inevitable resolution. Hegel believed that history was made in the tensions
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that arose in the creation of new beings through the destruction of given beings. Hegel
posited that existence was divided into beings that speak and beings that were spoken for.
Being was revealed by speech, or the uniquely human ability to articulate contemplation via
language.
For Hegel, self-consciousness was given in language as the word, I.109 This was the
recognition of Man in himself that was distinct from things outside of himself, or which he
was not (the non-I or other). The non-I and I are the building blocks of Hegel’s dialectical
thinking, which culminated in the struggle for recognition. These were the tenets of duality
that laid the foundation for the European model of identity formation. Susan Buck-Morse
reminded the reader in her book entitled, Hegel, Haiti and Universal History (2009), that
Hegel was writing during the time of the Haitian Revolution. She affirmed that he, as with
the majority of the European public, was well informed about the goings-on in Haiti, and the
change in life it represented for bourgeois European society that benefited from the
prosperity of colonialism. Buck-Morse skillfully connected Hegel’s development of the
Master-Slave relation with the contemporaneous events of the Haitian Revolution. This was a
connection that had, surprisingly, never been made – an omission she attributed to the
unfortunate tradition of “moral neutrality” in the discipline of philosophical scholarship.110
Buck-Morss remarked that:
…[T]he famous metaphor of the ‘struggle to death’ between master and slave
provided the key for Hegel to the unfolding of freedom in world history, which he
elaborated in the Phenomenology of the Mind. Written in Jena [Germany] in 1805-6
(the first year of the Haitian nation’s existence) and published in 1807 (the year of the
British abolition of the slave trade).111
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She went on further substantiating the European awareness of the Haitian Revolution by
pointing out:
Eighteenth century Europeans were thinking abut the Haitian Revolution precisely
because it challenged the racism of many of the their preconceptions.112
“Never before had a slave society overthrown its ruling class.”113 At that time, Haiti was
known by the French name, Saint-Domingue, and it was the richest colony in the entire
colonial world.114 A slave revolt there meant that Europe and America had to contend with
the reality of a world where both the theory and practice of freedom extended to the black
population, and usurped the racism toward black bodies that supported the whole economic
and political system.
Hegel wrote, following the triumph in Haiti, sympathetic toward to the slave class. BuckMorss explained that, “The slaves achieve self-consciousness by demonstrating that they are
not things, not objects, but subjects who transform material nature.”115 Fanon’s psychological
theory is in conversation with the sort of consciousness that Hegel proposed. In a postcolonial situation, and I will elaborate on this later on, the ex-slave did not in fact achieve the
sort of recognition Hegel described because the mental state of the ex-slave was still in
bondage to the imperial culture that remained in control even after the revolution. The body
was liberated, but the mind was not.
The humanity of the slave (non-I) who was spoken for was revealed only if he risked his life
for the desire to be recognized by the Master (I) who did the speaking.116 The incessant fight
for the desire of recognition propelled history forward. Buck-Morss wrote, “Hegel insists that
freedom cannot be granted to slaves from above.”117 This is a problematic notion as it takes
for granted that slavery is not a necessary condition of society, but rather, and more
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accurately, a condition that is created by human society. Hegel placed the responsibility of
freedom solely on the slave. Not only is the slave charged with granting his freedom, but he
must also be obligated with eliminating the institution once he is liberated, or else repeat “the
master’s existential impasse.”118 Herein rests a larger concern that remains unaddressed by
Hegel. Even with the abolition of slavery, racism still exists, and as we will learn, is an even
more pervasive force to confront and eliminate that physical bondage.
Buck-Morss stressed that:
Theory and reality converged with the actual and successful revolution of Caribbean
slaves against their masters… This is the crucial point for understanding the
originality of Hegel’s argument, by which philosophy burst out of the confines of
academic theory and became a commentary on the history of the world.119
What remains unexplored in Hegel’s theory however, is the detrimental social fact of racism,
that connected slavery with black skin as written in the Code Noir,120 and this is the work that
needs to be done in order for the revolution to be complete. Without a critical disavowal of
racism as the infrastructure of colonial slavery, Hegel consequently romanticized the
overthrow of colonial slavery “as the moment when dialectical logic of recognition becomes
visible.”121 Furthermore, in accordance with his thinking, “consciousness of one’s freedom
demands that one become free, not only in thoughts, but in the world.”122 Fanon will switch
this emphasis proclaiming that the body cannot be free when the mind is still in bondage. The
mind can only be free from colonialism when it no longer relies on the language and the
master devised system of naming.
In order to validate the movement en masse of Africans to European colonies, bourgeois
society justified the inhumanity of this dislocation by rationalizing the inferiority of the
African body, the Code Noir is an example, as somehow destined for subordination offering
up religious, philosophical and scientific examination of the black mind and body as
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evidence. In a further act of dislocation, the African, as constitutive of a whole group of
people, became renamed. The new linguistic designation of the “Negro,” which denoted the
color of the skin while connoting existential inferiority, relied exclusively on physical
appearance and removed from the practice of naming one’s self any sense of origin that
could be traced back to nativity. This was the imposition of race, and as such, bourgeois
society identified itself through the negation of the black body. The practice of colonial
racism detached this group from a humanity that comprised a multitude of ethnic, tribal and
cultural affiliations prior to the colonial encounter.
By associating the appearance of Africans with the word black, a racial designation, anybody
exhibiting those characteristics became part of the slave class. The distinction between slave
and master relied exclusively on visual difference in constructing the social hierarchy. The
systemic implementation of racism was used to mark and sustain the social, cultural,
economic and political power of the bourgeois European at the onset of modern civilization.
The dispersal of African bodies caused a diaspora across the Atlantic in the Americas,
Europe and the Caribbean where people of African descent were able to maintain social,
cultural and ethnic connection in spite of the forced migration of slavery. Among the
examples of virtuality in the modern era was the rise of black consciousness among the slave
class, and its descendants. To this point, Anna Everett wrote:
Despite the well-documented dehumanizing imperatives of the colonial encounter, the
ethnically and nationally diverse Africans in the New World developed selfsustaining virtual communities through paralinguistic and transnational
communicative systems and networks of song, dance, talking drums, and other
musical instrumentations that enabled this heterogeneous mass of people to sustain
connectivity despite their profound dislocation, fragmentation, alienation, relocation
and, ultimate commodification in the Western slavocracies of the modern world.123
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The colonial enterprise with the spread of European empires and the slave class to the New
World instigated the need for communication across oceans. Virtuality was an inherent
quality in the growth and outreach of any civilization. It reflected the networks that arose to
keep people who were dispersed across great distances in close proximity. The virtual
experience was a key feature of human consciousness. It described the movement of culture
throughout the world as a means of establishing a collective identity.
Negritude typified the virtual, collective identity of the African in the New World. The term
came out of diasporic consciousness, and described a Pan-Africanist movement conceived by
francophone blacks in the 1930s. Aimé Césaire and Léopold Senghor, two scholars living in
voluntary exile as college students in France, became exponents of Negritude.124
Francophone writers, intellectuals and politicians invented the word to signify a common
black identity shared among members of the African Diaspora. It was, through the creation of
new terminology a rejection of French colonial racism, and French political and intellectual
domination. Senghor explained:
Negritude is nothing more or less than what English-speaking Africans have called the
African personality. It is no different from the “black personality” discovered and
proclaimed by the American New Negro movement… Perhaps our only originality, since
it was the West Indian poet Aimé Césaire who coined the word negritude, is to have
attempted to define the concept a little more closely; to have developed it as a weapon, as
an instrument of liberation and as a contribution to the humanism of the twentieth
century.125
Among the types of European modern humanism that Negritude sought to dispute was the
Eurocentric ideology expressed by Hegel that presupposed the blacks had no history before
European enslavement:
We may conclude slavery to have been the occasion of the increase in human feeling
among the Negroes.126
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Senghor stressed that Negritude was an ontology, or philosophy of being that transcended the
condition of slavery. It was a claim to a new kind of subjectivity that was unique to blacks
born and living within the diaspora, namely between French speaking West Africa and the
Caribbean. It borrowed from the colonial language as evidenced through naming, and in the
coinage of new words that elucidated the, theory, politics and intellectual property of
Francophone blacks developed during the era of post-colonialism after the Second World
War. This was critical for members of the African diaspora who for centuries were forced to
identity as the negation of the European bourgeois subject. Negritude, in an attempt to
subvert the position of being spoken for, was the deployment of a language that articulated
the subject position of French speaking diasporic Africans. Senghor went on to state:
Negritude, by its ontology… its moral law and aesthetic, is a response to the modern
humanism that European philosophers and scientists have been preparing.127
Negritude was the virtual collective identity for the French speaking African diaspora. The
authors of this pan-Africanist movement expressed an aptitude for and ease with using the
colonial language to enunciate the rise of black consciousness after slavery. The Martinican
philosopher, Franz Fanon, wrote about the complex psychological experience of the
colonized subject in his book Black Skin, White Mask (1952). He was concerned with the
mental conditions by which “being is made impossible in a colonized and acculturated
society [where] language ignores the lived experience”.128
2.2 Language and the problem of identity
Fanon was especially sensitive to the inadequacy of the French language to grant subjective
freedom to the black subject. To focus on mastery of the colonial language as a means to gain
access to intellectual power on behalf of the colonialized was a fundamental hypocrisy – as
the colonized did not have his own language, and therefore could only be affirmed through
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the syntax structures of the colonizer.129 This did not only effect what was spoken but also
reached into every level of society that was built to reify that language. The colonized could
not fully experience freedom under the auspices of the colonial language.
The result as Fanon showed was a re-inscription of the same color, class and regional
hierarchies established by the métropole among individuals within the black diaspora.130
Although Fanon’s writing, research and activism was in dialogue with the intellectual
production of the Negritude movement, he was critical of its proclaimed liberatory mission.
At the center of his criticism was the reluctance on behalf of the Antillean intellectual to
admit that he was participating in the racial myths generated by the European colonial
patriarchy. In the foreword to the English translation of Black Skin, White Masks published in
2008, Kwame Anthony Appiah pointed out that:
Fanon asserted that ‘what is called the black soul is a construction by white folk’
claiming in effect that the purportedly essential qualities of the Negro spirit that were
celebrated by the writers of Negritude were in fact a European fantasy.131
Colonial racism created problems of identity for the colonial subject and therefore the
pressure to flee the psychological damage, which colonialism had produced.132 What
transpired in the attempt to circumvent racism was a self-hatred on behalf of the black man
and woman, which manifested in the pursuit to acculturate and assimilate into European
society. To this point Fanon wrote:
All colonized people – in other words, people in whom an inferiority complex has
taken root, whose local cultural originality has been committed to the grave – position
themselves in relation to the civilizing language: i.e., the metropolitan culture. The
more the colonized has assimilated the cultural values of the metropolis; the more he
will have escaped the bush.133
Fanon identified this psychological condition with the image of the double (black skin, white
masks) that kept the colonized locked into a proverbial mental bondage. It was a
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psychological examination of the sort of unproductive othering that is rooted in the Hegelian
dialectic of bourgeois, European supremacy. By taking up an analysis of the self and the
other Fanon’s theory was also in dialogue with Lacan – the obvious exception being that the
former was concerned with the dysfunction of identification caused from the position of the
racial other. All three of these thinkers spoke from the primacy of the masculine perspective.
Fanon and Lacan went on to enunciate the identity of the feminine albeit through the
affirmation of the male subject. Fanon gave more time to the mental development of the
woman and added the layer of race to her psychological complexity. I will address Fanon and
the feminine ideal later in this chapter.
From the subjective position of race:
A Black is not a man. There is a zone of non-being, an extraordinary sterile and arid
region, an incline stripped bare of every essential from which a genuine new
departure can emerge… The issue is paramount. We are aiming at nothing less than
to liberate the black man from himself. We shall thread very carefully, for there are
two camps: white and black.134
You will notice that the divided self was expressed here in terms of a racial doubling, “white
and black.” These being the “two camps” that the black man psychologically holds within his
mental framework. This internal divide was inflicted by a racist society that caused “the
black man to possess two dimensions: one with his fellow Blacks, the other with the
Whites.”135 In order to be recognized in society “The black man wants to be white while the
white man is desperately trying to achieve the rank of man.”136 Fanon located this “double
narcissism” as taking place both inside the mind and outside among the social relations. And,
as such, the inferiority complex is an operation of doubles: “First, economic. Then,
internalization or rather epidermalization of this inferiority.”137
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About the acquisition of language in the mental process of the double, Fanon wrote: “…to
speak is to exist absolutely for the other.”138 He went on further:
The more the black Antillean assimilates the French language, the whiter he gets –
i.e., the closer he comes to becoming a true human being. We are fully aware that this
is one of man’s attitudes faced with Being. A man who possesses a language
possesses as an indirect consequence the world expressed and implied by this
language. You can see what we are driving at: there is an extraordinary power in the
possession of a language.139
Man brings society into being through language.140 And, in order to honestly liberate the
black man from the arsenal of complexes that germinated in a colonial situation, society has
to move away from that tradition of communication.141 At the time of Fanon’s writing the
black subject (as was put forward by Hegel) could not exist without the constant referential
to the European subject.
2.3 The Black Woman and the Mulatto
You have just read how the psychological double of race manifested at the base of colonial
society as pronounced by Fanon through the position of the male. We turn now to the insight
he provided on what this meant for the black female subjectivity, where race intersected with
gender. Keep in mind that the woman came into being through her proximity to the man.
This was a constant in psychoanalysis even when race was added as a cognitive filter. Even
still Fanon’s ideas will be a useful tool by which to interpret the dynamics of unproductive
othering at play between Annie and Sarah Jane in Imitation of Life (1959).
On the relationship between the woman of color and the white man, Fanon wrote:
Wishing for others what one postulates for oneself when this postulate integrates the
permanent values of human reality – requires the mobilization of psychological
agencies liberated from unconscious tensions.142
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The “unconscious tensions” that Fanon posited here were further described as “feelings of
inferiority” that the black, female, colonized subject embodied in relation to her colonizer.143
The feeling of being less than, you will remember from the previous chapter, was the driving
force behind Sarah Jane’s desire in Imitation of Life to free herself from the racial confines of
her blackness. As the offspring of a visibly black mother, the ambiguity of her complexion
was the prize by which she could move into the privilege of the white racial class. By doing
so, she was, in a sense, achieving the goal of self-actualization, but she did so at a great cost.
It required that she be reborn into the world alone, and that she carry around a secret that
threatened to shatter her proclaimed image of freedom.
For the “woman of color” as Fanon put it, “Black and White represent the two poles of this
world, poles in perpetual conflict… Black or White, that is the question.”144 Sarah Jane was
in the middle of the dilemma. Fanon went on to explain the mental associations of this
tension:
I am white; in other words, I embody beauty and virtue, which have never been black.
I am the color of day… I am black, not because of a curse, but because my skin has
been able to capture all the cosmic effluvia… And there we are in a hand-to-hand
struggle with our blackness or our whiteness, in a drama of narcissistic portions…145
He described this as the condition of the “mulatto” woman who was born into this polar
conflict. His critique illuminated our understanding of the relationship between Sarah Jane
and her mother, Annie:
First of all there is the black woman and the mulatto. The black woman has only one
way open to her and one preoccupation – to whiten the race. The mulatto woman
wants not only to become white but also to avoid slipping back.146
This passage offers a glimpse into the desires of mother and daughter. Annie, not
withstanding the psychological dysfunction of her choices, took up residence with the white,
matriarch, Lara, out of the economic and domestic necessity to take care of her daughter. She
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did so within the socially constructed roles available to her. She perceived the white women
as an opportunity that did in fact prove to be a lucrative meeting, however her success was
bracketed within the stereotype of the black, Mammy figure.
Annie’s achievement, which came at the sacrifice of negating her personhood, was for the
benefit of her daughter. In addition to skin color, Sarah Jane was acculturated to the lifestyle
of white privilege, she was educated, eloquent and graceful – all characteristics that made her
coming into whiteness an easier passage. In Imitation of Life there needed to be a reciprocal
denial on behalf of mother and daughter in striving toward their whiteness. The desire for
both women, who were enacting the inferiority complex inherited by black people in racist
societies, could only progress in a tragic direction. Ultimately, they had to relinquish each
other, and this traumatic spilt left both women psychologically and emotionally wounded.
The finality of their departure was represented by Annie’s death at the end of the film.
Psychological death is the ultimate consequence of unproductive othering through the racial
double.
With so much at stake, the question became, how was this act of self-denial an affirming
attempt at subjecthood? It came down to the matter of recognition. If the mulatto woman’s
only chance of subjectivity came through her relationship with the white man, as Fanon
presupposed, then his confession of love was “…acceptance into a community that seemed
impenetrable.”147 Sarah Jane was seeking this acceptance from men, although this ambition
represented another failure for her. In the film she attempted to obtain a white boyfriend. The
audience was introduced to him on the occasion that he discovered that she was black. He
reacted violently to this realization, beat her, and left her crying in the street. Instead of being
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deterred from the pathology of his response, it further motivated her to retreat more fully
from her racial identity.
With the white man’s acceptance, “…she is no longer the little girl wanting to be white, she
was white. She was entering the white world.”148 It was because the black woman felt
inferior that she aspired to gain admittance to the white world. Fanon added that she was
helped in this endeavor by a phenomenon called, “affective erethism,” which he defined as:
[A] pathological condition of hypersensitivity which arises in oppressive or colonial
environments and which involves both a sense of inferiority, and a constant nearness
to anger and/or rage.149
Traditionally, erethism was associated with the symptoms derived from prolonged exposure
to mercury. The typical behavioral changes included irritability, low self-confidence,
depression, and social phobia.150 Here Fanon connected these traits to the affect, or the
experience of emotion for the colonized subject who was constantly exposed to the toxicity
of race. The “increase in feeling” that Hegel predicted was a positive sensation was in the
mind of the Black a corrosive property. The audience witnessed this neurological
abnormality in the exchange between Annie and Sarah Jane.
As Fanon pointed out, the colonial subject was irrevocably caught between two worlds. He
wrote, “The Blacks have had to deal with two systems of reference. Their customs and
agencies to which they refer, were abolished because they were in contradiction with the new
civilization that imposed its own.”151 Fanon’s in depth examination of the unproductive
doubling that took place in the mind of the colonial subject is quite different from the way
doubling is performed in cyber-culture. In the next section I will use Wong’s Life of Imitation
to exemplify a shift in identity formation that offers an alternative to the bifocal legacy of
ordering the world.
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2.4 The Four Transpositions
Ming Wong’s video installation of the scene of Sirk’s film undid the legibility of the mental
process of the double that Fanon spoke of. Under his direction the actors entered the scene
speaking the pathological language of racial inferiority. Oscillating between sadness and
anger, the mother and daughter confronted the existential outcome for a mulatto or lightskinned woman in a racist society. The crescendo of the scene where Sarah Jane proclaimed
her whiteness was precisely the moment when Wong intervened. He grew up in Singapore,
the small island-nation off the tip of southern Malaysia. His appropriation of this scene at
first seemed a curious choice. Then it became evident to me that the artwork was an exercise
in visual transposition that disrupts the tradition of the subjective double. I have identified
four of its characteristics, and will go through them in this section.
Firstly, Wong transposed the title, shifting it from Imitation of Life to the short-form video
excerpt entitled, Life of Imitation. By changing the title, he released the narrative from its
prior literary and cinematic history, which gave him space to make his revisions. The title
change was also a hint to the viewer of a familiar tale being retold. In the narrative Sarah
Jane’s search for a new identity (acquired through imitation) was equivalent to the pursuit of
a life. There was not much of a life to be had as a black woman. Her mother was the
example. She was implicated in the original title as the imitator or imposter – the anti-heroine
who was envious of the authenticity that her white counterparts have claimed as part of their
racial inheritance. She resented the burden of her blackness, represented in the film by her
mother.
The pathology of racism, which gave rise to her mental dysfunction, was emphasized through
the psycho-emotional bond of their relationship, essentially alleviating society from
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responsibility in inflicting racial violence through institutional and cultural norms. Rather,
Sarah Jane was the impostor. She was the outsider who desperately wanted to be accepted by
the same culture that stigmatized and maligned her. In the face of social racism, her selfhatred was expressed as a personal problem, one that could be salved on the pretense of
living as someone else. Because her difference was a stain, she was condemned to hiding
even as she sought to be recognized as someone else.
The transposed title given by Wong, Life of Imitation, removed the emphasis from Life as the
normative feature and replaced it with Imitation. This slight shift in wording reoriented the
value of identification (as it pertained to the embodiment of gendered race) from its position
on the periphery and located it as a central feature in the human experience of life itself.
Identities that developed through processes of imitation were a fact of life, rather than
conduits to it. When we are performing ourselves in the world we are inherently living in a
uniquely human social reality. Furthermore, imitation is a phase in all forms of selfidentification not just for those who find themselves marked by difference. Wong’s video
indulged in the mimicry of performing the roles of gendered race. The shift in primacy of
two words removed the shame of simulation by rejecting the notion of an original life that
existed beyond the one that we created for ourselves. We are, therefore, not impostors, but
incarnate beings with the ability to inhabit, release and move through different manifestations
of the self as a requisite activity of human life.
The second transposition took place in Wong’s choice of actors. He directed male actors to
perform traditionally female roles. His actors were dressed in the likeness of the characters
from the 1959 version they were emulating. In so doing, he challenged the stability of the
gender roles that were portrayed in the film. Hollywood, especially in its ‘Golden Age’,
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produced images of women that were designed to represent a bodily ideal of ‘woman’. The
audience was intended to identify with these images and consume them through the movies.
That era in Hollywood generated a limited type of woman-image, and the role of the ‘leading
lady’, typified by Lana Turner’s performance, was the most restricted act. She embodied a
level of feminine glamour that only existed as fantasy to the masses of viewer’s who watched
her.
The performative aspects of femininity, as was also the case with race, in Imitation of Life
were “fabrications manufactured and sustained through corporeal signs.”152 The danger here,
according to Judith Butler was that:
[The] disciplinary production of gender effects a false stabilization of gender in the
interests of the heterosexual construction and regulation of sexuality within the
reproductive domain. The construction of coherence conceals the gender
discontinuities that run rampant within heterosexual, bisexual, and gay and lesbian
contexts in which gender does not necessarily follow from sex, and desire, or
sexuality generally, does not seem to follow from gender – indeed, where none of
these dimensions of significant corporeality express or reflect one another.153
Wong not only subverted the legibility of gender identity for the audience, but also, and just
as importantly troubled the discourse of sex and sexuality within the film itself – opening it
up to narratives of homosexuality that were perhaps latent in both the literary and cinematic
versions of the story. Butler pointed out that these “acts” of gender performance “produced
the internal core of identity on the surface of the body.”154
The problem with the interior quality of identity was that it “created the illusion of an
organizing gender core maintained for the purposes of the regulation of sexuality within the
obligatory frame of reproductive heterosexuality.”155 What was at stake here accordingly to
Butler, and what Wong revealed about Hollywood filmmaking, was that “localizing the act
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of gender within the ‘self’ of the actor, displaced from view the regulations and disciplinary
practices which produced that ostensibly coherent gender.”156 Just as with racial identity:
If the inner truth of gender is a fabrication and if a true gender is a fantasy instituted
and inscribed on the surface of bodies, then it seems that genders can be neither true
nor false, but are only produced as the truth effects of a discourse of primary and
stable identity.157
The structures of impersonation revealed one of the main fabricating mechanisms through
which the social construction of gender took place.158 This is evidenced through Wong’s
second transposition in which the cultural practice of drag or cross-dressing parodied the
concept of an original or primary gender.
The performance of cross-dressing has been a site of contestation in feminist theory. Butler
sought to recoup the potential of drag as a site of criticality by writing:
[S]uch parodic identities have been understood to be either degrading to women, in
the case of drag and cross-dressing, or an uncritical appropriation of sex-role
stereotyping from within the practice of heterosexuality, especially in the case of
butch/femme lesbian identities. But the relation between the “imitation” and the
“original” is, I think, more complicated than that critique generally allows.159
It was precisely the psychological and social discord between the embodied relation of the
“imitation” and the “original” that was at the center of tension in Wong’s video. We learned
from the movie the self-destructive effects the quest for racial authenticity could have on an
individual, and with the additional layer of drag Wong introduced in his video the audience
witnessed a further destabilization of the image of a primary identity. The addition of the
gender principle was yet another rendition of life’s imitations. Butler remarked that:
The performance of drag plays upon the distinction between the anatomy of the
performer and the gender that is being performed. But we are actually in the presence
of three contingent dimensions of significant corporeality: anatomical sex, gender
identity, and gender performance. If the anatomy of the performer is already distinct
from the gender of the performer, and both of those are distinct from the gender of the
performance, then the performance suggests a dissonance not only between sex and
performance, but sex and gender, and gender and performance.160
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Her recognition of a third dimension was an essential subversion of the binary structure of
identity formation that relied on the notion of a stable, unified self. It was precisely this
emergence of alternate planes of self-image that revealed the transience of the image itself,
and more importantly its dislocation from any original source. Butler went on:
As much as drag creates a unified picture of “woman” (what its critics often oppose),
it also reveals the distinctness of those aspects of gendered experience, which are
falsely naturalized as a unity through the regulatory fiction of heterosexual coherence.
In imitating gender, drag implicitly reveals that imitative structure of gender itself –
as well as its contingency.161
Wong’s video exaggerated the fabrication of identity structures, and the performance of
gender reinforced the myth of race and vice versa. By doing so he allowed the audience to
“…see sex and gender denaturalized by means of a performance, which avows their
distinctness and dramatizes the cultural mechanism of their fabricated unity.”162 Wong
emphasized the enactment of imitation by distorting “…the very notion of an original.”163
Butler explained that the double sense of the other in gender identification was always
already a “figure” that was constituted by a fantasy of a fantasy.164 The unproductive other,
or double, as we have been exploring, thrived on the fiction of an original identity, and the
“gender parody” that Wong created revealed that identity itself was an imitation without an
origin.
Butler clarified that [drag], “as an imitation, effectively displaced the meaning of the original,
[the performance] imitated the myth of originality itself.”165 She continued on to state:
In the place of an original identification which serves as a determining cause, gender
identity might be reconceived as a personal/cultural history of received meanings
subject to a set of imitative practices which refer laterally to other imitations and
which, jointly, construct the illusion of a primary and interior gendered self or parody
the mechanism of that construction.166
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Butler’s re-articulation of the way imitation functions in identification exemplifies my
proposition of productive othering, and helps in our understanding of Wong’s use of gender
performance. By relinquishing the authority of the primary self, identity becomes subject to a
multitude of discursive relations that always point back to the arbitrary production of
representation overall. Wong’s insertion of drag into the scene as a parody of woman further
signifies, through lateral referral, the fictive performance of race. It is, after all, a copy of a
copy of a copy. Rather than striving closer to the sense of normalcy that Sarah Jane was after
by passing for white, Wong pushed the audience further away reinforcing the inevitable
failure to embody the ideal image.
The third transposition is connected to the second in that it involves the combination of race
and gender, and occurs when the actors, dressed as women, begin speaking the language of
race. You will remember from the first chapter that the actors represented each of the main
ethnic groups in Singapore: Chinese, Indian and Malay. What is evidenced in the third
transposition is the cultural/social phenomenon of ethnicity simplified into the binary lingual
system of race. Wong converged the British traditions of racial categorization that were the
legacy of its imperial footprint in the diverse geographic regions of Asia and the Americas.
It became apparent through Wong’s rendition the proximity of racial experience the colonial
encounter had created through its “civilizing” practices. In addition to this history, he also
encouraged the audience to witness the mechanisms of colonization that were carried out
through the image generating machineries of Hollywood cinema. Within the enterprise of
global expansion the language that controls the image of identity was inherited with
detrimental consequences. Racially speaking, the audience is thrust into considering the
parallel circumstance of the Oriental and the Black.
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We have already reviewed the emergence of the Black, but what of the Oriental? This is
worth addressing, albeit briefly. Edward Said wrote, “To speak of Orientalism is to speak
mainly… of a British and French cultural enterprise.”167 The Oriental was the descriptive
product of the British and French colonial expansion in the East, whereby the Negro was the
product of the European colonial project in the western direction. The word Oriental pointed
to what Fanon described as the “new type of man” that like the Negro was an invention of the
white gaze.168 Just to elaborate on geographic distinction: the Negro, as Fanon stipulated, was
the main product in African and the West Indies. The Oriental was a product of the
European’s imagination of people that populated the vast regions of Northern Africa, the
Middle East, India, the Far East and Southeast Asia. Orientalism was a way of seeing that
distorted the cultural traditions and differences among people from these regions as a means
of reinforcing European superiority in all aspects of colonial life.
Said pointed out that the Orient held some of Europe’s “oldest and riches colonies… and is
the source of its deepest and most recurring images of the other.”169 The Oriental came into
existence before the Negro, and as an extension, the Negro emerged almost identically – out
of European colonial practice. Said elaborated:
The Oriental is irrational, depraved (fallen), childlike, ‘different’; thus the European
is rational, virtuous, mature, ‘normal’. The Oriental lived in a different but thoroughly
organized world of his own… Yet what made the Oriental’s world was not the result
of his own efforts but rather the whole complex series of knowledgeable
manipulations, which identified the Orient by the West.170
The Oriental (same as the Negro) had no private character. Her body emerged, as other than
the normal, from a world already given, and because of this is a public entity. She did not
have the capacity to achieve pure ontological being, as her body was one that both equated
and negated sameness. The other did not experience “ecstatical Being-in-the-world,” –
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because her body, as Fanon and Said would agree, was over-determined by the processes of
othering. 171
The Oriental was fictive character that inhabited the Orient, within the British homeland,
however, the racial category of “Black” not only included individuals from former British
colonies of Caribbean and African descent, but also extended to the subcontinent of India and
populations in South Asia – effectively delineating anyone considered to be non-White,
British. So here we see from the shift in claim to nationality how an oriental could become
black, or a black an oriental by mimicking the arbitrariness by which a body could be subject
to racial labeling. The former British colonies of the United States and Singapore shared an
uncanny kinship in the representation and reception of race. In Wong’s video, the limiting,
binary language of race is revealed through his inclusion of a third form that is represented
through ethnic variation: the third actor and the third language of Malay represented on
screen in subtitles. You will read more on the productive capacity of ethnicity in terms of its
potential to expand the discursive field of identity in the next section.
The fourth transposition Wong established for the audience relied less on language and more
on movement. It was a transmutation that happened between characters as each of the actors
rotated through the two roles of mother and daughter. The constant shifting that occurred
among the three actors as they inhabited both characters evoked a new performance of
identity. One that exposed the insufficiency of the colonial language of race to give meaning
to the way individuals move through identity positions without shame or fear. This
transcience indicated a culture where passing as a means of hiding is superceded by passing
as a coming out, or an exposure to the fallacy of the unitary self.
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Difference is intrinsic to the human condition. It is a characteristic that we hold in common,
not one that separates us. The outmoded racial dichotomy of black and white suppressed the
multiplicity of narratives that are held within a so-called racial group. Racism exploited the
physical attributes of the human being, rooting identity in the body, creating an individual
that was “…a slave to appearance.”172 In Wong’s video the characters are uprooted from the
viewer’s trained expectations of appearance by the consistent movement between the roles
and the actors who portray them. This fluidity marked a shift in the way doubling functioned
in society – subverting it from a plane of limited representation to a process where the
emergence of new forms became inevitable.
2.5 An Alternative Vision of Identity
Cultural theorist Stuart Hall is another voice we can look at as we consider a process of
othering that moves away from the unproductive tradition inherited from the colonial
framework of race consciousness we have been discussing in this chapter. He presented
us with an alternative vision of identity formation that posited ethnicity instead of race
as a means of generating subject formations that more appropriately represent the
diversity of people in the world, while also encouraging a social and political system that
thrived on these differences. For Hall, race was an outmoded construct that had outlived
its usefulness (albeit pathological) in a society that was no longer organized according to
colonial territory. This was evidenced by the post-World War II crescendo of the Civil
Rights Movement in the United States that coincided with the civil and nationalistic
endeavors of non-whites to author their self-image in the world.
Hall explained that race was “Typically [a] binary system of representation that constantly
marks and attempts to fix and naturalize the difference between belongingness and
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otherness.”173 Along this frontier there arose what Gayatri Spivak called the “epistemic
violence” of the discourse of the Other as it was grounded in imperialism, the colonized,
Orientalism, the exotic, the primitive, the anthropological and the folk-lore.174 Fanon
consistently reminded us that the epistemic violence that Spivak spoke of was both outside
and inside, a form of subjective doubling that operated by a process of splitting on both sides
of the division – in here as well as out there. That was why it was a question not only of
“black-skin,” but also of “Black-Skin, White Masks” – the pathological internalization of the
self-as-other.
In order to get out of the “impassable boundaries” of race, Hall made a claim for a new
ethnicity that came out of what he coined the “discursive phase” of representation.175 Hall’s
new ethnicity had to be de-articulated from European colonialism – so that it engaged rather
than suppresses difference. Race was a binary system of representation – meaning one either
‘is’ or ‘is not;’ whereas ethnicity in its discursive capacity had the quality of being able to
transcend racial barriers, as it acknowledged the multitude of cultural differences among
racial groups.
In Hall’s essay entitled, “New Ethnicities (1989),” he made the claim for ethnicity instead of
race. He asserted that the formation of the “…black subject and black experience are not
stabilized by Nature or by some other essential guarantee… that they are constructed
historically, culturally, and politically – and the concept that refers to this is ethnicity.”176 He
argued that ethnicity, as a concept of cultural representation, had traditionally been deployed
to substantiate the racist hegemony of the state or nation, which survived by
“…marginalizing, dispossessing, displacing, and forgetting, other ethnicities.”177
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A racist society acculturated its inhabitants to not only live in an inequitable system, but also
to rationalize those disparities based on racism. In this way the lived experience of the
colonial black subject was first and foremost prescribed on the conditions of a racist public.
The meaning of her body was derived from the collective set of norms established by
European colonialism. With the end of essentialism, came the recognition of the immense
diversity and differentiation of the historical and cultural experience of black subjects into
political discourse.
2.6 The Means By Which Things are Represented
According to Hall, the concept of representation was the sphere of human activity that
housed the formation of the subject. He remarked:
Representation is possible only because enunciation is always produced within codes,
which have a history, a position within the discursive formations of a particular space
and time.178
Conversely, representation was expressed in cultural studies as most commonly grounded in
a “mimetic” theory in which “one images a reality that exists ‘outside’ the means by which
things are represented.”179 Hall used the examples of the “anti-racism and post-war black
experience in Britain” where the struggle over the access to the right to representation was at
the center of cultural politics.180 This phenomenon was akin to the Civil Rights Movement in
the United States. He wrote:
Politically, this is the moment when the term ‘black’ was coined as a way of
referencing the common experience of racism and marginalization in Britain and
came to provide the organizing category of a new politics of resistance…181
In this case the term ‘black’ was reformulated from a stigmatizing marker to “a critique of
the way blacks were positioned as the unspoken and invisible ‘other’ of predominantly white
aesthetic and cultural discourses.”182 This notion of the other was, as it is now clear, very
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much grounded in the vestiges of modernism and colonialism. The recuperation of the term
‘black’ as Hall had outlined, was an attempt to establish a cultural politics that indicated a
shift in the way former colonial subjects were represented in music, fashion, literature, visual
arts and cinema. Hall focused on cinematic manifestations of the black image in Britain in
the 1980s that transgressed the old mimetic conflict over the rights of authorship to produce
more agnostic images that opened up a space to critique “the essentially good black
subject.”183
Hall’s commentary on cinema helps us think about the historical position of the black image
in film (in the way of Imitation of Life), as well as the potential for cinema as a site for new
representations. Hall emphasized that blacks have typically been objects in the space of
cinema, but most rarely subjects. His critique was in line with hooks’ who wrote, as you will
recall from the first chapter, in opposition to the limited forms of representation of the blackfemale subject in film. “The struggle to come into representation” as Hall asserted, was
primarily grounded in a critique of “the degree of fetishization, objectification and negative
figuration, which are so much a feature of the representation of the black subject.”184 It was a
concern that went beyond the absence or marginality of the black experience in cinema to
specific contestation with its simplification and stereotypical character. We remember from
hooks that it was perhaps more useful to not be represented than to be misrepresented. This
will come up again in the next chapter when we spend some time with the controversy of
lack of representation of black characters on television. The conflict has its precedent in
cinema.
Hall wrote that the cultural politics that developed around the critique of black representation
in cinema had two principle objects:
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First, the question of access to the rights to representation by black artists and black
cultural workers. Second, the contestation of the marginality, the stereotypical quality
and the fetishized nature of images of blacks, by the counter-position of a ‘positive’
black imagery. These strategies were principally addressed to changing what I would
call the ‘relations of representation’.185
These ‘relations’ Hall argued, are grounded in a mimetic theory, and are problematic because
they do not challenge the basic structure of knowledge by which the idea of the ‘black’ came
into being – keeping it a rather static form of representation. The ‘positive’ character of the
mimetic black image was unproductive because the moralist approach also limited the
discursive capacity of the subject. Simple transference of the image from ‘bad’ to ‘good’ still
worked to conceal the unstable grounds by which racial categorization was built. For Hall
cultural politics had to get beyond the moralist approach in order to confront the complexity
of subjectivities (many of which are held in conflict) within a particular racial group.
He identified this field of complexity within representation as the discursive sphere. It was a
new phase in cultural politics that was no longer mimetic. The discursive emphasized how
the processes of representation were constructed within meaning. Hall wrote, “The shift is
best thought of in terms of a change from a struggle over the relations of representation to a
politics of representation itself.”186 While not granting complete primacy to the field of the
discursive, he acknowledged “The ‘machineries’ and regimes of representation as playing a
constitutive and not merely a reflexive, after-the-event role.”187 The machinery of particular
interest to this study are film, television and the screen based technologies that grant entry
into cyberspace. Hall described these image-producing technologies as ‘regimes’ to
emphasize their authoritative power, and went on further to state that, “this gives questions of
culture, ideology, and the scenarios of representation – subjectivity, identity, politics – a
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formative and not merely an expressive place in the constitution of social and political
life.”188
The discursive phase of cultural politics was productive in that it held the capacity to derive
new image-information. It transgressed the debates about the reflection of otherness to a
sphere where the other was an emergent phenomenon through image-producing mechanisms
like cinema. Emergent identity acknowledged a plurality of self–identification and
encouraged the possibility of new forms of subjective experience, what Hall called “new
ethnicities.” Hall gave credit to this as transforming the politics of representation in black
culture and identified it as a result of a “theoretical encounter between black cultural politics
and the discourses of a Eurocentric, largely white, critical cultural theory, which has focused
so much analysis on the politics of representation.”189
2.7 The End of the Essential Black Subject
Within the British context, the discursive aspect of the politics of representation marked the
end of the essential (mimetic) black subject. Hall wrote:
Once you enter into the politics of the end of the essential black subject you are
plunged headlong into the maelstrom of a continuously contingent, unguaranteed,
political argument and debate: a critical politics, a politics of criticism. The question
of the black subject cannot be represented without reference to the dimensions of
class, gender, sexuality and ethnicity.190
This was precisely the question Wong addressed in his remix, Life of Imitation. The video
challenged the cinematic legacy of the essential subject as it pertained to race and gender.
You will recall that he exploded the image of the black subject and the image of the oriental
by inserting into the scene men, dressed as women that represent the three main ethnic
groups in Singapore. The dimension of class as it intersected with gender was readymade
within the narrative so Wong did not need to alter the scenario of the live-in domestic, and
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her daughter who sought to gain fame, independence and a new identity as a dancer in the
entertainment industry.
We can use Hall’s remarks to better understand the politics of representation at play in the
final scene between mother and daughter in Imitation of Life. The original script, which
Wong’s actors recited, was indicative of the mimetic phase of representation. It was the
archetypical black/white dichotomy where the individual performed the image-type that
preceded her. The mother, Annie, did this with great success as the maid of soon-to-be
wealthy Lora. Sarah Jane, on the other hand, rejected her prescribed blackness, mainly due to
her skin color, which allowed her passage into a white identity. This was not a welcome
transition, however, within the mimetic phase of representation where the politics of race are
deeply entrenched, and racial categories are strictly upheld in spite of corporeal ambiguity.
To this point, Hall stated:
We think about identification usually as a simple process, structured around fixed
‘selves,’ which we either are or are not. The play of identity and difference, which
constructs racism is powered not only by the positioning of blacks as the inferior
species but also, and at the same time, by an inexpressible envy and desire.191
The audience of Imitation of Life witnessed Sarah Jane’s fleeting desire, but was unable to
sympathize with her confliction. She was scripted as the antagonist – the villainous ingrate
who was unable to return the affections of her black mother and was envious of the white
family that sheltered her. The original script did not problematize race, the conditions that
gave rise to the event of racial passing, or the ill-fated social effects of the broken home.
Instead, it subversively re-inscribed racial categories by portraying the transient antagonist as
a failed anti-heroine – unsuccessful at every attempt she made toward her goal. Hall went on
further:
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Just as masculinity always constructs femininity as double…so racism constructs the
black subject: noble savage and violent avenger. And in the doubling, fear and desire
double for one another and play across the structures of otherness.192
With the above passage, Hall pointed us to the site of critical intervention in the process of
othering. The double became a motif to be exploited, challenged and pulled asunder – not in
the affirmation of the status quo but in the generation of multiples that unveil the instability
of the essential image. Wong complicated the recitation of the original script by doubling the
screens. The two play simultaneously one version in English with Malay subtitles and the
other in Malay with English subtitles. The sound echoes from the two-channel video
installation as double. And, mother and daughter are doubled by the actors switching
between roles on both screens.
This criticality of the mechanisms of facsimile opened up the scene to what Hall would
describe as the discursive phase of representation where the activity of translation made room
for new meaning and associations in the original script.193 The discursive politics of
representation, as we saw in Wong’s video, intersected the questions of racism inextricably
with questions of gender. As a cinematic remake it contained the narrative of race, but it was
also, and most distinctively, intermixed with the dimensions of class, ethnicity and gendered
race that Hall rightly claimed were inseparable from the representation of the black subject.
We have been reviewing the roots of the subjective double and focusing on its pathological
articulation in racial identification while also considering its generative potential through
new forms of representation in the moving image. You have read how the imagery of the
unproductive racial double appeared in the 1959 remake of Imitation of Life, and the methods
of transmutation in Wong’s video that disrupted the essential guarantee of an original self. In
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the next chapter we will look more closely at the performance of race through blackface in
the innovation of the Hollywood film industry.
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CHAPTER 3

The Cinematic Structure of the Racial Double
The previous chapter focused on theories of race and gender as identity positions that
developed through the processes of unproductive othering. I argued that the root of the
unproductive other, which was the bifurcated self, formed through exclusion, was situated in
language – specifically the moment of subjective articulation that declared conquest over
another individual. In that critical moment, as defined by Hegel in his appreciation for the
Napoleonic Empire, the two-ness of self-realization was established on the inequitable
grounds of imperialism and colonization, which was the source material for the social
manipulation of race and the psychological dysfunction of racism that permeated the culture
of Modernity.
Fanon was mainly concerned with the psychological effects of white supremacy in the
exploitation of the colonized body in the Caribbean, while Hall proposed a theory of
ethnicity that undermined the traditional expressions of race by calling for representations in
the media that imaged the multiplicity that existed within a particular racial group. This
notion of the multiple, rather than the double, offered a productive alternative for images of
blacks in the media that had been until the 1980s limited by the constraints of racial
representation.
I situated Wong’s video at the crux of these theories to show how the performance of the
identity double has shifted from the genesis of its fixity to one that revealed the instability of
its origin. Wong exposed the viewer to a sequence of doubles that manifested in his video
through forms of translation in language, sound and performance. He showed us that the
double was suspended in transitory space where the language of gendered race predominated,
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while the performance identity appeared to point to that language as antiquated and
insufficient. We learned from Wong that language failed in its capacity to recognize new
forms, and that new forms preceded the acquisition of new meanings. He paralleled the shift
in the representation of the double with that of the cinematic experience, where he
appropriated the scene of gendered race from classic Hollywood film, and reimagined the
embodiment of identity performance – as well as the viewer’s apprehension of that imageinformation.
For a little more than a hundred years, the cinematic screen has been the primary interlocutor
in our experience of identity. Cinema, as the evolution of still photography, was the first
technological innovation that allowed the viewer to witness an external image of an animated
body. These bodies are the purveyors of identity representation, and this is as true for cinema
as it is for TV and other forms of screen-based media.194 As an industry, cinema sets the
standard for using technological advancement in the construction of the ‘other’. The filmic
portrayals of identity are “…an active [reciprocal] dialogue between media representations,
which have the power to effect change through their representations, and social change that
has the power to affect representations in the media.”195
One can witness this exchange at the onset of cinematic history, when onscreen portrayals
derived and prescribed representations of gendered race.196 The negotiation between media
representation and social change still remains valid, and has expanded to include the Internet,
the newest form of screen-based media. Online representations of identity have intervened in
the oversimplified binaries of identity to bring forward the multiplicity in subjective
formation that is more authentic to the human experience.
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This chapter will focus on the cinematic representation of the racial double that was
grounded in the theatrical form of vaudeville, which set the precedent for the appearance of
race on screen. The connection between the representation of race and the way identity is
enacted online is integral to this text as we trace how the double manifests in cinema,
television and online. Here we look more closely at blackface as the earliest form of racial
doubling to appear on screen, how it functioned to affirm identity for the audience, and was
used to propel the technology of cinema.
3.1 The Origins of American Popular Entertainment
The earliest films were preoccupied with capturing motion. They were recorded by Thomas
Edison’s motion picture studio in West Orange, New Jersey circa 1894.197 Each of Edison’s
earliest subjects performed a singular action, which was viewable, one person at a time,
through the peephole of the kinetoscope.198 The crew in Edison’s studio recorded, for
example, the twirling arms of an athlete, the sneeze of an Edison Lab colleague, the precision
of sharp shooting, the dance of the first woman recorded on film, a couple kissing, a body
builder posing, and the ceremonial dance of a Native American tribe.199 This is a sampling of
the films that were being produced in West Orange before the turn of the twentieth century.
Like the photography of the time, the films took an anthropological eye to their subjects.
They were more akin to studies of an isolated action than they were the narrative quality that
would come to characterize modern filmmaking.
Edison’s contributions, along with that of the Lumière Brothers in France whose
cinematograph improved upon the kinescope by allowing multiple viewers to simultaneously
watch a projected film, were the building blocks for the then fledgling motion picture
industry as we know of it today. It must have been a marvel at the turn of the twentieth
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century to be able to see the activities of human life projected back onto the viewer. Cinema
created, for the first time in human history, a realm from which to view an inorganic copy of
animated life. Industrialists at that time made haste to capitalize on the awe-inspiring affect
of these new inventions in order to devise a cinema that would be distributable and accessible
to a mass audience. Film producers in America were some of the most ambitious in this
effort and the movie business generated in what we now know as Hollywood in Los Angeles,
California made the United States one of the most prolific makers of film in the world. The
screen, setting in motion a relation between the body and the interface that continually shifts
the realm of self-representation, would thenceforward mediate the psyche of the spectator.
So how did motion pictures evolve from Edison’s experiments to resemble the format and
structure that we recognize today? The answer rests on the two most popular forms of
American entertainment at the turn of the twentieth century, the minstrel show and
vaudeville. Minstrelsy and vaudeville, as the two precursors to film, were critical in
establishing the early visual language of race through the performative masking of blackface.
They are also the sites where the racial drama in American life was enacted in front of a mass
audience in the cultural transition between literature and film.
American popular culture is rooted in racist iconography. As Michael Rogin suggests in his
study, “Blackface, White Noise (1992),” “American literature… established its national
identity in the struggle between Indians and whites.”200 In theater this trope would evolve
into images of the black/white conflict, and this same narrative carried over through to the
birth of film where the white male hero arose triumphant after southern defeat in the Civil
War just in time for the dawning of the Industrial Age. The collapse of the plantation system
and the racial serfdom that sustained it threatened to upset the power relations between the
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descendants of white colonialists and the progeny of African slaves. Film was the medium
that reasserted white male supremacy to the masses at the same time that the new economic
form of industrialism was taking hold in American cities. It was a transfer of power from the
agrarian plantation owner to the urban industrialist. With this shift in production, a new labor
force was created that was socially stratified by the culture of racial and ethnic bigotry.
Before we look more closely at film, let us spend a little time with its theatrical predecessors.
Minstrelsy hit its crescendo in the mid-nineteenth century, and was considered to be a
national art form.201 It was a theatrical form, developed in the United States, that consisted of
comic skits, variety acts, dancing and musical numbers performed by white actors in
blackface before the Civil War, and black actors after. The ‘black’ characters were central to
the minstrel show, and portrayed as dim-witted, lazy, buffoonish, and happy-go-lucky.202 It
was a malicious form of entertainment that was responsible for creating the image of the
stereotypical black in American culture. Blackface was an example of unproductive othering
that was invented and perpetuated in popular culture. It represented a uniquely separate,
inferior, and laughable identity for the American public and was responsible for reifying the
second-class status of the black population.
With the emergence of Vaudeville in the late nineteenth century, minstrel shows began to
decline. As a theatrical genre, Vaudeville consisted of a variety of unrelated acts grouped
together on a common bill. Instead of seeing one troupe perform in a variety of styles as with
the minstrel show, it opened up the stage to a myriad of singers, musicians, dancers,
comedians, and magicians to name just some of the performance styles in a typical
vaudeville show. Minstrelsy was one of Vaudeville’s resources and as such the latter
appropriated blackface. These two theatrical forms were ready-made to supply the young
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filmmaking industry with actors who were already popular as entertainers in these extremely
marketable styles of performance.
Bert Williams (b. 1874 – d. 1922) and Al Jolson (b. 1886 – d. 1950) were the two most
famous Vaudeville performers in the early twentieth century. Both were immigrants to the
United States, Williams originally from Nassau, Bahamas and Jolson from present day
Lithuania. They both donned the mask of blackface, and became extremely successful in
their portrayals of the fictionalized black. It offered both men access to upward mobility from
the modest social conditions they were born into. Blackface was also the conduit by which
both men, immigrants, assimilated into American culture and reached popular stardom. The
performance of blackface granted Jolson, Jewish, of Eastern European birth, a perceived
racial emancipation from his non-status as an ‘other’, while this separation from otherness,
and entry into the white mainstream, was unattainable for Williams, a black immigrant from
the Caribbean.
3.2 The Psyche of the Spectator
Blackface was the predominate media-generated image of blacks from the mid-nineteenth
century to the early twentieth. For this reason, Frederick Douglass (1818-1895), ex-slave
turned leading abolitionist, eloquent orator and seminal writer, used photography,
specifically portraits of himself to combat the prevailing minstrel images of African
Americans in his lifetime.203 It is noted that:
He frequented photographers’ studios regularly and sat for his portrait whenever he
could. To Douglass photography was the great “democratic art” that would finally
assert black humanity in place of the slave “thing” and at the same time counter the
blackface minstrelsy caricatures that had come to define the public perception of what
it meant to be black.204
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Douglass was so committed to the power of the image that he was the most photographed
American of the nineteenth century with over one hundred and sixty known photographs.205
His was a heroic effort by a single individual to combat the racist imagery that misidentified
an entire group of people. In spite of the potential of the photograph to offer a counter image
to the popular culture of racist iconography, blackface minstrelsy continued to flourish and
remained a highly sought after outlet for black American performers to achieve wealth and
stardom.
Black performers had no other characters to inhabit within entertainment industry that were
deemed acceptable by a mass audience. Bert Williams’ was the most famous entertainer of
Vaudeville era in the early 1900s. He was a noted singer, actor and comedian, and did it all
while performing in blackface. He gained national notoriety while performing alongside his
professional partner, George Walker, and advertising themselves as “Two Real Coons” in
order to capitalize on the perceived authenticity that came with being an all black act.206
Williams and Walker made this accommodation to the audience in order to gain access to
representation on the stage. Their strategy was quite successful, and as Williams embarked
on a solo career after the untimely death of Walker, he became a legend in his own right
when, in 1910, he becomes the first black actor to perform on Broadway.207 His success was
bittersweet, as he was able to draw crowds in the thousands while wearing the burnt cork
make up of blackface. He would, however, remain unrecognizable to his fans without the
makeup and fall subject to the racial disparities of Jim Crow America.
Williams was as much exposed as he was invisible, yet in spite if this mind-bending
conundrum he remained a disciplined purveyor of his blackface craft. His status as an
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immigrant perhaps allowed him to create some objective distance between himself and the
blackface characters he portrayed. Williams, born in the Bahamian Islands under colonial
rule, considered himself to be of British origin.208 Because of this, I infer that he regarded
himself as a foreigner who mastered an American craft. As a son of the British Empire, he
did not see his person reflected in blackface.
Al Jolson, similarly to Williams, adopted blackface early on in his theater acts. By doing so
he was able to bolster his popularity, which led to his success as a regular performer of
Vaudeville minstrelsy.209 Like Williams, Jolson enacted the disguise to gain entry into
American culture through its most beloved art form. “As disguise blackface capitalizes on
identity as sameness; as expression it creates identity as difference.”210 It was not the sort of
civilized difference that Stuart Hall wrote about in his essay on “new ethnicities.” The
difference described in Rogin’s quote above was unproductive, pathological difference. It
was the kind of differentiation that functioned to bolster the legitimacy of racial sameness.
My rationale for racial thinking was this,
I am representative of this group, and You are representative of that group, therefore
we are different and this difference is antagonistic, inharmonious and in disaccord.
Unlike Williams, who was not able to detach from his natal blackness when he removed the
paint from his face, Jolson, on the other hand, evoked an imagined communal identity to free
himself from his inherited Jewish identicalness.211 In this way blackface dissociated Jolson
from his ethnic origins. It allowed him to re-emerge, and perform according to social custom
in a new image that was uniquely American.
Williams, as a black man in Jim Crow era America, was excluded from this emergent
freedom. Although his success as a minstrel gave him social ascendance among the ranks of
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blacks, the color of his skin always kept him within the American caste system. In the early
twentieth century the fullness of the black character in mass entertainment would always be
determined by the white powerbrokers of the image. Without being able to adopt a cloak of
whiteness as Jolson was able to do, blackface reaffirmed Williams’ racial inferiority in
American culture. His alignment with a British identity was a way of creating that difference
for himself. More cultural than it was racial, by marking himself as an outsider he hoped to
avoid being identified with the clownish characters he portrayed.
3.3 The Opposing Image of the Other
Williams made the transition from the vaudeville stage to film when he appeared in Lime
Kiln Field Day (1913), the oldest surviving film featuring black actors.212 It belongs to the
film collection at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA). Based on the information provided
by the archives, the film was never unfinished. It has no script, production credits, and
intertitles (the frames of titles that were customary in silent film to narrate the enacted scene
to the audience). Bert Williams performed his character in blackface, which was customary
at the time, while the other actors appear without makeup. Williams made three films,
including Lime Kiln, in the early years of cinema. The other two are entitled, Natural Born
Gambler (1916) and Fish (1916). All three were comedies that featured him as the clownish
protagonist.
Williams was a pioneer in cinematic comedy. To provide you with context, Lime Kiln was
made one year before Charlie Chaplin, an icon of silent film in the early days of Hollywood,
debuted in his first film entitled, Making a Living (1914). Like Williams, Chaplin was also
trained in the theatrical form of Vaudeville and interpreted the devices of that style onto the
silver screen. Instead of performing in blackface, Chaplin appropriated from Vaudeville the
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comedic performance of “the tramp,” whose dumb luck, clownish naiveté, and unsavory
inclinations propel the narrative forward and make him an unlikely hero. Blackface, in these
Vaudeville derived routines, was the archetype of the clown enunciated through racial
representation of skin color. Michael Rogin wrote in his essay “Blackface White Noise,
which became a book of the same name that, “Blackface was the legacy of vaudeville
entertainment and the silent screen…”213 We see that in the early film work of Williams’.
I mentioned earlier that Lime Kiln was an all black cast. In addition to Williams, the list of
actors included Harlem-based entertainment pioneers Sam Lucas, Abbie Mitchell, and J.
Leubrie Hill, along with members of the Darktown Follies stage company.214 The actors that
supported Williams’ character did not appear in blackface makeup. This was a conscious
creative decision that showed, at the onset of cinema, an effort on behalf of the entire
production to use the medium to expand popular representations of the black image.
The expressive medium of filmmaking appropriated the literary narrative device of
establishing an image of national identity through the conquest of the white male hero. This
is not true for Lime Kiln. It was in fact, the oldest cinematic evidence of an attempt at an
oppositional gaze on behalf of African American actors and an interracial production crew. I
do not mean to suggest that the film had a politically conscious angle, but its makers and
actors did put forth an effort to create something for popular attention that was quite
unconventional for the audiences of the time. This indicated that there was a conscious social
agenda within the field of representation to accommodate the audience through blackface, a
strategy that Williams in his career was already accustomed to, in order to increase the
visibility of black performers through the productivity of an integrated setting. The cost
benefit of this visibility was the unfortunate perpetuation of racist stereotypes. We will revisit
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this last point again in the next chapter when we discuss the appearance of black actors on
television in the Amos ‘n Andy Show.
In the meantime, let us return our focus to Lime Kiln. The romantic comedy portrayed
Williams’ activities as he attempted to gain entry into a black social club, while also vying
for the affection, along with two other suitors, of the female lead, played by Odessa Warren
Grey. The romance between Grey and Williams culminated with an on-screen kiss. This
gesture of intimacy and sexuality solidified his status within the plot as the film’s hero who
ultimately obtained the affections of his love interest. The film portrayed not only Williams’
success (albeit in blackface) at upward mobility within the black community, but also his
prowess and desirability as a man. Because the movie remained unfinished until MoMA’s
revival of it in 2014, much of what the audience learned about the story was the result of
“archival assemblage.”215 Meaning that the curators and conservationists used cinematic
conventions of the time to loosely organize the film’s footage into a comprehensive
sequence.
By comparison, Lime Kiln was in production at the same time as The Birth of a Nation, D.W.
Griffith’s racially charged cinematic epic, which legitimized the social disparities of Jim
Crow racism on the American visual consciousness. To this point Rogin wrote:
Just as the frontier period in American history generated the classic literature
(beginning with captivity narratives), so American film was born from the
conjunction between southern defeat in the Civil War, black resubordination, and
national reintegration; the rise of the multiethnic, industrial metropolis; and the
emergence of mass entertainment, expropriated from its black roots as the locus of
Americanization.216
The form of racism that was depicted in the film represented the Jim Crow Era style of
bigotry. The moniker, “Jim Crow” was derived from a blackface caricature performed by a
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white actor named Thomas D. Rice who was famous on the minstrel show circuit in the
1830s.217 At the onset of cinematic filmmaking, the performative tradition of blackface was
used to reinstate this type of racism prevalent in the American South, and retell through film
the social effects of the Civil War to a national audience.
Birth presented a distorted portrait of the South after the Civil War, glorified the Ku Klux
Klan, and the state-sanctioned denigration of blacks. It falsified the period of Reconstruction
that took place between 1865 and 1877, and presented blacks as dominating Southern whites
(almost all of whom are noble in the film) and sexually forcing themselves upon white
women. The Klan was portrayed as the South's savior from this alleged tyranny. Not only
was this portrayal untrue, it was the opposite of what actually happened. During
Reconstruction, whites dominated blacks and assaulted black women. The Klan was
primarily a white-supremacist terrorist organization that carried out hundreds of murders.218
Birth of A Nation came through with a racial vengeance. The screenplay was based on
Thomas Dixon’s 1905 novel entitled, The Clansman. The producers of the film were acutely
aware of the messages their malicious representations would put out to the mass audience.
This sort of uneven discourse all too often had unfortunate consequences on human lives,
particularly those of blacks as well as immigrants who were considered non-white.
Moreover, Birth perpetuated the image of a national identity at a time when the United States
was radically changing politically, socially, culturally and economically. Just as with
literature from the frontier period, the white heroes in Birth served as a rallying point for
audiences against the opposing image of the “other.” In particular, the newly emancipated
black male.
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Lime Kiln did something vastly different from Birth’s contentious historical narrative. It
focused on scenes from everyday life, centered on the actions of Williams’s character as the
protagonist. Birth antagonized the social fears still alive and well after the Civil War. Lime
Kiln, on the other hand, showed a gradual progress toward less menacing images of blacks on
screen. Both films used blackface, the former to reinscribe racial supremacy, the latter,
(while still accommodating), as a comedic departure from convention. The scenes in Lime
Kiln portrayed the moments of joy and pleasure that came from love, intimacy and
productive human interaction between Williams, his community and the woman he adored.
The film was not devoid of racial stereotypes (remember that blackface was a central image),
but Williams, already a Broadway superstar, was the leading man and center of achievement
in this production, rather than a white male. There is something to be said for the impulse of
this representation in film, albeit a tepid gesture by today’s standards.
It was no surprise then that Lime Kiln Field Day never made it to the silver screen in the
years following its making. Race consciousness in the United States was at a new crescendo.
Lynching, most frequently against African American men, was a national pastime at the
moment Edison was making his earliest films in Bayonne, New Jersey. A motion picture like
Birth of A Nation served as a public relations piece. It was the first twelve-reel film in
America used to promote racism as a necessary and legitimate reality of its national identity.

The social and cultural consciousness of imaging that Lime Kiln had to content with removed
the possibility for the popular reception of Williams’ happy-go-lucky clown on screen. In
addition, the technological achievement of Birth of a Nation usurped any other production in
its time. Birth employed many innovative camera and artistic techniques in its construction of
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the “other.” It was the first film to make effective use of panoramic long shots, the iris
effects, still-shots, night, photography, panning camera shots, and a carefully staged battle
sequence with hundreds of extras made to look like thousands.219 It also introduced color
tinting for dramatic purposes, building up the plot to an exciting climax, dramatizing history
alongside fiction, and featured its own musical score written for an orchestra.220 When the
film was released in 1915 it broke both box-office and film-length records running three
hours and ten minutes.221 Even then President Woodrow Wilson applauded the film on its
visual and historic accuracy.
Lime Kiln was to remain uncompleted in a time that was dominated by the social phobias of
post-Civil War America. This must have been an extremely potent consideration for
Biograph, the production company that financed its making. Just like the movie business
today, production companies tend to err on the side of marketability. Even though Williams
was the most famous Vaudevillian at the time, his success at integrated performances, was
untimely for the silver screen. Lime Kiln was forgotten for a century after production was
halted, until it appeared in 2014 at MoMA’s exhibition entitled, 100 Years in PostProduction: Resurrecting a Lost Landmark of Black Film History.
The museum’s founding film curator, Iris Barry, acquired the 35mm reels in 1939. They
were part of a collection of nine hundred unprinted negatives that came from the defunct
Biograph Company in New York City.222 The restoration process for the film began in 2004,
and in those ten years conservationists uncovered the unedited footage in addition to a
hundred film stills of the interracial production including cast and crew. Jacqueline Stewart, a
film scholar from the University of Chicago, is quoted as saying:
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It’s the first time I’ve seen footage from an unreleased film that really gives us
insights into the production process… It’s an interracial production, but not in the
way scholars have talked about early film history, in which black filmmakers had to
rely on the expertise and money of white filmmakers. Here, we see a negotiation
between performers and filmmakers.223
Of the three directors, one was black, which further exemplified the sort of cooperative
filmmaking that went on at the time of its production.224 It provided some of the earliest
evidence of intervention in terms of the depiction of the African American image on screen.
With a contemporary like Birth of A Nation, Lime Kiln’s representation of the black image
threatened the validity of the national identity that Griffith’s adaptation was promoting. A
diversity of images would have rendered that claim unstable for the purpose of Birth was to
connect the black image with a prescribed set of actions and behaviors. Thereby the film
limited the black image to one form of representation. In this way, the audience upon
encountering a black person off screen would already have at their disposal a list of
preconceived expectations about the meaning of that body. The derogatory information
embedded in the fictive representation of African Americans was instilled at the same
moment as the conception of the mass audience. Racism was structurally rooted in the
development of popular culture.
The appearance of blackface coincided with the early technological advances of cinema,
because “…live vaudeville coexisted with silent movies in the 1920s motion picture
palace.”225 Michael Rogin referred to blackface as a transitional object, ushering audiences
from one viewing experience to the next.226 Blackface was the recognizable mark of
American entertainment. As a performance of doubles, it served as a conduit for directing the
attention of the audience toward the new technology of the cinema. I will speak more about
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the transitional object later on, but for now, it is important to highlight that this image was
imprinted on the mental faculties of the collective conscious.
Oscar Micheaux was an African American filmmaker who sought to intervene in the legacy
of the insidious stereotype of the black image. He had a long career making films throughout
the 1920s, 30s and 40s. His contribution to the cinematic arena, especially in the early days
of the medium, was his counter-position to the standards of racism that was an accepted part
of the movie-making industry. Micheaux was known for making ‘race films’ that were the
product of an all black cast and crew that was intended for black audiences.
The characters in his films were developed to dispel the racial myths that dictated the
visualization of blacks on screen. Among contemporaries like Griffith and Birth of A Nation,
his work was an oppositional gaze against the prevalence of blackface. He used filmmaking
as a site to resist the mistreatment of the black image, and to challenge the viewer’s
expectation of how the black image could be rendered in cinema. He aimed to remove the tag
of authenticity from blackface and place it on actors that resembled the ordinariness of
everyday people. The work of Micheaux along with productions like Lime Kiln and Birth are
early examples of how cinema strived through imagery and technology to be an authoritative
source for representations of authenticity.
3.4 Two Bodies Heal a Divided Soul
As the technology in film pushed forward to incorporate sound, blackface would appear
again as the transitional object from silence to sound. Blackface also performed as a
psychological medium through which the film’s protagonist, Jack Robin, would code switch
between European immigrant and white American. The first cinematic talkie entitled, The
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Jazz Singer (1927), starred another famous vaudevillian, Al Jolson. He played Jakie
Rabinowitz and Jack Robin, the two personas of the son of Jewish immigrants. He
constructed the Americanized persona of Jack Robin to live out his aspirations of becoming a
popular jazz singer despite the disapproval of his orthodox, Jewish father. Rogin wrote:
The Jazz Singer condensed into a single feature film the entire history of American
popular entertainment, from minstrelsy through vaudeville to silent films to talking
pictures, the first feature film to bring sound into the diegesis incorporated vaudeville
minstrelsy as well.227
The film began with Jakie Rabinowitz as a young boy who lived with his parents and a tight
knit community of newly arrived Jewish immigrants in a “New York City Ghetto.” The
audience was introduced to Jakie as he sang Ragtime in a local bar. His moment of
exuberance, however, was short lived as his father, who is referred to only as The Cantor in
the film, caught word of his son’s performance, and entered the saloon to physically drag his
son home. These opening scenes established early for the viewer the tension between father
and son, which contained the symbolic struggle between the values of the old and new
worlds. This essential antagonism guided the plot of the film, and developed the story’s main
character from his immigrant self to his emergence as a popular, American entertainer.
Jakie Rabinowitz, the son of a Jewish cantor, was born with the sacred voice that his father’s
family had passed down for generations. His father, fed up with his son’s inclinations toward
show business, sought to change his mind through corporeal punishment, which drove Jackie
from his home at the age of 13. The mother, Sarah, was a much more forgiving character.
She was sensitive to her son’s aspirations, and emotionally devastated from the shock of his
departure. From this moment on, she carried a longing for her son’s return.
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Jolson entered the film as the adult Jakie Rabinowitz, who was living in California under the
assumed name of Jack Robin. He was a jazz singer, singing in a supper club, who got his big
break when a young starlet named Mary Dale, invited him to join her on the road in a
Vaudeville review. Throughout this time, Jack stayed in contact with his mother by writing
letters. Soon after his big break, he was offered a role, alongside Mary Dale, that would
facilitate his return to New York City as a Broadway star.
Direct upon his arrival back to New York City he went home to visit his parents. He was met
by his mother, Sarah, who was busy preparing for her husband’s, The Cantor, sixtieth
birthday celebration. She was surprised and delighted by the return of her son, as he informed
her that he was back in the city to perform on Broadway. It did not take Jack long to recall
the hostility that his departure created within the household. The landscape on the wall that
hung where his picture used to be reminded him of that. He quickly changed the subject to
the pleasantry of his success, and began playing his mother a song from the Broadway show.
This was a pivotal moment in the film that incorporated sound. It was not the first moment of
sound, as that happened each time Jack sang, but was an extended encounter that included
audible dialogue in addition to the music. In this scene, the audience heard all three voices of
the actors, Jack’s, Sarah’s, and the oppositional voice of The Cantor who interrupted the
dialogue when he entered and shouted, “Stop!” With this inflection the film reverted back to
its silence, which stopped the progress of Jack’s self-expression, and also metaphorically
stunted the evolution of talking pictures. Jack proceeded to offer his father a birthday gift, tell
him of his success in the theater and his upcoming debut of Broadway. The Cantor remained
unmoved and insulted by his son’s professional choice, and once again demanded that he
leave their home to never return.
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On the night before the opening of the show, Jack learned that his father had fallen ill. He
was confronted again with a familial dilemma, to sing on the Day of Atonement in his
father’s absence, or to fulfill his lifelong dream of performing on Broadway. Jack applied the
burnt cork makeup and wig of blackface as he prepared for the dress rehearsal on opening
night. While he did this, the audience learned that he felt guilty for choosing his career over
that of his race. Apparitions of The Cantor appeared while he stared at the mirror in
blackface. The audience also learned of the growing romance between him and Mary Dale.
When Sarah first saw her son in blackface during the dress rehearsal she did not recognize
him. On that occasion she knew that he had become someone else. Her encounter with Jack
in makeup affirmed this new vision. In blackface Jack was his emancipated self, and it
required the physical death of his father for him to become self-actualized and released from
the constraint of tradition. Jack ultimately fulfilled the obligations to his old life by making
the hard decision to visit his father on his deathbed. He accepted his mother’s plea to allow
his father to hear him sing on the religious Night of Atonement before he died. While in that
moment of choice, he was pulled between the two women, Mary Dale who represented his
new life and his mother who represented the old. In the end he was able to satisfy both
women without sacrificing either of the things that he loved. Jack’s Broadway debut was
postposed, but the show did go on. The movie ended with him singing in blackface in
homage to his mother a song entitled, My Mammy, while Mary Dale looked on at him
adoringly from the wings of the theater stage.
The incorporation of synchronized sound into film was the death of Vaudeville, and the
appearance of blackface served to transmit the experience of live performance to that of the
prerecorded motion picture. Silent film needed to be accompanied by the live stage show to
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achieve the fullness of the theater going experience. With the advent of sound, film
established an identity for itself. The film was able to make vaudeville part of its narrative,
and present the dynamic audio/visual recording back to the audience. Up until the release of
The Jazz Singer it had been the other way round. Rogin stated:
The first talking picture went backward in order to go forward and enter the era of
sound. It revived the roots of movies one more time.228
The “roots of movies” pertained to the cinematic precedent of the theatrical form of
vaudeville and the visual comedic trope of unproductive othering in blackface. Just as in
Birth, blackface appeared here to mark a distinction between past and present, tradition and
transformation, as well as old and new. In spite of the similarity in the deployment of
blackface to evoke a sense of time, The Jazz Singer portrayed by the white Jolson in
blackface, told quite a different story from Birth. The application of blackface for Jack
Robin, following the trajectory of Jolson’s own immigrant story, was an act of freedom. He
used it as a gesture toward breaking from the confines of his Jewish, immigrant identity in
order to reach the American dream of superstardom. Rogin explained:
Birth makes war on blacks in the name of the fathers; The Jazz Singer ‘s protagonist
adopts a black mask and kills the father. The Birth of a Nation, climaxing the worst
period of violence against blacks in southern history, lynches the black; the jazz
singer, ventriloquizing the black, sings through his mouth. Birth, a product of the
progressive movement, has a national political purpose. The Jazz Singer, marking the
retreat from public to private life in the jazz age, and the perceived pacification of the
(fantasized) southern threat, celebrates not political regeneration but urban
entertainment.229
In the last chapter, we discussed at length the psychological position of the black body in
post-colonial society. We went through Fanon’s metaphor of the “white mask” used to
describe the doubling that occurred within the mental development of colonized persons.
This masking, according to Fanon, created schizophrenia. The same was true for the
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character of Jack Robin who was a “cultural schizophrenic.”230 The distinction between the
black man wearing the white mask and the white man wearing the black one was that the
masking of the black man did not culminate in the liberation of the self as Jack Robin
achieved. Let me put it this way, blackface represented the “white mask” for both Bert
Williams and Al Jolson to different ends. For a person like Williams it perpetuated the
continual, self-imposed, psychological bondage of the colonized mind. Rogin made the point
that “…white masks fail to hide black skin, in Franz Fanon’s analysis, and turn African into
European.”231 Al Jolson, however, was able to switch codes from Jewish to white using
blackface as the transitional object (here is that phrase again) from one identity position to
the other.
3.5 The Symbolic Surplus Value of Blacks
Jolson’s performance epitomized identity formation through the pathological double. This
kind of identity formation exploited the “…symbolic surplus value of blacks” as the medium
by which the white male asserted his individuality.232 The idea of symbolic surplus value is a
concept within Marxist theory. It is incorporated here to indicate the uneven ratio between
the abundance of cultural production on the one hand, and lack of compensation on the other
generated through the creative labor of blacks. In the 1920s it explained a scenario where
whites were able to appropriate the excesses of black expression as a vehicle for their own
self-awareness. The emergence of jazz was popular among white, cosmopolitan audiences,
and it epitomized the ideology of technological and cultural transformation in the early
twentieth century. It was a modern, distinctly American musical art form founded by black
musicians in the cultural revolutions that took place in industrialized cities across the United
States. Sonically, it was uniquely urban musical improvisation that became the sound of the
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northern metropolis. By 1925, the jazz age was in full swing coinciding with the initiation of
the golden age of Hollywood, mass immigration of Southern blacks to Northern cities, along
with a wave of international immigration of Jewish and Asian populations to the United
States. Rogin noted:
The jazz age would bring the younger generation of classes and ethnic groups
together around the performer as commodity fetish.233
His classification of “the performer as commodity fetish” was an important feature. The
phrase commodity fetish is another Marxian concept. For Rogin, it linked the social
relationship formed around the music to the rise of the free marketplace concentrated in
urban centers. The phrase pointed to the objectification of the performer, and connected the
perceived primitive aspects of the jazz musician with a position in a young industrial society
as a mystical arbiter of musical power. This newly found appreciation for the cultural capital
of the “other” shifted the representation of blackface on screen in The Jazz Singer. Blackface,
or the application of such, now had an agency to affect change in the embodiment of the
performer from a state of repressed to uninhibited otherness. Jolson’s performance
exemplifies this. The mask of blackface was the instrument through which he was able to
unleash his ‘authentic’ voice.
Constance Rourke contends that there were limited archetypes in “establishing a uniquely
American identity…urban Jews racially stigmatized, chose the black.”234 The proximity
embraced by Jewish and black musicians during the jazz age “…would revivify American
life.”235 The Jazz Singer put into place the visual and spoken vocabulary that would disappear
the Jew from his ethnic origin and racial affiliation. Jazz represented the separation of the
American Jew from his immigrant father, and blackface severed the racial association
between the Jew and the black. The Jazz Singer set the course for Jewishness to disappear
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through the assimilation into American life. Three casualties in the film arose in order for the
alternative, white persona to prevail: firstly the end of silent film; secondly the death of the
Jewish patriarch; and thirdly the misrepresentation of the black image.
Although Birth and The Jazz Singer used blackface to reify whiteness to different ends, what
remained true for both was the subordination of the black image to achieve the superiority of
whiteness. Two of Hollywood’s earliest cinematic achievements used the racial double as a
means of authoring the popular experience of national identity, politics and culture. They
appropriated the discourse of emancipation that was reforming the psychosocial landscape,
and used it to revive stories that centered on the liberation of the white male. This meant that
a performer like Bert Williams, who was directly impacted by and performed in the culture
of a post-slavery society, would find it impossible to fully assimilate into mainstream culture
despite his wealth and popularity. For him, the white mask of blackface did not represent
innovation, or passage into a higher self, but rather perpetuated the limit of the black image
in popular media.
Unlike Williams’, Jolson’s performance used blackface as an avatar – “a way into” a new
self.236 Rogin wrote:
Jack Robin controls his own black double. It does his bidding; it brings him
success…his blackface double is his slave. Instead of W. E. B. Du Bois’s “two
souls…warring… in one dark body,” two bodies, one black and one white, heal
Jack’s single, divided soul.237
Jack’s blackface avatar had agency, it had the capacity to act independently of his Jewish
self. It was the entity through which he was able to traverse the new environments brought on
by his success in show business. Although Jack is the conductor, the double was a separate
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body that lived its own autonomous life. The blackface double created the condition whereby
Jack was able to move into whiteness.
3.6 Interracial Romance
In addition to his move into whiteness, blackface also gave Jack permission to experience
sexuality with a non-Jewish woman. The film put forward a new vision of sexuality for white
women and white men in blackface. Rather than the violent, sexually deviant portrayals of
blackface characters that set the precedent for the cultural misrecognition of black men as
rapists of white women, The Jazz Singer imaged blackface as the conduit to attract the
romantic attention of white women. The mask, as a condition for achieving whiteness,
allowed Jack Robin to not only assert his desire to Mary Dale, but also for her to apprehend
him as an object of affection.
To revisit the depiction of romance mentioned earlier in this chapter between Bert Williams
and Odessa Warren Grey in Lime Kiln Film Day, it is important to notes that in both Lime
Kiln and The Jazz Singer allowed their leading men to achieve romantic intimacy. Lime Kiln
is the first known cinematic display of affection between two black actors. An aspect of the
accommodation of blackface in this respect was that the clownish makeup disarmed the
viewer to the potency of the intimate act. The gestures of love, romance and courtship put
forward an image that supported the overall well being of the black family within a thriving
social community. Images like this ran counter to the culture of Jim Crow238 that produced
media with the intention of stunting black life, not celebrating it.
Even still, the image of black on black sexuality was more socially accepted than the
interracial version. In The Jazz Singer blackface “…mimes the most tabooed romance in
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American culture, that between the black man and the white woman.”239 This attitude was
reinforced about a decade earlier in Birth, a classic example of Jim Crow era representation,
where black men were depicted as unsavory characters in the pursuit to sexually disgrace
white women. In a unique shift, blackface appeared in The Jazz Singer to promote sexuality
in a way similar to its portrayal in Lime Kiln. It was evoked to grant access to women, but it
did so by “disempowering both participants.”240
Both Jack Robin and Mary Dale are disempowered by their reliance on blackface to grant
permission to their romance. A more radical stance would have required that Jack maintain a
sense of his Jewish identity, and Mary Dale be a witting participant in their love affair with
the knowledge that she was traversing ethnic and at that time racial boundaries by falling in
love with Jack. Instead Jack Robin was passing as white, and his performance of whiteness
was what allowed their attraction to blossom. Other than Jack Robin, Mary Dale was the
greatest champion of his career, which meant that he disassociated further from his Jewish,
immigrant roots. The relationship between Jack and Mary meant that their coupling was
based on the acceptance of an illusion of self-sameness that was sustained through the
symbolic value of blackface.
In the case of Williams and Grey in Lime Kiln, blackface made the love affair palpable to its
intended audience. As I mentioned before, it was an accommodation that had the dual role of
granting representation to black performers who may have found exposure more difficult
otherwise, while also keeping the means of representation closed to a specific type of racially
derogatory, embodied appearance. Although the romance between Williams and Grey was
the first on-screen representation of courtship within the black community, Williams’
appearance in blackface stunted the advocacy of their union. It limited the depiction to a
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clown-like, self-effacing, accidental pursuit of affection. Grey’s character went so far as to
affirm the desirability of blackface that she thwarted the attentions of her unmasked suitors.
Blackface was the “mask of weakness” that concealed “self-assertiveness” for the black and
white performers alike.241 The difference for Jack was that blackface functioned as the
intermediary that allowed him to satisfy his love for his Jewish mother and the American girl
without having to choose one over the other. The mask assured Jack and his love interest,
Mary, that he was white under the make-up, while also satisfying the maternal needs of the
mother that he remained her Jewish son. Jack’s mother Sarah was a constant support of her
son’s desire to be an entertainer. She recognized that his dreams were the craving of a new
generation that had been exposed to the great potential of American reinvention. She
delighted in hearing him sing, and the moments when he sang to her were also audible to the
cinematic audience. You will recall that she was startled by the vision of her son in
blackface. In the incoherence of the sight she was able to acknowledge that he had become
someone else. Rogin put it this way:
The jazz singer escapes his immigrant identity through blackface. White
identification with (imaginary) black sexual desire, powerfully unconscious in Birth,
comes to the surface in The Jazz Singer. The black desire for white women, enacted
in blackface in Birth, justifies not only the political and sexual repression of blacks
but also the marriage of Civil War enemies, North and South. Blackface promotes
interracial marriage in The Jazz Singer, by apparent contrast with Birth, but it
facilitates the union of Gentile and Jew, not white and black.242
In Rogin’s phrasing there was the element of sexual taboo that was inextricably present in
any discourse on subject formation, and it functioned here as well in The Jazz Singer. Just as
Fanon explained with the desire of the black female to escape her racial identity by falling in
love and having children with the white male, so too Jack Robin strived to achieve access
into an Anglo whiteness by falling in love with his Gentile companion, Mary Dale. Blackface
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was a unifying device in the film creating an arena of mutual receptivity between Jack Robin
and the world of normalcy he wished to access. By adopting the black mask, Robin was able
to erase his Jewishness. In an odd reversal, blackface removed his otherness, and promoted
his compatibility with white, American women.
3.7 Blackface Disappears and the Authentic Black Image Emerges
Although blackface dominated nineteenth century entertainment, Rogin observed that,
“Speech [in twentieth century motion pictures] drove out blackface in the movies that
followed The Jazz Singer.”243 He went onto say, “…it was the victim of the technological
revolution for which it had fronted.”244 Rogin attributed this removal to “cultural guilt” that
waxed and waned in American cinema through World War II. Even though, he admitted that
blackface reappeared in movies that celebrated its origins in the minstrel show.245 There is
also the issue of authenticity that ultimately led to the disappearance of blackface from film.
As the filmmaking industry grew, so too did the ambition to increase the authentic. This
happened with the advent of sound, as did the eventual use of black actors and actresses to
play black parts. The emergence of the authentic transformed the apprehension of motion
pictures into what we know as cinema today. Sound along with the removal of blackface
increased the accuracy of the cinematic experience by bringing it closer to the semblance of
reality. It gave cinema a formed identity that was separate from its origins in the vaudeville
theater, yet closer to the embodied activity of human life. The power of filmmaking and
cinema relied on its capacity to convey authenticity through the use of sound and the use of
black actors and actresses in order to develop its audiences and to remain a leading,
technological source of media representation.
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Not long after the release of The Jazz Singer in 1927, the first cinematic version of Imitation
of Life debuted in 1934. Within seven years we see a major pivot in the representation of
gendered race on screen. The film departed from the conventions of using blackface to
convey the dual structure of gendered race, and to symbolize the racial passage from other
into whiteness. It also ceased to be relied upon as an accommodation to white audiences and
image-makers. The film, Imitation of Life, was based on a novel of the same name, written by
Fannie Hurst and published in 1933. Fannie Hurst’s bestselling novel arose out of the jazz
age, and it represented in mass media one of the earliest depictions of the modern,
independent woman in American culture.246
You will remember from the first chapter that the story was about two single mothers – one
black and the other white, and the unconventional family they formed to gain access to the
reward of upward mobility that was clearly bracketed within the discourse of American
racism. Although the accommodation of blackface was absent, the social hierarchy of racism
remained visually prevalent as was evidenced in the portrayal of the black mother who was
the subordinate image to her white leading counterpart. If The Jazz Singer came into being
predicated on the symbolic death of the Jewish father, then it was the black mother who
became the casualty in Imitation of Life.
At the center of the plot was the drama that unfolded between the black mother and her
daughter, and the dissolution of that relationship as the catalyst for overcoming the
“segregated condition.”247 J. Hoberman wrote, of John M. Stahl’s direction of the 1934
movie that “It was not without progressive intent and, released during the second year of the
New Deal, addressed issues of race, class and gender almost head-on.”248 Fredi Washington
portrayed the film’s most emotionally complicated character, Peola Johnson. An
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accomplished, African American actress working during the years of the Harlem
Renaissance, Washington brought the image of authenticity to the role of Peola. The
complexion of Washington’s skin along with her personal and professional advocacy for
Civil Rights made her an obvious choice for the role. That compatibility showed through in
Washington’s performance on screen.
Louise Beavers who Hoberman described as the embodiment of “exploited African
American labor” performed her on screen mother, Delilah.249 Delilah and the film’s white
protagonist, Bea Pullman’s (Claudette Colbert) uneven, yet mutual partnership as
entrepreneurs was a unique depiction of rags to riches in an integrated literary and cinematic
narrative. In an act of desperation similar to that of Jack Robin’s, Peola ran away, obtained a
new name, and started forward on a life as a new person. She also desired to be unimpeded
by the burden of racial traditions by passing as white. Instead of blackface, she used the
ambivalence of her complexion as her mask of whiteness. Her desire, like Jack’s, also came
at the expense of a parent’s life as the death of her mother symbolized Peola’s autonomy
from the limits of her black roots.
Unlike Jack, however, Peola never experienced the sense of reconciliation that he achieved.
She was unable to straddle both worlds of black and white as her proximity to blackness
threatened her appearance as white. She was locked in a racial dichotomy that was regulated
by the one-drop rule, a principle that determined any person with one black ancestor (one
drop of black blood) to be socially and legally classified as black.250 “This concept evolved
over the course of the 19th century and became codified into law in the 20th century.”251 It
kept the numerous individuals of mixed ancestry from the racial passage that turned Jack
Robin white. For the black to pass as white, it required more than the separation from
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tradition, it necessitated a complete departure from all familial bonds. The result, as the
audience witnessed with Peola, was the unresolved torment of guilt for sacrificing her family
for the misrecognition of freedom that passing into white allowed, but the details in arriving
there had changed.
One of Sirk’s obvious amendments to Stahl’s original film was in the portrayal of class
where Annie (previously known as Delilah) was “…downgraded from corporate asset to livein domestic servant.”252 Sirk’s movie rehabilitated the role of the traditional, black maid
played here by Juanita Moore. Lana Turner played Annie’s counterpart, the white heroine
Lora Meredith. Lora too had been rewritten from self-made, businesswoman into an aspiring
actress. This devaluation along the economic and social scale reflected a greater reluctance in
the 1950s to show images of women who obtained wealth through the strength of their
mental prowess rather than that of their looks.
You will remember that the gaze played a big part in the 1959 film. Lora, as the star of and in
the movie, was constantly the object of our looks. As such the apprehension of the double
was amplified. Hoberman accurately noted that “…everyone is doubled and everything is
mirrored.”253 Sirk, more inline with his filmmaking predecessors than Stahl, closely followed
the paradigm of the spilt-self to tell the story of identity formation on screen. Rogin pointed
out that the practice of doubling to portray the character’s appearance of shifting identities
had a tradition in silent film. He wrote about The Student from Prague (1913, 1926) and
Charlie Chaplin’s The Idle Class (1921) as precedents for the “magical doubling device” in
The Jazz Singer.254In Sirk’s film, her daughter Susie doubled the image of Lora with her
platinum blonde hair. Also like Lora, Sarah Jane (previously Peola) “…seeks to realize
herself in show business.”255
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The diegesis in Imitation of Life, again, follows closely that of The Jazz Singer. Sarah Jane
perceived show business as the platform to acquiring her new identity. Both Sarah Jane and
Jack Robin sought out the inherent reinvention of the entertainer. In Sirk’s movie the role of
Sarah Jane was played by a white actress, Susan Kohner. Rather than physical blackface,
Kohner’s portrayal relied on the apparent invisibility of racial passing, to perform the
language of being black.
The mirror appeared in both in The Jazz Singer and Imitation of Life (1959) as the
interlocutor of the self and perceived image. For Jack Robin and Sarah Jane the mirror image
was the ideal self, where as the person in front of the mirror was connected to the biological
condition. This duality marked the distance between the person and the ideal self. In The
Jazz Singer the mirror was the lens of distinction between Jackie Rabinowitz (the immigrant
son) and Jack Robin (the jazz singer). It functioned the same way in Sirk’s movie. Sarah Jane
sat in front of the mirror as a black woman, and saw in her reflection an image of a white
woman. At the proclamation of a new identity, both the father and mother appeared in the
mirror in each film as a sign of their impending deaths. However, unlike Jack Robin, there
was no cooperation between Sarah Jane and her double, only a perpetual state of conflict.
The 1934 and 1959 versions of the Imitation of Life provided two differing representations of
the authentic image of gendered race. We learned that the inauthentic, blackface double was
a friendly companion, a site where one sought asylum from social and cultural traditions.
Blackface, ironically, was a source of freedom. The authentic image of the double, however,
was a much less hospitable character. There was no happy ending for Sarah Jane. She did not
get the best of both worlds. In particular to the kinds of roles available to black actors,
authenticity perpetuated racial and gender-based stereotyping on the pretense of reflecting
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the real. It did, as stated previously, create more opportunities for black performers, while it
also remained, as I contend in the next chapter, a source controversy as the television screen
colonized American homes.
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CHAPTER 4
Broadcast Television and the Reality Principle of the Other
This chapter focuses on the mediated image in broadcast television, and its effect on the
individual’s capacity to act in society. These images were largely responsible for the popular
comprehension of what the authentic, racialized body looked like and how it performed
within the cultural environment. The misrecognition of the biological connection to race was
perpetuated by the broadcast image in its successful portrayal of the color lines that separated
people from each other.
The image of race was deployed in Hollywood cinema to establish a national identity against
that of the “other.” This maneuver, used in literature before it, granted American society a
visual index to substantiate a culture of racism. In Hollywood, the black subject was the
racial antithesis to heroic whiteness. This doubling not only transpired between actors, but
also, and most importantly within the actor himself who performed race in blackface.
Famous blackface movie stars, like Al Jolson, used the technique to further assimilate into
the mores of American culture. It was the black mask that removed Jolson’s Eastern
European ethnicity and legitimized his American whiteness, and so in early film, blackface
signified a whitewashing of American popular culture.
In addition to the appearance of blackface at the onset of cinematic filmmaking, it reappeared
with the advancement in movie-making technology, and specifically with the introduction of
sound. Al Jolson starred, in his signature blackface, in The Jazz Singer, the first Hollywood
“talkie.” Blackface was the form by which cinematic audiences were introduced to this
progression in the movie going experience. In this way, the racial double of blackface
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ushered the audience into the groundbreaking advent of sound in popular, screen-based
entertainment.
Film was the first one-to-many form of screen-based, media communication, and its capacity
to draw large audiences to the cinema transformed the conception of popular entertainment.
While the cinema remained the primary source for communicating images about race and
national identity to its audience, the introduction of television after the Second World War
altered the creation and transmission of images though the broadcast network that was able to
reach the popular audience more frequently in their homes.
The broadcast network was different from film in that it distributed television programming
over a system of television stations. Unlike cinema that featured screenplay-based narratives
that were written, directed and produced mainly for entertainment, television, on the other
hand, produced and distributed a larger variety of content. In addition to entertainment,
television was a mass medium for education, news and advertising, and by the 1950s was the
primary medium for influencing public opinion.256
Television was the intermediary between film and the Internet. Like the Internet, it was a
telecommunication medium, however, like the cinema, it was a one-way communication
platform that prohibited audience intervention of the information it transmitted. The arrival
of the Internet democratized the “act of communication” in the media from one-to-many to
many-to-many.257 The earlier mediated image in television did not grant agency to the
individual. It was produced and broadcast out for consumption by the popular audience. In
this arrangement there was no opportunity for reciprocity on behalf of the broadcast network
and its audience. In response, important narratives of critique like those of Mulvey’s and
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hooks’ (who were writing about film) are also relevant to speaking out against the narrowly
prescribed images generated by televised broadcast media.
It is worth remembering for a moment that the formation of identity does not begin with the
confrontation of another person, but rather the individual’s encounter with an image, which is
internalized, and (mis) perceived by the individual as “self.”258 This image is the gestalt body
that is described by Lacan in the first chapter. It is the same external image that is the basis
by which a person begins to see herself as different from someone else. So, it is this primary
image that determines how a person appears in the world, and coexists with others.
4.1 Visibility vs. Representation in Television
The maneuver of (mis) recognizing the image as real, through the notion of authenticity, was
what accounted for the efficacy of race. It was also responsible for the effectiveness of other
identity-based biases, as having actual effects on persons that embody those identities. This
encapsulated the National Advancement for Colored Peoples’ (NAACP) argument for having
the syndicated reruns of the Amos ‘n Andy show removed from the air in 1966 at the
crescendo of the Civil Rights Movement. The NAACP campaigned for the show’s removal
on the grounds that it portrayed a negative representation of black people, one that ran
counter to its national platform to “eliminate racial discrimination.”259 The controversy being
that the characters on the Amos ‘n Andy show performed racial stereotypes that were harmful
to the political impact of Civil Rights, which in turn effected the social, cultural and
economic advancement of black people in America.
Until the mid-1960s, there were very few black people on television. Amos ‘n Andy was in
fact a broadcasting pioneer as the first television series to feature an all-black cast.260 It
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premiered on network television in 1951 and aired until 1953. Prior to that, the situation
comedy (sitcom) got its start in 1928 as an NBC radio show. Radio networks were the
precursors to television networks with other recognizable names such as CBS and ABC. In
the time of radio, white actors, Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll created, wrote and
starred in Amos ‘n Andy. They performed in a ‘black dialect’ that was the audio equivalent to
blackface. Gosden and Correll, like Jolson, were among a tradition of white actors that made
a name for themselves in show business by playing ‘black’ characters.
During the success of their radio show, Gosden and Correll less frequently appeared as their
famous characters in blackface. They made one feature film in Hollywood with RKO studios
entitled, Check and Double Check, in 1930.261 After that they never made another feature,
and rarely appeared in public in blackface. This remained true for the approach to casting the
show for television.262 The arrival of the television sitcom meant that the show’s three main
characters, Amos, Andy and Kingfish (all previously performed by Gosden and Correll)
would need to be played by black actors. The leading roles required a search for new actors
and would eventually be awarded to Alvin Childress (Amos), Spencer Williams (Andy) and
Tim Moore (Kingfish). The black supporting cast of the radio show namely, Johnny Lee,
Ernestine Wade and Lillian Randolph, moved over to the television adaption.
Instead of using blackface as a means of crossing over audiences, like the transplant of
popular audiences from the vaudeville stage to cinema, television used black actors (without
blackface) as a method to generate new audiences for a new mass medium. The controversy
that surrounded the show’s removal from the air stemmed not from the quality of the
performances, but from the exaggerated characteristics of the roles, which resulted from the
way the characters were written in the script and directed to perform. There was no
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television standard for black actors before Amos ‘n Andy so the authors of the sitcom used the
tropes of racial performativity that had been inherited from the Vaudeville stage. The more
profound issue at the root of the conflict was that among the variety of television
programming in its day, it was one of the few images of African Americans, and this myopic
perspective cannot fully represent the range of experiences within an identity position.
The casting of black actors to perform racially satirized characters, meant that the perception
of the real through the image (this is my definition of authenticity) became attached to the
perception of black people in the broader public consciousness. Even though the television
series pioneered visibility for black actors on the small screen, the value of that inclusion was
lost in the means by which black actors were represented. In television, this was the earliest
example of the tension enacted between visibility and representation. In fact, it is my
argument that the mechanisms that produce how the other appears, is more important than
the appearance itself. This was most certainly the position the NAACP was taking when it
successfully lobbied for the removal of the Amos ‘n Andy show.
The stereotypical depictions on television were a form of “epistemic violence,” to go back to
the phrase initiated by Spivak, against blacks.263 This violence was inflicted through the
structure (in this case television) that in its means of production marginalized black actors
within a system of meaning that was rooted in the elevation of the white image. The
entrapment of the black image within this mode of understanding explained how the
derogatory, racialized-image became the “…narrative of reality [that] was established as the
normative one.”264
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According to Spivak’s thinking, access to representation would require a complete
dislocation of the black subject from its subordinate position within the imperialist,
postcolonial framework. It was impossible, therefore, to use the system of knowledge that
was responsible in large part for the collective understanding of racism in the effort to
liberate the black image. This was why there would always be more problematic images of
black subjects in the media than there were productive ones. The situation was not
completely lost, however, as there were opportunities for intervening in those limited
representations. This meant that black people, and other marginalized groups, needed to be
gain access to writing, editing, directing and producing television programming that was
critical of the more sanitized depictions of the other.
The NAACP’s impact on the cancellation of Amos n’ Andy came about it the time of the
Civil Rights Movement. This was a social, cultural, political and economic effort that held at
its core the challenge to black representation. As I discussed in Chapter Two using Stuart
Hall’s theory, it was a struggle over the right to represent blackness on behalf of the black
population in the United States. This sentiment reverberated through mass media, and
television, in particular, because of its claim to authenticity, and the visualization of the
brutality inflicted upon the bodies of Civil Rights protestors.
Gil Noble, a black television journalist, reporter and host who had been with WABC-TV for
over forty years, beginning in 1967 and ending with his retirement in 2011, remarked in his
autobiography entitled, Black is the Color of My TV Tube (1989) that:
Television news moved to a more respectable and important position with the Civil
Rights Movement, beginning in 1954. When Rosa Parks a hardworking seamstress,
refused to give her bus seat to a white passenger in Montgomery, AL, her arrest
triggered off one of the most explosive and dramatic news stories of the century.265
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To further the magnitude of his point and undergird the cultural shift that occurred following
the political upheaval of the 1950s and 1960s he stated:
Apart from the World Wars, nothing has ever received the coverage given the ensuing
rise of the black liberation movement.266
Prior to that blacks on television were “depicted as being at peace with America and at war
with themselves.”267 Noble provided examples of how the mass media manipulated the
reception of the black image:
We… laughed at the TV version of Amos n’ Andy, at Beulah, at Sid Caesar and Red
Skelton. Movies like Pinky and Lost Boundaries depicted a world in which it was far
nobler to be White. Paul Robeson had been made a nonperson by mass media, and
Dr. DuBois never became a national celebrity for his thoughts and writings compared
to the career of Dr. Alfred Kinsey.268
And during the Civil Rights Movement he noted:
The new media instrument of TV gave Malcolm X a bogeyman image, whereas
Doctor King was portrayed much more positively.269
He stated that this was because:
Reporters and writers, film editors and producers all selected favorites among the
black leadership and this often created leaders who seemed most acceptable to their
tastes and purposes.270
Noble entered into the mass media arena with the awareness that his “…presence in
television [was] a direct result of the black struggle.271 He wrote:
But for the social upheaval of the fifties and sixties in America, I believe that I would
not now be working in television as a news correspondent, weekend anchorman,
producer, and host of a weekly one-hour program. 272
Gil Noble set the trajectory of his television career, as an outgrowth of the Civil Rights
Movement, “…toward defeating bigotry, oppression and racial bias.” 273 His commitment to
the recuperation of the black image in television was in opposition to the mass media’s
legacy of unproductive image messaging as it pertained to race. This was a radical position
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considering that up until his presence, TV had told its audiences nothing of the traumatic
history of America, and moreover had not made any connection to the condition among black
people as a result of this fact.
The black liberation movement had been persuasive in gaining access to media in areas
where blacks had been previously excluded. In the aftermath of the race riots of the mid1960s, President Lyndon Johnson appointed a special commission. One section of the
commission report noted that the black presence in the media was almost nonexistent.274
“The recommendation was clear and precise: mass media were to hire blacks and put them in
visible and meaningful positions ‘with all deliberate speed.’”275
This integration was a massive institutional shift that for Noble meant that he had to use his
new found visibility and access to authorship to challenge the prevailing messages from TV
about the black image. In so doing he wrote, directed and produced the first television
documentaries centered on black revolutionaries and activists like Malcolm X, Fannie Lou
Hamer, Marcus Garvey and Paul Robeson. He knew that the messaging of these figures
critiqued the reception of authenticity that deluded the television audience. Noble’s
programming opened up a liberated space for the visibility and representation of the black
image. He knew that “it was simply the awesome power of TV that made anyone or anything
widely known simply by showing the person or thing on the screen often.”276 He also knew
very well the influence of the mass media on the development of the human mind. He
recognized that what was often missing from TV media was exposure “to the facts” the
absence of which hindered one’s ability to function intelligently and without self-delusion.277
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The example of Gil Noble’s career was testament to the potentiality of broadcast television to
be a site of generative meanings about the intersection of identity and politics. His extensive
career hallmarked the power of social change to disrupt the institutionalized standards of
identity representation in the media. Although he was working within the framework that was
rooted in assaulting depictions of black bodies to substantiate pathological racial narratives,
his work could be understood within the critical framework of hooks’ oppositional gaze.278
Noble’s access in TV journalism was a self-acknowledged privilege. He used the exposure as
an additive vehicle that initiated critical discourse about the responsibility of authorship in
the mass media.
Without the many-to-many act of communication that the online network provides, you
needed interventionists like Noble to break-in to the system in order for the audience to
receive messages counter to the status quo. This was a long process, which meant these kind
of liberated aesthetics came to the fore of broadcast television rather infrequently. The
Internet changed that. It created a platform whereby image-information was constantly being
generated and critiqued by users. Instead of the receiving audience having to wait for new
messages to be broadcast, as was the case with television, users on the Internet are constantly
uploading and responding to new information on a minute-to-minute basis. I will expand
more on this in the next chapter, but first it is useful for us to examine theories that help us
uncover how mediated images became a surrogate for the real, the machineries that aided in
validating this maneuver, and the effect of this mediation on knowledge of the self and other.
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4.2 The Creative Process of Knowing
For McLuhan, consciousness was, “…the creative process of knowing.”279 This was an
important point as it was precisely this process that was vastly changing by the time of his
writing in the 1960s. Keep in mind that McLuhan was writing in Canada with close exposure
to the Counter-Culture movement, the Anti-War Movement, and the Civil Rights Movement
that were all in full expression and serve as contextual reference for his thinking. McLuhan
was concerned with the change in consciousness that was taking place in the 1960s, and the
way this shift influenced self-knowledge, and our connection to other people in the world.
The change in “the creative process of knowing” was generated by the information being
broadcast through electronic media, more specifically for the purposes of this study,
television.280
This media platform in particular had become integral to expanding the notion of mass media
in the 1960s not only in the diversification of visual forms, but also, and most importantly,
the sheer quantity of individuals capable of receiving news and information from a singular
source. The social effect of this media abundance created by TV, in McLuhan’s mind, was
the “final phase” in the expansion of human consciousness.281 However, he neglected to
conceive of a network like the Internet that connected a multiplicity of information sources,
and by over looking the possibility for such a thing, outlined a very limited vision of the
human capacity to reshape itself through the acquisition knowledge.
According to McLuhan, broadcast media (and the technologies that supported it) was the
Western hemisphere’s last great acquisition of the cultural landscape around the world that
created what he called the “global village.” 282 For as optimistic as McLuhan’s intentions
were with the deployment of his enunciation, the phrase was problematic. It masked an
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ethnocentrism that, as I articulated earlier, located within the cultural context of ‘Western’
authorship of the mediated image. The notion reinscribed the hierarchy of the ‘look’ that was
traditionally practiced in the colonial and imperial fantasies of the other. It granted authority
to the architects of looking in the ‘West’ over the subjects being looked at in other parts of
the world. The “global village” was at best an anthropological perspective restated through
the lens of broadcast television.
A key element that constituted the “global village,” and made broadcast images more
efficient than other forms was the speed by which information could travel in the electronic
age. It created the perception that “actions and reactions occurred at the same time.” 283 To
the spectator, the world became a “village” where broadcast television networks channeled
the magnitude of the human condition into the finite locality of middle-class living rooms.
The speed by which this information traveled made the bigness of the world appear small.
This is a condition where access equates to proximity. The immediacy by which the
information is received by the viewer perpetuates a sense of closeness to it, and the speed by
which data was transmitted through the single source, broadcast network placated the illusion
of fact. Because the broadcast image could not be altered, and was beamed into middle-class
American households from around the world with such rapidity, it extended the prescriptive
reach of the Western hegemonic gaze. In effect, the broadcast network organized the
inhabitants of the world according to its already limited range of image-identities at a
frequency that enhanced the truth-value of the image.
So, what was the mental process that was being changed by broadcast television? McLuhan
said:
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“…Our central nervous system is technologically extended to involve us in the whole
of mankind and to incorporate the whole of mankind in us, we necessarily participate,
in depth, in the consequences of our every action.”284
The nervous system monitors and coordinates internal organ function and responds to
changes in the external environment. The central nervous system, consisting of the brain and
spinal cord, receives and interprets the information that is transmitted from the peripheral
neurons throughout the body. McLuhan’s statement above undoubtedly refers to the brain’s
response to an increased access to mediated images that represent the profound changes
taking place in the social environment.
I mentioned before that McLuhan’s remarks were linked to the political climate of the 1960s
– a decade pregnant with the civil struggles for the right to representation by politically
marginalized groups and public outspokenness against the Vietnam War. The journalistic
images from the war, the movements in favor of civil rights and against the war exposed a
mass audience of people to the revolutionary fervor of social change, and the immense
personal and political consequences of these changes. It was an era wrought with the
coalescence of individuals traditionally located at the periphery mobilizing on political,
cultural, and social grounds for access to subjective sovereignty. What was at stake then was
the perpetuation of authentic identities that appeared to be failing on all fronts, and the
society, aided by the proliferation of broadcast images, was forced to reconsider how the
politics of identity representation were enacted in the lived environment.
McLuhan stated that his era was marked by “its revulsion against imposed patterns.”285 This
is evidenced by the NAACP’s successful insistence on the removal of Amos ‘n Andy from
television, and the decree by Lyndon Johnson’s commission for mass media outlets to
integrate its ranks by hiring blacks. I concede to the redemptive quality of broadcast
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information to expose audiences to other realities, and to the responsibility that comes from
that knowledge, especially as it relates to our accountability for the human condition.
However, this one-to-many act of communication in its capacity to disclose a wider range of
images, still maintained control over the authorship by which its information is packaged and
sent out. To this point Gil Nobel wrote:
TV network evening news delivers a carefully packaged newscast. For one half hour
each night, Mr. and Mrs. America watch, transfixed and trusting, not considering the
enormous number of world events that take place everyday. They readily accept an
antiseptic news sandwich that is twenty-two minutes thick, after commercials, and
believe they are well informed.286
If we return to Ming Wong, for a moment, we can see that his practice can be understood as
in direct conversation with the globalizing effect of broadcast media, and the limitations of
its single-source authorship. His generation witnessed the take over by Hollywood cinema of
the local filmmaking industry in Singapore. By the time Wong was born in 1971, the global
village that McLuhan predicted looked more like a media colony that absorbed the local
visual economy. When Singapore became an independent nation in 1965 it inherited the
racial consciousness of British colonial rule.
The new government appointed Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew (1965 – 1990). He instituted
a policy that used single-sourced media to discourage the broadcast of any non-Mandarin
languages among the ethnic Chinese.287 This policy was directly destructive to the social
fabric of Chinese families whose younger generations did not speak the same language as
their grandparents. This communicative dissonance can be seen as informing Wong’s
perspective of identity construction through images.
For Wong, the image’s properties of communication involve three elements – vision, sound
and text. These elements that make up the image also give meaning to the formation of self,
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and if any one of these elements are modified so, too, is the articulation of identity. In a place
like Singapore, where many ethnic groups coexist, the main being Chinese, Indian and
Malay, there had traditionally been a multivolcality of image culture. The pre-independence
period between 1950 and 1960 was regarded as the “golden decade of Singaporean
cinema.”288 Chinese producers, who owned the cinemas, invited film directors and
cameramen from India, where there was already a mature film industry, to make films in
Singapore with local Malay performers from stage traditions.
This confluence of styles produced an image culture unique to Singapore where films from
Hollywood, Europe and Japan rounded out the cinematic lexicon. Ironically, however, once
Singapore gained economic and political independence, Hollywood became the dominating,
cinematic force, virtually wiping out the local film economy, and brought with it the vision,
sound, and language of American race narratives.289 This influx eradicated the diversity of
cinematic images, which had a homogenizing effect on representations of personal and
national identity. Wong’s practice remade iconic movies from around the world into videos
that challenged the screen-based identity performances of gendered race.
The broadcast capacity that McLuhan championed for its potential to unify humanity into a
global village was inherently flawed. It was an organized authoritative source, and, by virtue
of that, had the detrimental effect of sending out prescriptive images that reached the mass
audience with such frequency that they were, in the same way as identity, (mis) recognized
as fact. McLuhan defined art as, “information on how to rearrange one’s psyche…”290 I agree
with him here, and add that the full expression in the rearrangement of the psyche rests most
potently in one’s access to reorganizing the information as a means of challenging the
appearance of fact in the image.
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4.3 Fabrication of the Senses
Without access, on behalf of the viewing public, to altering the information received by
broadcast television, the faculties of the mind became “programmed.”291 This concept was
put forward by Friedrich Kittler who co-opted the term from the language of computing, to
describe a mentality that was deadened by its exposure to mediated images. Unlike McLuhan
who held subjective development through the encounter with mass media in high esteem,
Kittler viewed this proximity as a death that greatly impeded the human ability to delineate
the self. The exposure to technology put the emergence of identity at stake by replacing the
multitude of human perspectives it took to constitute the self with a finite set of synthetic
media filters – namely film, recorded sound, and typewriting.
Although broadcast media had the capacity to transmit a greater selection of images than
cinema, it failed in its limitations to opening up access to authoring those images, and created
a situation where a larger pool of information was made to fit within a restricted system of
meaning. Here we have, again, the conflict put forward about the reception of the
unproductive images represented in the Amos ‘n Andy show. Rather than an emergent self,
the individual was given a thin set of definitions to which she was intended to align. To
Kittler, this represented a kind of asphyxiation that strangled the individual’s need to
establish herself in concert with a variety of meanings. It also appeared that this affliction to
subjective development was by design. This assertion is supported in the tone of Kittler’s
writing. Ultimately the deadening effect on the minds of the masses gave greater influence to
the architects of broadcast images on the shaping of human consciousness at large and on the
reception of race in particular.
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To reiterate what is in question, the more power broadcast technology had over the
authorship and dissemination of images, the greater power it had over identity formation, and
more importantly the human ability to productively identify with the arranged set of
meanings that accompany those images. So what does this mean for race? The broadcast
television networks had tremendous control over the information the audience received about
race; the audience in turn consumed this, and established a sense of self in accordance with a
highly dysfunctional group of racist signification.
It is important to note that although I am presenting you with an historical overview, and am
in that case using the past tense, these significations still remain active in our society today
even though they coexist with other media platforms like the Internet, which open up new
forms of image communication. Racism negated the potential for an emergent subject
because it functioned to affirm the notion of a singular, authentic-identity, in which one
either is or is not. These kinds of individuated distinctions worked against the human
capacity for full expression in the world. The emergent subject relied on a plurality of
identity positions in order to acquire meaning about the self in the world, and meaning came
from the practice of the collective, rather than the authorship of a single defining source.
The broadcast network, in its one-to-many form of communication, facilitated the process of
singular identification so that the audience would consistently return to it as the well of
image-information. Noble explained:
Most of this nation depends on television news for information on what’s happening
in the world… TV is now the primary informing agent for contemporary society. TV
news is centrally controlled.292
While this relationship worked to the benefit of the network, it was a disadvantage to the
faculties of the mind that became reliant on media instead of the enlivened spirit of
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community to obtain meaning about the self. Noble reminded us that, “…the health of the
community is intertwined with the health of good communication.”293 He went on further to
explain:
Both community and communication have the same root, and for good reason. If the
proper values and information are not communicated, a healthy community cannot
exist.294
The mind conditioned by unhealthy communication exhibited by centrally controlled TV was
that of a zombie. This was Kittler’s metaphor that characterized the human mind and body as
a reanimated human corpse whose central nervous system has been taken over by media
programming. The zombie mind existed in a liminal state between life and death,
programmed within a closed circuit of broadcast media that conditioned the human
mentality.
The root of this unfortunate reality goes back to the invention of early mass media devices.
These are the precursors to broadcast television and will help us better understand the
trajectory of the production of external images and mental process of self-recognition. Kittler
identified the gramophone, film and the typewriter as having changed the possibility for all
knowledge and discourse. These three devices were his epistemes, or units that shaped the
system of understanding of our time. These inventions in technology were founded at the
turn of the twentieth century, but the influence of their invention has proliferated in the
contemporary moment. The differentiation of optical, acoustic, and written data flows that
these devices produced created the foundation for the distinction between the real, imaginary
and symbolic in modern psychoanalytic theory. This logic elucidated the connection between
the theories used by Lacan to link the external image to the primary stage of selfidentification. “Lacan designated ‘the world of the symbolic as the world of the machine’.”295
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Television formed the coalescence of vision, sound and text. And as such, I can deduce that
broadcast TV networks and the media device of television was the primary means of cultural
communication that gave order to the intersubjective relations among human beings in
society after the second World War.
As for the imaginary, the phase of mental development that preceded the symbolic, and
where the mirror phase took place, Kittler reminded us that Lacan recorded documentary
footage of infants’ “…jubilant reactions to their mirror images.” 296 If film was one of the
Kittler’s cultural conditions of knowledge, it was no coincidence then that “The imaginary
implements precisely those optical illusions that were being researched in the early days of
cinema.”297 What Kittler created here was a correlation between Lacan’s concept of the
imaginary and the initial developments of cinema where the reflection of the image in the
mirror was an extension of the illusion of images on screen.
The idea that film produced the same kind of primary, externalized image, as the mirror was
an analogy that came down to the question of seeing. Brian Massumi, in his text entitled,
Parable for the Virtual (2002), asserted more specifically that as long as the subject was
locked into the “partial, single access of sight” that looking at one’s image in the mirror
produced then she would only be able to see her reflection in pieces. Massumi used the
example of Hollywood actor, Ronald Regan, who struggled consistently with only being able
to see the image of himself on screen rather than the image of the character he was
portraying. It was only until he was able to break the symmetry of “mirror vision” that he
transcended the “mental pictures” that he had created of himself, and began the process of
seeing himself from the perspective of the other. 298 So what of this mirror vision (that was
also cinematic vision) that necessitated the limited perspective of the segmented body image?
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The fragmented body in the mirror or on the screen was “faced with the illusionary
continuity of movements.”299 You will recall from the first chapter, that Laura Mulvey was
also concerned with this. Her writing focused on the image construct of the white female
body in cinema. The woman, as she identified her, appeared in the form of an “automaton”
on screen.300 The word in its original usage most commonly described non-electronic,
moving machines that were made to resemble human or animal actions. Mulvey, fitting with
the mechanical epistemology that Kittled laid out, co-opted the term to describe how
actresses moved their bodies in postures that would be received most flatteringly on camera
in the filming of a movie.
When the film reel was slowed down it revealed a series of poses that women performed in
order to make their actions at full speed more aesthetically pleasing to the viewer. The most
successful cinematic automatons, like Marilyn Monroe for example, recognized that motion
pictures were composed of a succession of still images, and consciously mimicked the
filming apparatus by angling her body as to enact one pose per frame. When played at full
speed, the fragmentation of her movements in front of the camera became unperceivable, and
the result was a very well choreographed image that hypnotized the viewer in its cinematic
perfection. The production and reception of television images was also derived from this set
of knowledge.
The separation of optical, acoustic and written data flows, by the devices of the mass media,
created the historical trajectory for the apprehension of the automaton or fabricated human
body. However, we did not see these mechanical influences as fabricated. The more
innovative technology became at merging the discreet data flows of the senses into one
mechanism, as was the triumph of television, the more authentic these fabrications appeared.
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They were perceived as real, as ideal representations of form. Our mental attachment to these
mechanisms came to reify the plane of human existence. This produced a society and culture
where the mass media became the overseeing eye that determined what information reached
its waiting audience, and how.
Television, therefore, was unit of knowledge that altered the cognitive development of the
human mind. The reliance on authoritative TV networks deadened our capacity to not only
receive, but also to make new systems of meaning. The audience was relegated to passively
accept the representations that they were given. This brings me back to my point about the
dualism between visibility and representation, especially when images were generated by an
authoritative source that was inclined toward essentialized figuration. Television gave
visibility to black actors on the one hand, while diminishing the integrity of the roles they
played on the other. In this way, Amos ‘n Andy became the representation for what the reality
of the black experience must have been like.
4.4 Successive Order of the Image
While I have used Kittler’s argument to show how the reception of media-generated images
trained the audience to misperceive depictions of race as authentic markers of reality, I think
it is useful to assert this point more fully by contemplating the reality principle’s connection
to the production of broadcast media images. It is important to keep in mind that the quality
of authenticity in the image is directly linked to the reality principle, and not the original
thing in and of itself. French media theorist Jean Baudrillard, referred to the process of image
production as “simulation” and the image produced as “simulacra.” These are the terms that I
will be working with in this section. In order to go further it is necessary to note that in his
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schema the process of simulation displaced the structure of representation. How did
Baudrillard make this distinction?
The difference between representation and simulation came down to the reality claim.
Representation was an image that gave claim to an original. It “leaves reality intact,” and
started from the principle that the sign and the real were equivalent.301
Baudrillard wrote:
Conversely, simulation starts from the radical negation of the sign as value, from the
sign as reversion and death sentence of every reference. Where as representation tries
to absorb simulation by interpreting it as false representation, simulation envelops the
whole structure of representation as itself a simulacrum.302
In this way, representation and simulation became equivocal with a common outcome that
sustained the image-reality link. On both fronts, the realm of the image, and the processes by
which it came into existence, inevitably was a replacement for nature. When this happened
via the act of one-to-many communication propagated by the broadcast television, the
boundary between image and nature was indistinguishable.
Simulation was the process of imitation where the image (or copy) replaced the original
version that caused the distinction between reality (nature) and representation (the copy) to
break down. Television was especially adept at causing this misperception. Its authority over
information made little room for the possibility that the information would be challenged by
another source specifically on the scale and scope of its reach.
This was important because the ability to encounter a diversity of information undercut the
authority of a single-source by opening the viewer’s mind to a multitude of interpretations.
Broadcast networks were ultimately powerful when we assumed that the data they
transmitted was true. Because of the success of television media, society had misplaced the
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ability to distinguish between the real (that which is in nature) and the imaginary (that which
is in the realm of images) . This quality was symptomatic of our reliance on mechanical
devices to provide us with sense data. In fact, it was the imaginary (or the image) that had
subsumed the real to such an extent that we base our reality on the image of nature rather
than nature itself.
Baudrillard’s "orders of simulacra” coincided with the advancement of mass media
technology.303 Whereas Kittler noted the essential shift in image production as taking hold
with the progress that resulted from the Industrial Revolution, Baudrillard extended the time
span of the human encounter with images, and traced the succession of that encounter. From
Baudrillard’s point of view, our minds have been interpreting images since the beginnings of
agricultural societies. When humans organized in mainly agrarian economies of subsistence,
the image was an obvious counterfeit of nature, and was recognized as an illusion that
marked the place of the real.
This remained so for the majority of human civilization until the turn of the twentieth
century, when cities became prominent sites for economy, labor and governance. It was that
one of the greatest social reorganizations took place. Communities reformed themselves
around the means of production in urban centers. In that moment, the world’s population
began to concentrate in metropolitan areas where the rise of advertising and mass production
using the photograph led to the emergence of the consumer. These new city dwellers would
be encouraged by the invention of the camera and following that the moving image to
identify as consumers. The arrival of consumer based images, or advertisements, initiated the
approximation of reality on a mass scale.
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Now we are in the twenty-first century and the means of production has shifted again, to a
post-industrial order. We find ourselves confronted by a precession of simulacra, that is to
say that copies precede and determine the real.304 At this phase in the succession of the
image, there is no longer any distinction between nature and its copy. There are only copies.
This is an achievement due mainly to the ubiquity of broadcast television. “No other
American invention multiplied in production and use as rapidly as television.”305 In 1951, 12
million Americans had TV sets, and as of 2013, approximately 114,200,000 American homes
owned at least one television set.306 This was a spectacular increase that locked the American
public into the mass consumption of things not by necessity but rather through the desire for
the meaning generated by the image.
Baudrillard’s perspective took Kittler’s critique of McLuhan a step further. Not only did
mass media have the inverse effect of possessing the senses, it necessitated an increased
distance between the individual self and her place within humanity. The speed that McLuhan
claimed made broadcast television most efficient in transmitting authentic images that would
increase human feeling was undermined by Baudrillard’s idea of simulation. The
problematic in this case was not with the image (as an image) but rather in the claim the
authors of media put forward about the image as an equivalent to reality. To come back to
my original argument, the reality principle of the image is what substantiates unproductive
concept of the other where meaning is fixed rather than contingent.
When is the image is recognized as copy, and not as reality, the space for productive othering
opens up. It does so through the awareness that images are fabrications that can be used to
generate new meanings about the self. And with the proliferation in the succession of images
from the broadcast network, the artificiality of the image became invisible. Images function
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autonomously from nature so that “they can be applied to all living things.” 307 What then are
the implications for the image of race? This indicates the liberation of the black body from
the pre-conditioned, subordinance of racial images. It locates the unproductive meaning of
race within the context of European and American colonial history, and situates productivity
in the individual’s capacity to be critical of those narratives by generating depictions that
counter normative structures.
You must remember that the one-to-many act of communication did not intend for its
information to be altered. Therefore the process of simulation within the broadcast television
(at least early on its function) did very little to challenge the fixed identity positions that
supported racial difference. When we extend the process of simulation to the
telecommunications network of the Internet, it does not replace the long history of the imagereality connection, rather it opens up (through the multivolcality of cyberspace) the potential
for the falsity of the image to be revealed. The recognition of the falsity of the image is the
productive space. Online platforms become sites for users to challenge the limited
representations of race, and alter those images by making new associations on the imageidentity spectrum.
4.5 Polymorphous Information System
The Internet was the first many-to-many form of communication, and as such it became
known as the “network of networks.308 This new network had a profound influence on the
mass audience and its access to information. It diminished the boundaries of authority-source
communication, debunked the reality principle of authenticity, and unleashed its control over
the creation and reception of image-information. This blast ignited the mental faculties that
had long been placid, to bring forth a new kind of emergent identification. The new image of
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the human being brought about by access to the “information highway” was derived from the
mechanical synthesis of the body and machine.
Donna Haraway, in her essay entitled, “A Cyborg Manifesto,” (1991) referred to this hybrid
form as a “cyborg.”309 Instead of the half-dead mentality of Kittler’s zombie, the cyborg had
agency, and took a productive stance in the acquisition and distribution of new biotechnical
information. The cyborg was an organism of science fiction in which the essential features of
the automation of labor, both the means of production and the things produced, were enabled
by a technological script that permeated contemporary human consciousness. Although
fundamentally human, the cyborg had mechanical prosthetics that was necessitated by the
features of robotic engineering in labor.
The emergent image of the cyborg came out of a new social form called “The polymorphous
information system.”310 It was a system governed by the politics of late capitalism that was
characterized by an industrial labor force populated mostly by women who were located
primarily in former colonies and charged with manufacturing the components of mechanical
devices. The growing socioeconomic demand for the access to information unleashed an
unprecedented need for the production of information technology.
Earlier in this chapter, I introduced the concept of the global village. This was McLuhan’s
vision of a society brought together through the singular image-axis of the broadcast
television. By comparison, Haraway’s polymorphous information system completely did
away with the primitive geographic approximation in favor of aligning her language more
closely with the image of an ecological shape with no physical grounding. Unlike the global
village, the polymorphous information system, did not denote the expansion of an organized
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human settlement, it described rather the ambiguous character of a social form that was built
to support the information economy. McLuhan predicted that the global village would erase
our social inequalities by creating a kind of broadcast empathy for people around the world.
Although this was a noble proposition, we know that this kind of utopia was not in the
interest of the broadcast television, and the capacity to reshape the human mind was in large
part limited by authority-source channels of information.
The polymorphous information system, on the other hand, was the kind of network that
transformed human consciousness. The concept of the self was reinvented through
“communication sciences” and “biotechnologies.”311 It described a connection of networks
that were constantly disassembling, reassembling, investing and exchanging information.312
It did not undo the old set of hegemonic power relations; instead they were transcribed into
“The informatics of domination.”313 For example, the old ideologies of racism and
colonialism were translated into languages of development and underdevelopment, as well as
rates and constraints of modernization.314 The cyborg that emerged out of this system was
likewise measured by her fluency in altering information. This altered form was the means
by which she expressed herself in the world, and the way she generated connections with
other altered beings.
The online network did not predicate the image of an authentic, unified self, or an identity
that was substantiated by a false connection to nature. The cyborg existed within the
awareness that its identity was contingent, it was not an essential being, but rather a
coalescence of derived meanings. Of the old image-data, Haraway wrote:
Gender, race, or class-consciousness is an achievement forced on us by the terrible
historical experience of the contradictory social realities of patriarchy, colonialism,
and capitalism.315
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Gender, race and class-consciousness were essential identities that were “political myths”
that covered up the fragmentation and matrices of domination within an essentialized group.
You will recall Stuart Hall’s explanation of how race functioned to eliminate the presence of
difference within a particular racial group. This was done for the preservation of selfsameness, to suppress difference so that racial groups would be more neatly represented and
therefore more amenable to social control.
The cyber network that Haraway named pushed beyond essential identities. Rather, it
brought to life a communal form of identification through coalition or affinity. Coalition
groups were selective communities where a person consciously aligned in a band of likemindedness with others, instead of on the basis of being ‘born into’ or prescribed by an
overarching authoring source. Affinity coalition bonded individuals in such a way as to
establish political kinships of oppositional consciousness where there was no
“…naturalization of the matrix.”316 This position undermined all naturalist dominations
perpetuated by broadcast media, and created space for new social meaning to arise through
radical forms of identification.
The notion of a hybrid form like that of the cyborg disrupts the notion of authenticity. Ming
Wong’s remake of Imitation of Life performed the incompatibility that arose when the
unified image met that of the hybridity. The essential identities of mother/daughter,
black/white were fragmented into multiple parts played by three men from different, nonwhite ethnic groups. The three male actors were made to fit within the confines of dual
female roles, which created an effective confusion of the image. Wong’s alternation of the
scene intervened in the symmetrical relation of mother/daughter and black/white. As the
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actors switched roles, they embodied the unharmonious coexistence of essentialism and
hybridity. Rather than making the movement of the segmented body look real, which was the
practice on tradition filmmaking, Wong played up the falsity of the scene. The obvious
switching was disorienting to the viewer’s ability to comprehend the scene, and the
expectation for singular identification was destabilized.
The image of the cyborg was not threatened by its fiction. It circulated with the freedom of
claiming its illegitimacy as a source of productive communication. The virtue of its hybridity
meant that it was created through the encounter of altered information with multiple points of
origin. The cyborg, as an emergence of information that could be reformed, was an early
expression of the potentiality of the online network to breed new forms of radical
identification.
In reviewing some of the thinkers who have grappled with the existential effects of broadcast
television on identity formation and the image of the human body, it is compelling to note the
shift that occurred in the descriptions of the human connectivity as the generation of the
image moved from the broadcast network to the network of cyberspace. Representing the
‘one-to-many’ act of communication, Marshall McLuhan, in 1964, glorified broadcast
technologies’ ability to bring people in closer proximity to each other. Twenty years later,
Friedrich Kittler took on an opposing view that claimed that media technology overall
created more distance between human beings. Jean Baudrillard, who wrote at the same time
as Kittler identified film, television, and print media as removing the human connection to
physical things. However, by the late 1980s, Donna Haraway’s text about the cyborg posited
for the first time among these thinkers a network that perpetuated the many-to-many type of
communication that led to the kind of radical identity formation that takes place online today.
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The old authority of the broadcast television has met its match in the polymorphous
information system. In fact, Time magazine reported in 2014 that although “TV is still by far
America’s greatest pastime, individuals are spending more hours surfing the web and
viewing streaming services.”317 Cyberspace as we know it today has even pushed beyond the
biological limitations of the cyborg. The many-to-many act of communication has evolved
the image of human interaction with media again. What we sometimes now encounter is the
graphic image of the avatar. It is the evolution of the cyborg that subsists on even greater
access to modified information.
Instead of being biologically fused with machines, the avatar is a graphic extension into the
mechanisms of the online network. Its entry into that space connects it to a universe of other
users. I will go more deeply into the phenomenon of the avatar in cyberspace in the next
chapter. For now it is important to recount that the primary distinction between the broadcast
and online networks is that the former acts from an authoritative source of closed
information, while the latter is an open system of communication that enhances the agency of
the user to send, receive and modify information. It necessitates interactivity between users
and other users as well as users and content, and is perpetually in a state of constantly
changing data flows.
The Internet undermines this kind of face-value differentiation, and it is no longer the
primary way people are organizing themselves in relation to the mediated image. The claim
being made here is not for the elimination of difference, but for the proliferation of
differences and the agency that is enacted by the human capacity to connect with the great
multitudes of cultures that prevail in our world through the network of cyberspace. As we
live in a time when technology increasingly becomes a surrogate for the body, we encounter
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a connectivity that presupposes the other, bringing her into proprioceptive relation without
the primacy of physical interaction.
The need for tangible substance in the development of new screen-based technologies is not
completely gone, however. Both broadcast and cyber media networks still need surfaces for
recording their information. The celluloid film in a16mm camera, the vinyl disk of a 45
record, or the magnetic tape in a compact cassette, for example, all required a surface on
which to embed their information. Even digital information needs to be ‘written’ somewhere:
hence the hard drive, cloud server, and flash drive. Haraway remarked that, “The silicon chip
is a surface for writing.”318 The information generated by both broadcast and cyber networks
needs to be coded, fused and decoded.
The difference here is not in the kind of technology being used for these processes, but
rather, in the ease and accessibility in altering the information embedded within the
technology. And, moreover, the uniqueness of that information is not threatened by being a
copy. The cyber network, by virtue of its many-to-many form of communication, distributes
information via media that is meant to be modified, adjusted, revised, edited, and amended.
There is no deterioration of the original in cyberspace because nothing is an original. There
was no access to the media images that broadcast technology shared. The Internet, on the
other hand, provides a platform for productive alteration of the information within it.
Authenticity is obsolete and as Wong intimated, life becomes imitation. As this happens,
identity formation becomes altered, taking on the characteristic of the way information is
transmitted and received. This is where we are now. The way identities are represented and
received impacts our understanding of who we are and who others are.
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CHAPTER 5
eRacial: The Appearance of the Other in Cyberspace
Electronically mediated culture substantiated the notion of the individual self, where the
limits of subjecthood were determined by the proximity of one body to another. As such,
society, and communities that formed within that culture, were exclusive entities rather than
inclusive, and differences that relied on the physical demarcations of gendered race were
spread across the cultural consciousness through the pervasive outlets of mass media.
To be seen, under the regime of electronic media like film and television, was a violent
endeavor. It meant that the parameters by which an individual body appeared was controlled
by the architects of sight, namely the producers, writers, directors, editors and actors of the
silver and small screens. If one appeared differently from the norm (as established by the
architects) than the body that represented the image was subject to brutal forms of social
control as a means of keeping those parameters in order.
It was no surprise then, when given an opportunity to subvert the boundaries of sight, one
may choose to pass or don blackface to neutralize the afflictions of race, and slip into the
zone of normalcy that being accepted by the mainstream provided despite the malicious
depictions of that time. This form of what I have been referring to as an “unproductive
othering”, or pathological doubling, was legitimated through the condition of sameness in
race as well as in popular culture. To disappear one’s self in order to mask difference was an
outmoded method of self-representation.
What is happening now, as a result of image generation through the Internet, is a new form of
doubling that does not replace the old but opens up an alternative to relation to disappearance
that is based on activating difference. This altered state of being is the productive other. It is
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achieved firstly, through the recognition that images are copies, secondly, that authenticity is
an evaluation of the image’s ability to approximate the real, and, thirdly, that self
representation is a non-binary process of comparing one image to another, but rather a
discursive procedure through the encounter with many (often conflicting) images. The
movement into productive othering will be the critical theme in this chapter.
5.1 New Platform for Appearance
Hardt and Negri in their book, Empire, write:
“The primary factors of production and exchange – money, technology, people, and
goods – move with increasing ease across national boundaries; hence the nation-state
has less and less power to regulate these flows and impose its authority over
economy.”319
They describe this “new global form of sovereignty” as Empire, and are clear to make a
distinction between imperialism (fundamental to European colonialism) and Empire (with no
territorial center of power or fixed boundaries). 320 The people that Hardt and Negri indicate
as being under less control of the nation-state in terms of their increased capability to traverse
national borders are exercising another form of liberation in the movement toward
borderless-ness that rearticulates the conditions of appearance. The Internet is a powerful
unifying mechanism in the making of the Empire that Hardt and Negri are describing. It is
the human interaction and movement within digital space that changes the bodies
appearance… with and movement within this digital space that is changing the way bodies
appear, and relate to each other in our contemporary borderless world.
Subjectivity was imaged by the old processes of electronic media as a binary structure of self
and other, which fixed in place (for the benefit of control over the body) sexual and racial
difference. This is the mimetic phase of self-representation that Hall refers to where identity
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positions are deductive and consumed by the individual. The global ideal at the center of
economic and political Empire, however, is the principle by which the discursive phase of
representation is generated. It is a principle that seeks to detach from any fixed position as it
expands through a continual process of integration. These are the same conditions by which
human beings are socialized in the present.
The fact of the matter remains that the physical markers by which bodies are individuated
from each other continue to be a source of world-wide social, economic and political
exploitation; however we currently live in a time now when the body is increasingly passing
out of sight – shifting human interaction, which ultimately affects human organization. It is
important to note that the passing being discussed here is not the kind of racial, gender, or
sexual based invisibility that was prevalent under the auspices of the electronic regime where
one had to denounce their difference in order to slip into normalcy. To appear and dis-appear
in the contemporary sense has to do with the subject’s entry into a digital network, which
requires a release from the physical predominance of face-to-face interaction.
eRacial is the term I am using to describe this gradual ceasing of physical visibility. It is
unique in that it is an exclusive outcome of human being’s engagement with the Internet.
That is to say that the human’s entry into the digital network of cyberspace has created a new
platform for appearance, one that challenges the old patterns of sight, and gives social
currency to coalitions that resist static forms of appearing. The digital network resists the
potency of traditional values of exclusion and promotes communities that organize around
the principles of connectivity.
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The digital network undermines the idea of the autonomous self. Identity within this social
order is re-articulated and expressed through the capacity to make connections to other
people. The formation of subjectivity does not rely on an image of the physical body as in
Lacan’s mirror phase. Just as electronic media gave birth to an identity that formed around its
distinction from other images, the digital network of cyberspace has brought forth a
subjectivity that needs to be in connection with other images. So how is the body seen if it
ceases to be visible online?
5.2 Seeing the Body Online
The digital network of cyberspace exemplifies this precisely. One experiences the eRacial
idea most clearly on the Internet. The body is imagined within this system as an avatar. This
image can be two-dimensional or three-dimensional, and does not necessarily have to feature
humanoid characteristics. The term avatar originates from Hinduism and means “descent,”
most commonly the descent of a deity into an incarnate form. The avatar, as it is deployed
here, is descended from Haraway’s post-human concept of the cyborg.
In the early 1990s when cyberspace became available to popular consumption, the
manifestation of the cyborg underwent a significant conceptual evolution, in that agency
shifted from a mechanical fusion of the flesh and the machine to a virtual extension of the
human into cyberspace as a graphic representation. This incarnation, or avatar, embodies the
user of this digital network. It does not replace the cyborg, but rather indicates a new phase in
human interactivity with the computer. The avatar points to the identity of the user without
making any reality claim to that person. The embodiment is legible in the space as transient,
or unstable, and in fact its potency is invested in the surrogate form as a disguise (of sorts) in
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order to gain increased mobility and therefore enter more deeply into cyberspace with the
intention of gaining more connections.
The virtual extensions of the flesh are governed by the central nervous system. Rooted deep
inside the body, they refer to the organization of electrical signals that stimulate the body’s
intelligence. These signals provide human beings with the sense of perception, which in turn,
allows for representation and cognition to take place.321 When the body enters into the
network of cyberspace, sensory experience expands into a non-physical realm. All the
transactions and connections that take place online come back into the body to be organized,
identified, and interpreted by the central nervous system. The ebb and flow between these
states magnifies the capacity of the perceivable world.
The Internet has become the most pervasive imaging platform in our contemporary society.
Since the writing of our post-humanist predecessors like Kittler and Haraway, the Web has
subsumed the devices of mass media. The global population has gained access to this portal
on the scale, and arguably more so, of radio, television and cinema before it. To give a sense
of sheer numbers, in China, online users nearly double the entire U.S. population, surpassing
649 million users in 2014.322 Much of the increase in credited to the growth of mobile
Internet, “with 80% of users – 557 million – using smartphones and tablets to connect.”323
As with the old forms of media, the Internet has become domesticated. It originally entered
into the home through desktop computers, using telephone lines to dial up access to the
network. Cyberspace notably accelerates the speed of ‘awareness’ that McLuhan proposed of
electronic technology, and most importantly, revolutionizes the currency of information
shared (wittingly or not) among its users.
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The notion of proximity put forward by McLuhan in the 1960s remains an important element
here. For the first time in the history of mass media the individual not only has access to a
wider selection of information, but also now has the autonomy to insert her own body of
knowledge within the ever-expanding rubric of worldwide data. This shifts the agency of the
subject from passive observer to active participant in the access to and dissemination of
information. Instead of the one-way communication that disavows McLuhan’s utopia of a
global village, the subject enters into a discourse among the other users of cyberspace
bringing them into an unprecedented multi-vocal proximity.
Since the 1990s there have been major movements on behalf of telecommunications,
computing and software engineering industries to merge the telephone, computer and Internet
into one wireless device, increasing at an even greater rate the mobility of information,
commerce, entertainment, and social networking. Rather than limiting access to a static
location, the body moves with data creating a symbiosis with its networked counterpart. The
wireless revolution is a critical element of the digital age. It is the liberation of data from
being sent and received through one source to the capacity of being accessed through
multiple media platforms. With wireless digitization, the Internet for example, is accessible
via computer, television, telephone, tablets and other mobile devices.
Identity formation has followed this movement in technology. As digitization becomes ever
more ubiquitous, the subject now has the ability to inhabit many forms. The capacity for
identification removes itself from being reliant upon the physical limitations of the body, it
become wireless (transient) and able to fuse with any form that is suitable to its mobility. The
avatar best describes this transience.
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By claiming that the avatar is an appearance, it can reasonably be considered an expression
of the user, who carries the social burdens of unproductive othering that are then transposed
onto the body imaged in cyberspace. But the avatar gives an opportunity we do not have in
the physical realm, which is access to the multiplicity of otherness. The appearance of the
avatar becomes the primary agent in the formation of social life in the digital network of the
Internet. By reading the avatar through the constitutive quality of discursive representation
that Hall outlines, the avatar (as agent) complicates the notion of subjectivity that takes place
within the realm of real and virtual experience.324 Identity representation is not erased, but
rather exaggerated and multiplied through the abundance of otherness that is necessitated by
the mobility of connection made possible by the network of computing.
5.3 Dissolving the Physical Realm
The daily interactions that occur in a human being’s life are coopted by the Internet.
Education, commerce, dating and visual culture, are just a few of the arenas that are now
mediated online. As the tangibility that once demarcated these spaces in the physical realm
dissolve into the ether of the World Wide Web, so, too, do the fixed boundaries of the bodies
that activate these spaces. This migration carries with it the social convention of identity, and
the constructs of race, gender and sexuality detach from the physical markers in which they
have traditionally been contained. All of these entities are now subject to the online network.
The Internet is an ever-expanding system of organization that aims to link the entire world.
There are few places inhabited by man that are out of its bounds, and for those last frontiers
there are engineers working to figure out how to incorporate them into the system.
Cyberspace relies on user-generated content to have become the largest mechanism for the
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exchange of information and commerce in human history. It is the primary means of human
interactivity and communication.
In the network of online space, the concepts of gendered race are enacted in a form that
resembles a movement away from its positions as tool of social organization maintained by
de facto and du jour racism. Cyberspace breaks down the traditional misrecognition of
identity as a fixed category, by intitating the embodiment of alternative personas that often
times are not created in the physical likeness of the user offline.
The online body, or avatar, is inscribed with meaning through a process that is predicated on
the exchange of information, and the user’s proficiency at filtering that information through a
variety of user generated platforms - giving, in an extreme sense of the word, a hyperappearance of a personality that is enunciated through a combination of text and image. I use
the term hyper-appearance to describe the various accounts a user may traverse across
platforms that act as different points of identification, for example: email, social media,
online shopping, data storage, electronic banking, or any online account that requires a
username and password. All of these online accounts establish profiles, or units of
appearance, that grant the user agency within cyberspace. These profiles are commonly
linked across platforms granting the user the ability to share activity through her varied
appearances with others in her online community. Once the body is eRaced, the persona is
liberated to exist within this multiplicity, affirming a reality in which people are afforded the
opportunity to fill the subjective space with affinities that are trans-racial, trans- gender and
trans-sexual.
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The hyper-appearance online challenges the binary way we are trained to see an image on
screen or in the mirror. When the “…subject-object symmetry of mirror vision is broken,”
Brian Massumi writes, “The gap left by the subject’s self-departure is filled not by a new
subject or object but by the process encompassing their disjunction in a tide of change.”325
Until eRasure, the human’s ability to see its self had been determined by the Lacanian binary
of “mirror-vision,” which Massumi states is, “…by definition partial…a single axis of sight.
You see yourself from one angle at a time and never effectively in movement.”326 This
further re-inscribes the limitations of a theory of consciousness where the subject is always
seeing its self incompletely, and therefore inferiorly.
As discussed in Chapter one, Lacan’s mirror phase constructed the sense of a gaze – the idea
that there was always an omnipresent watching. Within this theory the external image
dominated the body, and became the “single access of sight” by which the human body
appeared. Lacan, born at the start of the twentieth century, developed his idea of the mirror
phase in the 1930s when the cinematic revolution was just taking hold. The first “talkie,” or
feature length film to technologically synchronize sound and image, The Jazz Singer, in
which the Jewish Jakie, ‘erased’ his Jewish identity by gaining notoriety in Blackface, was
released in 1927 just a few years before he developed his theory.
The tremendous social and cultural shift in the way human beings related to external images,
i.e. human bodies and voices represented on the silver screen, was essential to the prevalence
he gave to external images in shaping the individual’s sense of self. The advent of popular
media in print, film, and television correlated to the Lacanian idea of an incessant looking.
The individual that Lacan was theorizing was on her way to becoming an insatiable
consumer of images. This meant that for the better part of the twentieth century the
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expressions of human appearance had been regulated by the imaging technologies of
electronic media that created split (or divided) subjects.
The impassable boundaries of gendered race was held in place by a culture that saw it’s self
through mirror vision, which was carried out on citizens as a form of social control. We have
seen the earliest images of photography and cinema that came into being as a mechanism by
which to categorize and study human types. This was especially true for late nineteenth and
early twentieth century exploits in social sciences and medicine, when electronic imaging
technologies were used to show stark contrast between you (the viewer) and the Other (the
imaged) – creating a latent hierarchy in the way certain bodies were seen and perceived on
film.
Early television was responsible for inscribing the false lens of authenticity onto racial
stereotypes through technological advances in the real-ness of the image, and the speed by
which those images were produced and subsequently received by the audience. Lacan
admitted that mirror-vision was, misrecognition, and had as its symptom an immeasurable
brutality on the social psyche. This was the kind of condition, where the human form can
only be apprehended in pieces that created the predicament of the body becoming overidentified with a single quality. This sort of thinking gave rise to racism, sexism, and
homophobia – as well as other forms of gross objectification. If the human mind was
fragmented, then so, too, was the apprehension of the self.
Alternatively, Massumi defined movement-vision as the individual’s ability to see itself in
motion. The best way to experience this according to his theory was watching how bodies
moved in motion pictures. He used the 1950’s movie career of Ronald Regan to describe the
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actor’s transformation from only being able to see his everyday self on screen to finally
embodying a role in which he was unrecognizable to himself. This complex maneuver was
how he was able to ultimately perform the role of President in the United States.327 It was the
greatest character embodiment of his career, not because he was able to convince the
majority of his voting public of his legitimacy, but because he was able to substantiate the
image, through his actions, to himself.
Human beings were trained to identify themselves through a single line of sight. Movementvision on the other hand was conjured through the action of moving across multiple
perspectives. It was the kind of sight that best described how we see each other online.
Massumi defined it as, “A vision that passes into the body and through it to another
space.”328 ‘Another space’ in this case of this research is cyberspace. Once the body is
virtually extended into cyberspace, it detaches from itself creating the transcendent state to
observe oneself from an outside perspective.
The body becomes the spectator of itself as an avatar. And why is this new form of sight
important? It is a critical change in the “dual structure of specular identity” that had been
exemplified in popular media until the wide spread human interactivity with the Internet.329
Specular identity was always incomplete, and was therefore always seeking to compensate
for the lack of completeness. The Internet brings forth a network identity that seeks to
achieve fullness of being through the process of connection that is achieved by distancing the
physical body as the first form of encounter. This distancing is prompted by the action of
logging-on.
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5.4 The Online Thirst to Self-Display
One needs the body in order to disembody. To disembody does not mean to completely
relinquish the physical form. This is because disembodiment is precisely what happens when
the electrical signals of the central nervous system are extended into the perceptual world of
the non-physical realm. In this way, disembodiment equals non-physical, sensory experience.
The avatar is the non-physical conduit that is connected to the body that sits outside of
cyberspace. When a person logs on, the electrical signals of the senses are deployed and the
avatar becomes the appearance by which the user, online, is present to oneself and others.
When you disembody all you have is appearance. Appearance, the way that Hannah Arendt
described, was connected to the reception of an other as it was expressed on the surface of a
physical body.330 In my study, the value of the physical body is as a conduit of the
individual’s movement into and through the digital network of cyberspace. Arendt’s theory
is useful for understanding the impulse to appear, but this study is no longer concerned with
appearing in the physical realm. The disembodied subject becomes a default user that is
invisible until a virtual identity is established. Avatars are the visual and aural markers of the
physical body, and the prime condition by which appearance (and its negation) becomes the
organizing principle of identification.
Akin to Massumi’s metaphor of the actor’s embodiment in movement vision, Arendt likened
the “urge to self-display” to the imagery of an actor appearing on a stage.331 The world and
its political dimension were “…phenomenal space created by men.” 332 This space was
centered on the display of the world as spectacle, and regarded the public sphere as existing
only in as much as its reality can be witnessed and its value judged by a “plurality” of
individuals.333
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She wrote:
“Living things make their appearance like actors on a stage set for them. The stage is
common to all who are alive, but it seems different to each species, different also to
each individual specimen.”334
Seeming is a very important condition here, as Arendt explained that it was:
“A kind of disguise that varies according to the perspective of the spectators in which
an appearing world is acknowledged and perceived.”335
The avatar in cyberspace is the mode by which that reality gives the impression of being.
Appearing is a fact of human life. It is an expression of the human need to form and be part
of a community, and the need to be recognized by that community. It is not a singular
function, but rather a perception “by a plurality of spectators.”336 This makes it a discursive
process. Therefore, appearance serves a communal function, not only a biological one.
There is a principle of reversibility underlining the plurality of the aesthetic nature of
perception. Perceiving is always divided and shared at the same time – it is the possibility of
“seeing and being seen”, of hearing and being heard. This means that the world as a “stage of
appearance” consists of a plurality of viewpoints that, in becoming a “public space” (for the
living person) also becomes a place for displaying and revealing the “who” (the actor) who
makes himself visible individually with acts and words in real stories, and a theatre of public
resonance for the events by means of the “who” (the spectator) who witnesses and judges
from all sorts of different perspectives. The image is of the actor, the perspective is of the
spectator.337
The world has a performativity that concerns the extension of the idea of world-ness as a
space of appearance/apparition to the earth. To this point, Arendt actually defines “plurality”
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as the “law of the earth”, and foregrounds a ‘worldness of the earth’ as a stage of apparition
for the living tout court: living, sentient beings appear on the earth, each species has its own
world and all living creatures are actors and spectators in it, in response to an elementary
instinct of “self-display”.338 In this context real being becomes the “worldly property” of life
in its simple appearance, as a body that gives itself to the perception of other living beings.339
The view of the world as a space and public stage leads to a reflection on the “phenomenal
nature of the world”, tackling the way “being and appearing” coincide.340 What is real is
what appears or is shown. In the old electronic media of film, radio, TV and photography, it
was an unfortunately common practice to make particular appearances invisible, or to
degrade the representation of certain appearances when they were made visible. Recall, for
example, bell hooks’ criticism of the lack of black, female images in Hollywood cinema
throughout the twentieth century, and recall the NAACP’s successful campaign to have the
Amos ‘n Andy show removed from TV syndication. These kinds of exclusions, based on
gendered race, reverberate through the entire social system, so that if you were not appearing
in media then it was guaranteed that you were not appearing in other sectors as well.
The human population has migrated to cyberspace with the thirst to self-display that was not
possible with old media. Being online does not require that the physical body and its
impression exist on the same visual plane; the appearance (or avatar) is mediated by a screen,
so spectators view these impressions without bodies, which grants the appearance the
potential for its highest form of expression. The avatar is a very effective vehicle of
communication, and although I am focused on its productive qualities, it does also hold the
potential to link to, and disseminate, insidious messages to its ever-expanding community.
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Whether for positive or negative ends, this technology compels its users to participate
because it provides a platform for communication exclusively through appearance.
Appearances are a human imperative, and our condition of humanity is something that we
must create by making our appearance in the world. Arendt’s words about our basic
condition of appearance alert us to the dangers of invisibility and should make us suspicious
of any situation in which people exist in a condition of invisibility. To appear is what it
means to be alive. This is not life in the sense of being born, but rather the sensorial
experiences that a person makes and receives in the time span between life and death. There
is really no purpose, as a fact of life, for appearance and disappearance to happen, and for
this reason the transience of self-display belongs to the domain of “unmitigated aliveness.”341
To be alive refers to the emergence of life, not the biological function of the living.
Appearing now takes on a transversal role. The earth is the stage for appearance with no
qualification, of the appearance and disappearance, birth and death of the living, while the
world is an “appearing-to,” appearing insofar as it is offered to the bodies delegated to
receive it.342 In this way each species has its own particular world, however rich or poor it
might be. What matters here is the “world-ness of living things” – the vital-sensible
certifying of the reversibility of subject and object (I see and I am seen).343 The
characteristics of public-ness, display and exhibition are not exclusive to human ‘political’
world-ness (the whole range of performative human activities, insofar as they are public
exhibitions, words and gestures able to produce effects in shared praxis), but life itself as the
scene of display and spectacle.344
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Here identity is appearance. Human beings are “possessed” by the impulse to appear.345 The
accuracy of this statement is witnessed in cyberspace where multiple forms of identification
proliferate. The online network has changed the way identity or appearance is articulated.
Because of the loosening of the persona from the physical body, cyberspace is erroneously
credited as a site where identity disappears, which of course coincides with the politics of
post-identity. The misclassification of the critical function of appearance on the World Wide
Web diminishes its value as a political entity – a network of communities where individuals
are constantly shifting between the roles of actor and spectator with each other. Post-identity
or post-appearance is a disregard for life. It is a negation of the human sensorial experience,
which is the emergence of life. With that said, it is not a question of whether to identify, but
rather how to identify so that your appearance will be attended to by others.
Simply put, Arendt’s call to attend to the sheer appearance of the world forced us to come to
terms with a domain of experience that preceded any and all capacities to formulate
judgments, interests, and ideas: this was the primordial world of disinterest. And “disinterest”
here did not mean either “indifferent” or “detached.”346 On the contrary, the domain of
disinterest was a domain of absorption and immersion in the facticity of lived sensations: it
was the domain of the aesthetic that Arendt rightly identified as the source of Kant’s political
thought.347
To recall, Kant’s crucial insight in the Critique of Judgment was that there could be no
necessary conditions for something to count as beautiful, and hence there could be no rules
for the category of the aesthetic.348 This was an insight that Kant borrowed from Hume’s
critique of consequentialism; but whereas for Hume, the heterogeneity that arose from the
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absence of necessity was a part of life, for Kant, it was restricted to aesthetic experience as he
defined it.349
The aesthetic was the source of Kant’s political thought, then, not because the aesthetic
provided normative guides to help us make judgments (it can’t), nor because there was
anything specifically political about the beautiful (there can’t be because according to Kant
aesthetic experience was disinterested in the sense of unqualifiable).350 Rather, the aesthetic
was a source of political thinking, and political life in general, because it was only through
aesthetic experience that one encountered a mode of valuing that was non-instrumental and
not reducible to its use value.351 Indeed, aesthetic experience was that experience that
annihilated our reliance on a sense of necessity; and it was precisely the annihilation of
necessity – which made aesthetics and politics so intimately entangled for Arendt.
Arendt’s politics of appearances thus spoke of the possibility of a life devoid of the force of
necessity, and of things not having to go on as they have. The aesthetics of politics evoked
the possibility of always having at one’s recourse the polemical claim that “this need not be”,
that things need not continue in this way, that the continuity of any form of political
subjectification was not necessary.352 This also meant that the assembly of things – as they
were at any one point in time – was not necessary in the manner in which an “instrumental
rationality” demanded that they must be.353
The Internet is changing the aesthetics of politics by creating a new platform for appearances.
These appearances are unique in that they detach from the body so that the user is
simultaneously actor and spectator. This concurrence reshapes the way the public performs
identity as a moving in and out of, or consistently in between, subject positions. Because the
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avatar is appended to the physical body (and the physical body to the avatar) there is an
oozing back and forth between the online and physical realms. The interaction between
human beings and cyberspace is a well-documented subject, and discourse focusing on
demographics and accessibility dates back over fifteen years.
In 1998, The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) held a conference to put forth the
question of race and cyberspace. Its organizers and participants shared a common goal to
“foreground the various ways that digital media are shaping our conception and experience
of race in America.” The participants argued that there was a digital divide in the ability to
access the Internet. It could be measured along racial lines, but also most noticeably through
socio-economic factors like income, school district, and neighborhood, which are highly
segregated according to race.
With the ubiquity of cell phones and other mobile devices the racial disparity among online
users is lessened, but is not obsolete. An article in USA Today stated that “the digital divide
in the United States has decreased significantly since 2000, but those without high school
diplomas, African Americans, Hispanics and people living in lower income households still
lag when it comes to accessing the online world.”354 It is arguable that the large disparities
indicated by the above-mentioned study was predicated on the World Wide Web being
accessed through the desktop computer, which has been eclipsed in popularity and utility by
mobile devices. The discourse for my study acknowledges the realities of race and socialeconomic inequality in gaining access to cyberspace, but intends to go further than the
question of how race excludes one’s ability to enter cyberspace. Here, I am engaging with the
question of how cyberspace changes one’s experience of race – of course this also holds true
for other traditionally fixed identity positions like gender and sexuality. This shift occurs
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because the fluency in the technology has changed from a differentiation of the senses, as
propagated in analog electronics, to a connection of the senses, which is an inevitable
outgrowth of the digital network of cyberspace.
In the slippage that occurs between online and offline, what is of most importance here, is the
effect it has on the image of the physical body. In an eRacial culture, the “right to
representation” is as outmoded as a social politic as it is a derivative of mirror-vision that is
in and of itself inherently pathological.355 Black liberation movements, for example, that
have been based on this politic have, historically, been hugely successful in reshaping the
racial experience in civic and everyday life in America. However, they have also been
patriarchal, homophobic, and mono-religious – in effect still perpetuating modes of exclusion
and bigotry. The movement-vision from offline to online and vice versa allows the subject to
depart the self in order to see the self, and this active disembodiment is what perpetuates
contemporary social formation that is more malleable to a plurality of subjective articulations
within a particular identity group.
5.5 eRacial and The Passage Between Bodies
One can see this new image of the body in action in Ming Wong’s video Life of Imitation,
introduced in the first chapter of this study. He provides the viewer with a representation of
movement-vision in his appropriation of a narrative first published in 1933 that was adapted
for the movie screen twice over in 1934 and 1959. Wong’s version shows how mirror and
movement vision co-exist within the subjective plane. It makes evident Arendt’s claim that
the appearance, of which identity is included, is an ever-evolving necessity. He shows the
audience new appearances within the old construct of self-display. It is a reality that the
language of racial difference is spoken fluently around the globe, and that the project of
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colonization has left a deep psychological wound on every human being who is a social
product of that system. The complicity of electronic media, in Wong’s case film, on
perpetuating empire through image is one that is rooted in colonial history and reverberates
to the present day.
The mirror-vision narrative of gendered race is the content in which the movement-vision in
his scene is carried out. Through the lens of mirror-vision, the roles of Annie and Sarah Jane
are like avatars that the actors take turns embodying. Each actor switches between roles
reciting the language of these fixed, prescribed identity positions. There is even a mirror in
the scene to further accentuate the dominance of fragmented sight. In the midst of this
setting, the viewer witnesses the appearance of the bodies transform. They switch, quickly,
and seamlessly between roles in the same way that our bodies move within the network of
cyberspace.
The experience of the body moving through cyberspace requires a cognitive dissonance to
explain. There is on one side of the interface a physical body that extends its senses into
cyberspace. Beyond the attributes of the senses: eyes, ears, mouth and touch, the body is
essentially still, however the mind remains active through the cognitive function of the
senses. Rather than being the passive receiver, which is the dominant form of the mind and
body in relation to media like film and television – the Internet requires activity. This is
evidenced in the way the subject is described as a ‘user’ and not as a ‘viewer’ when it comes
to the type of engagement the technology premeditates.
The Internet is an interactive source. As a media outlet, this approximates the utilitarian
appeal of the Kodak camera at the turn of twentieth century in terms of the significant shift in
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the public accessibility of an image-generating device. If cyberspace has a desire, it yearns to
be handled in such great proportion as to provide for every user, the potential for a unique
experience each time they log on. Once the physical body logs on as the user in cyberspace it
becomes ‘interactive’. Massumi discussed the rig that Reagan puts his body into as one of the
triggers of absenting the body:
He loads himself into a “rig,” a bed with a hole in it to conceal his legs… In the state
of suspended animation, he is more than himself but less than whole. His eyes close.
“Action!” His eyes reopen. The suspension of the suspense by the director’s signal
transports him across a blackout of vision into the space of transformation. The
feeling that was welling inside his body bursts forth in a gesture and a phrase. At that
moment, he enters the body of another fellow. It’s for real (short of actual). This time
he cannot recognize himself in the rushes.356
So too, the function of logging on propels the user in cyberspace to depart the self. It is a
state of suspended animation. The user is the absence by which the subject is able to see
outside of its body and perform an interactive role online. This interactivity is the counter
position to the stillness of the body on the other side of the screen. It describes the sense of
motion generated by cyberspace, the form of sociability among users online, as well as the
cognitive function the mind.
The user navigates the World Wide Web using unique record locators (or URLs) to travel to
and from websites. Embedded in the content of a site are features called hyperlinks that allow
the user to jump to other data, and tags which identify a piece of information with a
keyword? so that it can be found again by browsing and searching. These features organize
information into a dynamic circuit of clicks that link the user to more data around a particular
topic, or set of related topics. With a click the user travels to a new virtual location, and it is
this endless linking to more information at more sites that activates the sense of motion
online.
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The link is a pathway that is, like the function of logging on, another essential feature to
being online. It is a circuit that not only facilitates motion, but also the way users online gain
proximity to each other. Because it is one of the primary units of activity online, the link is
what connects us to other users. Remember, the user is an absence, a presence without a
body. Once online, the user does the work of acquiring an appearance through the form of an
avatar. The avatar is an appearance without a body. The body on the other side of the
interface is made [obsolete] because it is not the form that other avatars in cyberspace can
attend to. Avatars only have the appearance of each other, as they are online, by which to
make social connections. Hence all sorts of relationships are developed and sustained online
among and between avatars, without the face-to-face encounter of the physical body.
Although, the social life of the avatar is generated online, it also has the generative power to
cultivate relationships offline. This is a critical point because the circuits of links that are
exclusive to the sensorial experience of being online are also connecting back to life on the
other side of the interface. People are using the social relationships that are activated in
cyberspace to stimulate their ability to create proximity with other people in physical life.
This means that human beings are giving up the reliance on appearance as it has been
traditionally played out on the body in order to make connections with others users that are
first and foremost intangibly sensorial.
The body is no longer the primary vessel of encounter, although, and here is the paradox, we
still inhabit those vessels even when we are not appearing. Corporal presence is rendered
tangential to the reality that is created among avatars. It is the conduit, through which the
sensorial experience emerges, and cyberspace is the platform by which the eRacial, or the
limit of physical visibility, is acted out. This is a critical difference from the days of the face168

to-face encounter when physical proximity had the power to determine the value of social
relationships. Now those relationships are mitigated primarily through means of impression,
online.
The function of logging on and the link system that stimulates cyber movement, and
socialization also changes cognition. There is great redemptive potential in cyberspace that
breaks down the primacy of the individual in favor of communal platforms that require
exchange and participation through sensorial expression. All avatars are transient. They are
evocations of the imaginary and only substantiate a physical body in so much as that body is,
while it is logged on, purely imaginative.
eRacial is the subjective liberation from the body while it is in that imaginative state. It
describes the process whereby sight as it is commonly known, is re-signified. We rely on
vision to communicate information about our bodies, therefore stunting the potential for
other forms of sensorial connection. Sight is a faculty that grants perception on the surface of
things, which is why it is so useful. Sight is also necessary for appearing. An individual, who
has vision, can use it to obtain a broad range of information quickly. It is a reliable perceiver,
but none-the-less fallible and corruptible.
5.5.1 Sight
Identity has historically been evaluated through vision. The primacy of the characteristics of
what is identifiable relies on the eyes of the observer. Lacan situated the mirror as his portal
of sight, which affirmed for the subject a line of vision that distinguished the self from that of
the other. The reflective vision of the mirror signified the dyad of that which visually
represented me versus which did not. I know who I am because of what I see reflected back
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at me through the mirror, and anything that falls outside of this visual reference is other than
me. Identity positions are assessed and managed by sight.
There are of course limits to this order for individuals whose desire for appearance fall
outside the visual boundaries of identity. At the moment when these prescriptions cannot
house the totality of human appearances one has to confront the imperfect perspective of the
eyes in particular to the way vision has been trained by identity. Brian Massumi’s idea of
mirror-vision addressed the limitation of sight. He reminded the reader that vision, in terms
of the way we see ourselves, could only behold the body in fragments, which negated the
sensational unison that was the wholeness of the embodied experience.

One observes the presence of bodies differently online. At this stage in computer
engineering, the user primarily relies on sight to navigate the Internet. However, the user
cannot depend on identity-trained vision to make connections with others online. This
happens, for lack of a better word, blind. Cyberspace is where the body becomes detached
from what is visible. And it is the relinquishment of the former from the latter that creates
space for new forms of subjective identity to come forth. When identity is removed from the
sight of the physical body it can emerge as a function of mental play and become a
constitutive force in the development of social connections without visual bias. The ability to
see a person without a body is the condition by which avatars appear, and where appearance
(once distinguished from the body) becomes the state through which all associations are
formed.
Appearance is a form of communication that has been exploited by racism, sexism,
homophobia, and all other forms of identity based bigotry. Because human kind is prone to
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self-display, and the body appears in so many qualitative variations, it is vulnerable to the
kinds of social control that seek to oversimplify that multiplicity. The project of colonization
was especially adept at reifying cultural mythologies about biologically determined
appearances. A person’s skin color, for example, prescribed an underdeveloped mind, and an
overdeveloped physical prowess, which neatly relegates ‘dark’- skinned people to a
‘naturally’ derived position of labor. This sort of racial placement conveniently explained
away the division of power and wealth, as well as the brutish laws and customs to keep the
inequity in place.
Race, as well as gender, is a strategy of social organization. It is designed to limit and
simplify the vast spectrum of appearances that human beings are in a constant state of
performing. Gendered race maligns difference rather than embraces it. Appearance, as
Arendt reminds us, is also not biological; it is communal. It emerges out of the desire to selfdisplay as a means of creating a space of mutual reception. To appear means to be in
connection with a spectator, and to be in constant flux between the roles of actor and
receiver. This is the field in which humanity is enacted. To deny the human being agency in
either position is to deny their humanity. Traditional forms of race and gender retard the
evolution of civilization because they limits the plane of self-display to a pre-conditioned
‘type’ of being in the world. This sort of social conditioning kills the imaginative properties
of the mind that liberate human consciousness.
As human beings log-on the experience is a detachment from the body, which means that the
mind is interacting primarily through imagination. There is no preconditioned form to
negotiate, therefore the mind is free to create associations that would otherwise be
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discouraged in within the customs of ‘order’ that regulate our lives offline. So if we do not
use sight to identify physical bodies, how do we experience the presence of being online?
Of course we still use vision, but we use it to substantiate a non-physical form – the avatar.
The avatar is a graphic representation that is largely apprehended through pictures (pics). The
pics serve as markers for what the user on the other side of the interface looks like, and how
they carry themselves in the world offline. Online pics point to a body, but are not trusted
sources of evidence as users generally come to online space to create appearances and not
simply replicate them. Unlike identity-trained vision, cyber-vision is like seeing the other
with your eyes closed. Rather than externalizing through sight, online vision is internalized
as a function that is exclusively linked to the mental processes of the imaginary. Therefore,
once the body is removed, identity has the freedom to be that which it always has been, a
product of imagination.
As our cell phones, televisions, movies, computers, and audio devices become increasingly
mobile, the distinction between online and offline is less clear. We carry mobile, networked
devices around with us on a daily basis, and these mechanisms that move us in and out of
cyberspace are critical to the sensations of locating and dislocating ourselves. Cyber-vision is
one of these mechanisms. The user knows that she is online when her sight can no longer
depend on the surface of a physical object, but rather the collection of information that
precedes the object by referring to it. This vision has also come to predominate in the user’s
life offline, who will rely on cyber-vision as the resource for gathering information that is
connected to another individual, for example, before meeting in person. The goal is to
establish a level of knowability that precedes the actual encounter, and that knowledge is
acquired in cyberspace.
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5.5.2 Sound
Another mechanism for the movement in and out of cyberspace is auditory. People with
visual impairments engage with cyberspace through auditory and haptic components.
Although our engagement with online space is predominantly visual, there is along with this
the attribute of sound that establishes a strong sense of presence. The notion of being online
is grounded in the network’s capacity to create an impression of a person. It is this idea or
feeling that attracts users to cyberspace where they are able to enact a likeness without the
burden of evidence. Our ability to speak through cyberspace and have our voices heard by
another user promotes a visceral closeness if not a physical one. The audible characteristic of
being online acts upon the erasure of the physical body. Instead of the body, the device
becomes a conduit for the personality that is inhabited through our voices, and other sounds
like, ring tones, alerts, reminders, pops, squeaks, chimes, dings, and clicks.
The audible mechanism that activates the movement between on and offline was exemplified
in the 2013 movie entitled, Her, directed by Spike Jonze. In this film the experience of a
virtual presence was almost entirely sustained through the voice. The movie opened with the
leading character, Theodore, a writer, speaking into the computer while the machine speedily
transcribed his every word. The viewer heard the sounds of his voice as he articulated a love
letter into the screen, and as the camera pans, the scene opened up to the sound of other
writers’ voices that were similarly dictating their words into a computer. This scene was
emblematic of the entire film, which envisioned a cyber environment that was centered on
the audible experience.
At the center of the drama was a love story that emerged between Theodore and his newly
acquired operating system (OS) named Samantha. Samantha was personified vocally as
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female, however, she did not have a body by which to regulate this claim. The absent
appearance of her character undermined Laura Mulvey’s claim about the female body on
screen as constructed for and by the male gaze.357 Samantha had no body to objectify and
when she attempted to satisfy Theodore with a surrogate that he could make love to, he
rejected the physicality of the female body. He preferred that she remain intangible. When
the female character, without a body, appeared on screen, she performed the discursiveness
of human consciousness. Her presence was manifest in dialogue with others. Every encounter
was a learning experience that added to the growth of her mind, which made her ever more
inconceivable and unobjectifiable.
Samantha’s gendered attributes like her name, her signature on caller ID, and the sound of
her voice were purely qualitative, a choice made by the user, Theodore, to fill the void of
loneliness brought on by a recent separation from his wife. Samantha, even without a body,
was still the appearance of a woman, and for Theodore this proximity was all that was
necessary to conjure intimacy and the feeling of falling in love. His OS, Samantha,
reciprocated these feelings of affection and it was the conversation between these two
characters that encapsulated the ambiguity between real life and cyberspace. Whenever
Theodore spoke with Samantha he was online, but these were also the moments when she
crossed into his lived experience. When they were together, as most of us with our devices,
they were online and offline simultaneously. They were companions in that transience. It was
that zone between spaces where their affection was located. Samantha was, at first, insecure
about her lack of a body, but later admitted that she was limitless without one, an everexpanding field of boundless consciousness. Her presence as a being was manifest in the
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recognition of her voice, and it was this audibility that Theodore called upon when he wanted
to be assured that she was there.
5.5.3 Touch
The third instrument that functions along side the other two is haptic mechanism. Haptic
technology is inextricably linked to the feeling of moving in and out of cyberspace. It is a
form of tactile feedback that recreates the sense of touch by applying forces, vibrations or
motions to the user.358 Haptics is described as, "…doing for the sense of touch what
computer graphics does for vision."359 Along with our eyes and ears, the hands are a critical
medium for the experience of cyberspace. When a user comes into contact with a device that
is connected to the Internet its operation is literally at her fingertips. She types on the keypad
or touches the screen to navigate the interface that connects to the online world. The user is
extending the sense of touch into the virtual realm, but that extension is not only one-way.
The virtual realm, in its ever-expanding capacity, then reciprocates by giving the sensation of
contact, and responsiveness when the interface of the screen is interactive. Touch screens
cause media to jump, move, back to the user.
In the way that we are constantly touching our devices and our devices are touching us, we
are always moving between the physical realm and cyberspace. There is a mutual connection
that feeds on the human beings tactile nature. Touch, along with sight and audibility, creates
an intimate connection with the device that then transports that sense into the ether. Haptic
technology learns from the body so that it can perform contact without the body. Although
this mechanism is still largely experimental in terms of its capability beyond hardware
vibrations and touch screen technology, it will eventually become the medium that will allow
the avatar to reach out of cyberspace and touch us. For now, the sense of touch indicates to
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the user that she is connected, not only to the device, but also to any other user in cyberspace.
Although she may not be able to physically touch those users, they are held together in
mutual receptivity through virtual contact.
The haptic, visual and audible are mechanisms that let us know when we are in virtual space,
but that space is not relegated to a single domain. In our everyday existence, we carry
cyberspace with us, moving in and out of the network at will. It is a companion that has in
fact shifted the way we see, hear and come in to contact with others. Because the physical
body is situated outside of the Internet, it undergoes an erasure, and what arises is the
appearance of qualitative sensibilities that allow consciousness to reign through imagination.
The old identity politics confront their limit in cyberspace. Because the body is removed,
inhabitants of the virtual world have to develop new forms of appearance that negate a body.
So what do they do? Users create avatars in the likeness of whatever they imagine.
5.5.4 The Tertiary Experience
These surrogates are not finite and meant to be disposable. The capacity to make connections
is more valuable than the form. The appearance of the avatar is a new kind of subjectivity (a
tertiary emergence) that is meant to connect minds as a means of growing human
consciousness. Ming Wong’s video is a representation of the movement between the realities
of identity formation in the way that our bodies move in and out of cyberspace, or better yet,
appear and then disappear when online. He uses the editing process to enact the mechanisms
of cyber-vision and sound to the audience in the way that they would be perceived in a
virtual experience.
In Wong’s installation, there were two projections playing simultaneously. The sound came
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through in an echo as the videos played. In addition, there were also subtitles – one in
English and the other in Malay. The script was presented to the viewer in audible and textual
layers. The viewer was surrounded by sensory data, akin to the experience of being online, as
the mind was compelled to listen, look and read at the same time. The cacophony of sound
filled the space, wrapping around the viewer to create an immersive environment. It
accentuated the strangeness of the scene both odd and familiar. The Malay language, one of
the official languages of Singapore, was expressed in subtitles. It was made silent by the
spoken sound of the English language. Wong had brought it in to represent an utterance of a
locality that was marginalized by the ‘big voice’ of Western acculturation.
The Western tradition of identity formation had a big presence in the scene. The mirror, in
addition to being a prop, was an important visual trope of subjective development.
Traditionally, the mirror signified that one should come to an agreement with one’s own
reflection.360 It worked in the way of mirror-vision to confirm the subject’s singular reality. It
was a portal into the psychic realm of illusions that suspended the viewer in fragmented
vision. In Wong’s scene, the viewer witnessed Sarah Jane proclaim the visual reality of her
white skin through the mirror. She was in the position of the user in front of the screen –
limited by identity-vision. This moment transported the audience back to the primordial
action of perceiving the self as an image.
Wong kept the content of what was said in the original scene. Each of his three actors had a
turn playing the roles of Annie and Sarah Jane. He did not alter the text. Instead he directed
his actors to recite the script and replicate the body language from the 1959 film. Wong’s
communication with the audience depended less on what was said, and more on how it was
said. Wong’s remake adjusted the relationship between the speaker and the audience by
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having the actors switch positions between the characters. This maneuver destabilized the
viewer’s recognition of what was being seen and heard. The third actor, like the avatar,
dissolved the binary and established another layer of performance in a traditionally closed
scene between the self and the other.
Wong’s version of the scene showed the audience that the performance of identity was no
longer statically dichotomous. In addition to the individuated self, established in opposition
to the other, there was also a tertiary experience. This position was not lesser than the other
two, but had emerged as a reality of human interaction in the contemporary moment with the
digitally based, network technology of the Internet. The tertiary experience is an outgrowth
of post-nationalism, colonialism, and gendered racism that seeks to break out of bounds, and
is most commonly expressed through the eRasure of the body in cyberspace.
The tertiary form in Wong’s video is a representation of networked identity formation that
does not deny the reality of mechanisms of social control, but rather evolves out of society’s
inability to completely determine how the human being expresses its presence in the world. It
is either a technical invention or the inventor of the technology. The genesis is irrelevant.
What is important is that the reality of possibilities that network technologies, like
cyberspace, open up intervene in the old dichotomy of separation, and extend the possibility
for human cooperation. Thusly, the tertiary experience is in dialogue with the post structural
interrogation of binary systems.
Wong’s video, Life of Imitation, can be seen as a metaphor for life mediated by the Internet.
His decision to portray identity as fluid, moving through subject positions without
committing to a specific type, is the kind of subjectivity that is enacted online where identity
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is an accessory and not a necessity. It is perceived as a form of play without the burden of
encryption upon the body. This is due to the interface of the screen, which filters the physical
dependency of identity on the body. The relief of subjectivity from the site of the body is a
liberation of consciousness. It allows, as Wong shows the audience, the connection of human
experience – even though that proximity remains bracketed by outdated, but still relevant,
social stratifications.
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CONCLUSION
Within the representations of race in the media, we have come a long way in the past one
hundred years. In this dissertation you have read about the relationship between screen-based
media and the performance of identity. Most specifically, how the performance of race has
traditionally appeared in film and television and how that mode is expressed now through the
screen-based devices of cyberspace. The two phases of expression that are discussed in this
research are productive and unproductive othering. They are brought in to describe the
mental function of the subjective double, which determines how the self functions and
establishes connections with other people in the world. As we move from unproductive to
productive othering, the iterations of appearance, representation and presence shift from
being acted out on the body to existing primarily through copy.
Unproductive othering is situated within my discussion of film and television history, and the
way that the body and the image (as well as the absence thereof) are sites where identity is
both acted out and contested. This happens because both cinema and TV are authoritative
forms of media that establish a predetermined narrative that is sent to the audience for
consumption. The audience cannot change, or alter this information, therefore the meaning
that is generating through those images are received as the way things are, or the way things
should be.
Productive othering is the phase that best describes how identity is expressed through the
images generated in cyberspace. It does not supplant unproductive othering (or the
manifestation of metal doubling that comes through it), but rather functions in addition to, as
the newest emergence of identity formation that relies almost exclusively on the individual’s
interaction with the Internet. The body is eRaced by the screen, and the user is transported to
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the Web by way of her imagination. She is liberated from physical dependency that allows
her to make connections to other users by way of her attraction (or opposition to) the
information uploaded online. Online users come into proximity by way of ideas first, not
physical appearance, and build communities around the constant adding to and editing of that
discourse. She has the capacity to manifest her presence on multiple accounts, and across
many platforms. Each iteration being a unique aspect of the fullness of her online self. She is
never a static entity, but rather one that is in a constant state of contingent flux. She is
perpetually remaking her appearance for the benefit of communicating better with each of
her Internet constituencies.
When I first began to think critically about cyber-identity, I was intrigued by the change that
the World Wide Web instigated between our bodies and machines. Haraway had been a
major influence on me, and by reading her theory I recognized that the mechanical aspects of
the human body she identified as the cyborg were evolving into a more synthetic apparition –
one that was realized as a graphic representation in cyberspace. In place of the cyborg, I was
interested in the avatar, the graphic representation that embodies the user online.
I used the avatar in my research to describe the type of embodiment that contains the subject
in the virtual space of the Internet. The subject was traditionally thought to emerge from a
reality that is already given as present. So the question I generated from this presumption
was, what happened when the subject was formed on the presumption of absence, which the
term “virtual” connoted of the Internet? I came to understand that the avatar was a
representation of the virtual subject in cyberspace.
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The work of Stuart Hall was also quite informative to my thinking at the early stages.
Borrowing from his theory of New Ethnicities, I was encouraged to think about subject
formation online as a reposition of traditional forms of representation. It opened up the
possibility of entering into an age where the individual and the communities that emerge
between individuals are reorganized through the Internet. It was necessary to take into
account the ways that representation was manifest by the connectivity, network building and
exchange of information generated by digital technology. I continued looking into this on the
presumption that this new form of representation opened up new possibilities within the
spectrum of identification and community building.
The avatar fits within the metaphor of the mask that has been employed by many cultural
theorists to interpret how identity and representation were produced in society and
consequently within the psyche of the individual. Therefore it also had the quality of a
disguise. Another foundational thinker in this research was Frantz Fanon. From his book
Black Skin, White Mask, I was able to glean that the black subject came into self
consciousness by adopting the beliefs and values of the white supremacist gaze. In media
theory, one of the definitions of simulation is the action or practice of simulating, with intent
to deceive.
So much of our contemporary notion of identity is propagated by the unprecedented amount
of interactivity that is taking place in cyberspace, where the signification of race has been
restructured to patterns of invisibility. To come back to my point about Fanon’s original
contribution to my research, the avatar was a virtual masking that concealed physical
appearance, or more accurately made the graphic representation an unstable allusion to the
material body of the user. This sensibility of the hybrid self has been transferred to the Web,
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and I use it to symbolize the formation of identity consciousness in virtual space. The
processes of identity hybridization characterize cyber culture where the user can perform
multiple identities.
My preliminary undertakings in this research were predicated on an attempt to uncover the
development of the avatar through the identity of the user, and the subsequent manifestation
of the avatar as a representation of its creator. This is where the concept of representation
needs clarification. To take us back to my original claim of the avatar as a representation, it
can reasonably be considered an expression of the user, who carries the social burdens of
physical reality that are then transposed onto the graphic images produced in cyberspace.
However, if we choose to take on the constitutive quality of representation the avatar
becomes the primary agent in the formation of social life on the Internet, displacing (not
replacing) the burdens of the user, and reorganizing the intention of subject and community
formation on-line.
The human is residing on the Internet in a manner incomparable to any time before. It is
Western society’s primary channel to communicate, inform, network and travel. Social
networking sites like Twitter, Instagram and Facebook are virtual communities that provide a
platform for the user to inhabit virtual space as "herself" in, which the site is personalized to
share photographs, videos, and a biographical profile that includes the user’s professional and
recreational interests. These are the largest social networking spaces in the world with more
than two billions users in 2016.361 They provide a portal for interaction with the person, as he
or she would most likely be represented off-line.
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By contrast, Second Life is a virtual world (another type of Internet community) that
currently holds more than thirty million user accounts as of 2013.362 The environment has its
own world map, and currency, known as Linden Dollars, that allows residents to own land,
build homes, and buy and sell goods. The site is so popular that universities, companies, and
art galleries have purchased real estate as a means to regenerate the image of education,
commerce, and visual culture. To enter the reality of Second Life, the user must create an
avatar, either using one of the default 'personae' or customizing their own. Unlike the social
networking spaces of Twitter, Instagram and Facebook, Second Life requires the production
of an alternative body – or functioning agent that is an extension of her consciousness in
cyberspace.
My research has sense expanded beyond looking into the impressions of users on social
media to think more broadly about the impact of screen technology on our performance of
identity. Instead of the biological fusion of human and machine, the avatar is a virtual
extension. The body is disappeared by the interface of the computer allowing for the central
nervous system, led by the faculty of the imagination, to create identity based affinities that
would not necessarily occur without the cover of cyberspace. The physical body undergoes a
process of eRasure whereby the attributes of that body are disappeared. This is what
separates the human engagement with the Internet from other forms of media. The person
online becomes a user of that space, not just a consumptive receiver, as is the experience with
television and cinema. The user is a constructive force, moving into and through cyberspace,
connecting with other users through the form of the avatar, the graphic representations of
themselves.
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The body on the other side of the screen is essentially still, except for the senses of touch,
sound and sight. These senses are the primary vehicles of perceiving the virtual world and
making it reality for the user. While we are communicating with the computer, it is also
communicating back to us through algorithmic forms of artificial intelligence that effectively
simulate the same senses that we use to engage with it. This creates an inseparable symbiosis
between the user and cyberspace that also holds within it a universe of other avatars seeking
virtual connection. So what of this and Ming Wong?
I began this section by stating that the expression of identity in media as productive othering
is the phase we are living in today. However it does not mean that the other unproductive,
phase of identity expression through appearance and representation are no longer happening
within the media. Ming Wong’s video is an example of how the conceptions of productive
and unproductive othering in identity coexist. I read his work as an example of the dexterity
of the avatar moving through identities, and as a result creating new kinships between people,
community and geography. The relationships of like-mindedness that come from the
connections we make online are so different from the social formations that result from
subjective binaries of exclusion. The most compelling aspect is witnessing the ways the
proximity of old and new identity structures are enacted in everyday life. I will provide
examples of this, which you will read further along.
The primary question now that formulates this dissertation is, who authors and has authored
visibility? It is a question that, especially in the contemporary moment, gets taken for
granted. We live in a condition by which we have the privilege of constantly recording
ourselves. This is made possible largely through our use of personal mobile devices.
Obviously, this has not always been the case in our society. There is a huge shift in what was
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possible then and what is possible now in terms of who has access to visibility. In fact, with
our society’s history of racism, people who were categorized as other than white were in law
and culture devoid of an image. It was not until after the Civil War, with the rise of the media
and popular culture that was generated by the technology of the camera, that mass-produced
images of blacks and other non-whites were spread across the population as a means of
standardizing white supremacy.
The image was such a provocative form of evidence, that Frederick Douglass, the American
ex-slave, author, orator, abolitionist and statesman, sat for over 160 portraits between 1841
and 1895. He was the nineteenth century’s most photographed American, more than General
Custer, Walt Whitman and Abraham Lincoln. Douglass committed his likeness to the camera
in order to counter the popularity of blackface and other demeaning images of blacks that
were popular in his lifetime.363 Likewise, Sojourner Truth, a contemporary of Douglass’s,
who was an antislavery advocate and feminist, was also conscious of the power of her
photographic likeness. In 1864, she produced a series of postcards that were captioned, “I
Sell the Shadow to Support the Substance.”364 The circulation of images like Truth’s and
Douglass’s were designed to protest the indignities of racism that were so palpable in
American culture.
Despite the redemptive quality of photography to distribute dignified pictures of African
Americans, more often the fiction of the image was too tempting to deny, and this would
become the rallying point at the onset of American cinema in the early twentieth century. The
necessity to be represented in images for the black body was a political intervention,
especially when the image was composed by way of self- representing. This meant that the
subject acquired agency through the image by establishing the postures, gestures and framing
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that determined how their image would be seen. Because these early images were directly
linked to the apprehension of real bodies, the need for self-authorship through the image was
paramount for reifying the humanity of the black body.
The struggle for self-authorship defined the relations of representation for all of the twentieth
century, and the mass media of cinema and television was integral in shaping our cultural
image of race – as well as generating new images that responded to constructive social
narratives about gendered race. Posing for portraits and group photographs with the advent of
photography, was a form of protest against the prevailing representations of blackface
minstrelsy that functioned to legitimize the subordinate status of Blacks through media.
In this way, photography as a claim to the rights of representation, has been an instrumental
tool in depicting radical forms of identification that supported many movements in American
history from abolition up to the present moment of #BlackLivesMatter (BLM). We see,
through online generated social movements like BLM that The Internet is also a site where
the responsibility of the image is widely debated. The proliferation of images, with the use of
new technologies, has shifted the position of images in political movements from a place of
support to a platform that generates a critical awareness about collective identification as we
are witnessing with BLM.
I am fascinated by the way the movement on social media, in particular, is appropriating the
history of the Black image. These images are being re-enlivened through these platforms and
taking on a new social currency that is facilitated by the Internet. BLM originated in 2013 on
social media with the hashtag #BlackLivesMatter as a collective outcry against the acquittal
of George Zimmerman in the shooting death of Trayvon Martin. The movement has since
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gained national and international attention for being outspoken against institutional racism in
the criminal justice system overall, and physically protesting the questionable, and seemingly
unlawful, death of black men and women at the hands of police in particular.
While social media has been an undeniably powerful collectivizing force, the virality of
images of violence that are central to instigating a critical response, are often also responsible
for reinforcing the problematic of the image back into the social consciousness. Tiffany
Onyejiaka, a college student attending Johns Hopkins University, wrote an article on the
Huffington Post website that began with the statement, “I will not share videos of police
officers killing black people.”365 She was prompted to respond because of her experience of
“…black life getting reduced to snippets of death, ‘shared’ and viewed with the click of a
button.”366 Her reaction is even more valid when you recall the debate I put forward by the
removal of the Amos’ n Andy show where increasing the visibility of a negative
representation has a detrimental affect of the reception of the value of black life.
Kenya Downs, in a pbs.org article, calls the repeated exposure of graphic videos of police
killings a “psychological trauma.”367 She quotes clinical psychologist and director of the
Center for Mental Health Disparities at the University of Louisville as saying:
There’s a heightened sense of fear and anxiety when you feel like you can’t trust the
people who’ve been put in charge to keep you safe. Instead, you see them killing
people who look like you. Comibned with the everyday instance of racism, like
microagressions and discrimination, that contributes to a sense of alienation and
isolation. It’s race-based trauma.368
The reality of viral videos reaffirming the lived experience of racism is an unfortunate
circumstance of the legacy of unproductive othering being played out in cyberspace. It is
even more insidious when the distribution of these types of killings online tends to be of
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black people. Downs uses a post from April Reign, the managing editor of Broadway Black,
to point out that:
When many national media outlets opted not to air the graphic footage of news
reporters in Virginia as they were shot and killed by a former coworker on live
television, many news organizations cited respect for the victims and their families as
basis for their decision. That sense of humanity isn’t typically given to victims of
color, especially black –Americans. Instead, their gruesome final moments are
replayed again and again for all to see.369
Reign goes on to note that this “dehumanization” is rooted in the history or racism:
White people used to have picnics at hangings and at lynchings, bringing their
childres to watch black bodies suffer and die, We are not far removed from that, it’s
just being played out through technology now.370
I think that the image of black body as a catalyst for social and political change has to include
among its various representations depictions of the violence that has been inflicted on those
bodies. But, I also agree with Reign and Downs that there is a fine line between awareness
and voyeurism. The most compelling part of this debate is about the visualizing affects of
viral images on the mental reception of race.
Although social media generated movements like BLM are founded on a repudiation of
institutional racism, the mission also makes clear that it is a continuation, but also a break
from the traditional model of black liberation movements. The founders of Black Lives
Matter are three, black, queer-identified women: Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors and Opal
Tometi. They make clear, in their manifesto that BLM:
Goes beyond the narrow nationalism that can be prevalent within Black communities,
which merely call on Black people to love Black, live Black and buy Black, keeping
straight cis Black men in the front of the movement while sisters, queer and trans and
disabled folk take up roles in the background or not at all. Black Lives Matter affirms
the lives of Black queer and trans folks, disabled folks, and black-undocumented
folks, folk with records, women and all Black lives long the gender spectrum. It
centers those that have been marginalized within Black liberation movements. It is a
tactic to (re) build the Black liberation movement.371
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The founders, Garza, Tometi and Cullors, are stating, quite clearly, the sort of intersectional
identification I call productive othering. They have established a political strategy that is
aware of the historical limits in representing gendered race. They used the hashtag
#BlackLivesMatter as way of turning the online content of trans-identification as it relates to
race into a movement that has demonstrated on the streets of cities around the world. In the
spirit of connectivity that is at the center of the mission, BLM has also made affinities with
other political movements namely protests that are concerned with the impact of the
environment and climate change on the lives of people of color.
Lets also consider for a moment another example of what I believe to be an embodied affect
of the experience of gendered race online. In June of 2015, the sensational story of Rachel
Dolezal was all over the media. She made unprecedented headlines for having been exposed
as a white woman who had been falsely portraying herself as a black woman in the Spokane
Washington.
She was in essence living a life in blackface. Much of the controversy centered on the level
of prominence she was able to achieve within the African American community in Spokane.
She was head of that city’s local chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP), and taught African American history at Eastern Washington
University.372 Her teaching of African American History is not a racially specific endeavor,
however her role in the local NAACP chapter has traditionally been tied been one filled by
people of African descent.
She spent her college years at Howard University, a historically black college in Washington,
DC.373 One can infer that this began a specially affinity on behalf of Dolezal with the black
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community. To add some further biographical information, she had an adopted brother who
is black, but her parent have stated to the media that the Dolezal’s ethnic heritage is “Czech,
Swedish, German and indigenous American.”374 She grew up a freckled face, blonde in
Mississippi.
Her case is unique in that her adaptation of blackface was not employed to grant her access to
into the white community, as had been the predicament of The Jazz Singer, she darkened her
skin and changed the texture of her hair to pass within the black community. Dolezal’s story
gained national attention because of the absurdity of the twist. Blackface had traditionally
been deployed in American culture to mock and debase the black race, not as a guise for
shelter within it.
Dolezal not only performed being black, she thrived there. To this point, The NAACP branch
in Spokane, Washington made a statement in support of Dolezal and the quality of work she
performed on their behalf:

One's racial identity is not a qualifying criteria or disqualifying standard for
NAACP leadership. The NAACP Alaska-Oregon-Washington State
Conference stands behind Ms Dolezal's advocacy record. In every corner of
this country, the NAACP remains committed to securing political, educational,
and economic justice for all people, and we encourage Americans of all stripes
to become members and serve as leaders in our organization.375
Dolezal was able to pass for black under the noses of people who by majority identified with
being black based on the erroneous, yet culturally accepted biological determination of race.
Rather than the over exaggerated features that characterize blackface, Dolezal took a more
‘lifelike’ approach browning her skin in the way many people do at tanning salons and
setting it in with makeup. She took advantage of the fact that people who identify as black
more accurately come in many shades of brown. Her image as a black woman was well
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crafted, and she substantiated her blackness on social media using Facebook to further
promote her new identity. Could someone like Rachel Dolezal have existed before the
Internet? My answer is no.
In my opinion, her switch in identity is telling of the ease by which identities are created
online. Cyberspace enhances identity performance because it does not directly refer back to a
physical body. It is only when the affinities that we construct online seep back into the
physical realm that they reach a limit, and this is what occurred when Rachel Dolezal was
outted for being born Caucasian. The notion of releasing one’s white privilege is, even in the
age of the Internet, a mostly unthinkable option, but it is our constant interfacing with cyberdevices that enhance the stories that we author about ourselves. Before all the media
attention, Rachel Dolezal had an active social media life where she imaged the completeness,
and built a community around her blackness.
Her story was released at a time when police and other white vigilantes overloaded the media
with images of gendered race that featured what seemed to be a resurgent trend in the
shooting deaths of unarmed black men. The recent events begged the question, who would
want to be black? The story of Rachel Dolezal was the most unlikely response. While people
were on the streets of Baltimore, Ferguson, and New York City shooting Black Lives Matter,
Rachel Dolezal was going a step beyond and living a black life.
She transformed her identity in the way that is perpetuated by cyberspace, however, instead
of hiding her whiteness exclusively behind the screen, she absorbed the virtual identity into
her physical life. This was her link to the community for which she developed a deep respect.
I believe this allowed to her to subvert the traditional narratives of racism that are typically
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embedded with the application of blackface. She desired to ‘be’ black. The productive form
of identity building allows for new narratives about race to be acted out. The emergence of
Rachel Dolezal and Black Lives Matter are examples of these new narratives. Cyberspace
does not limit the potential for identity, it magnifies it, and the communities that develop
forthwith are exploding the confines of racial individuation, and embracing the differences
within the wholeness of the human experience.
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